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Preface

!

Self Portrait at Computer
“One of the most important things I know about Steve is that he is a
photographer...” 1

1

The remarks of my co-facilitator when we introduced each other during a ‘Team Effectiveness’

seminar at Nottingham University on 25 Sep 2009.
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My co-facilitator’s description took me by surprise. It was the first time that I had
been referred to as photographer in perhaps 30 years and I felt an involuntary
intake of breath before a wry smile of pride and acknowledgment found its way
onto my face. Her words were an important marker in an extended period of
personal transition that has continued throughout this doctoral process2, and
previously, during my time on AMOC3. Yet I haven’t been appearing in my
photographs. This seems to be a common trick for photographers shooting selfportraits; they appear in the reflections, in shadows or partially hidden by some
piece of technical equipment. In my pictures I have shown up as a ghost,
camouflaged in mud or exiting the frame, stage-left. But as you can see, I’m here
now. It has taken a lot of time for me to feel it might be appropriate to be pictured
in this way, but here I am, emerging from this doctoral process and, perhaps, even
recreated by the experience.

This has been a period where I have developed falteringly as a husband and
father, given up the somewhat paradoxical security of a military career for ‘risky’
employment as a freelance Organisation Development consultant and coach. I
have exchanged the London suburbs for a more peaceful and grounded rural
lifestyle, undertaken this doctorate and tried to use my inquiry to develop a
professional ‘niche’ that offers me the satisfaction of a very personal way of
bringing my skills and knowing to clients. Yet I always find significant irony in my
experience of frequently torrid personal change over a 7-year time-frame and the
work I undertake with coaching clients where I might be asked to facilitate a
similar process in half a dozen conversations over a few months. Alternatively, I
might have the opportunity to design a group or team ‘event’ where I am
commissioned to undertake similar magic in an enjoyable and pleasant few hours.
And so here, perhaps, nestled within the optimism and grandiosity of conventional
corporate change efforts, are the first clues of the context for this inquiry.

2

Ashridge Doctorate in Organisation Consulting (2006 - 2010)

3

Ashridge Masters in Organisation Consulting (2003 - 2005)
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As I have examined my practice, I have surfaced my dissatisfaction with the label
of ‘organisation consulting’ as the focus for my work. Dissatisfaction, indeed, with
the current state of both our organisations as well as how we often work with
them. The simplistic question of “Why am I an organisation consultant if I don’t
like organisations?” rises easily but, in reflecting on my tales of prickly discontent
and dark moments of transition, I have discovered an alternative context which
brings broader frames for my interventions. Frames which are supported by a
different sense of knowing and being that I have sought to develop during the
period of this inquiry. Indeed, as I have undertaken a process of personal change,
I believe that I have found ways to influence the processes of organisation and
change in a way that feels more coherent with the values that ground and support
me. But as I write now, I notice how, internally at least, I am trying to justify myself;
my values still feel at odds with working in whole hearted service of most
organisations I encounter.

(I also notice a familiar sense of maverick anger arising in me and suddenly I feel
rather lonely.)

As I begin to inhabit a new space as a consultant I recognise that my practice has
shifted significantly. I am aware that defining consulting practice can be
problematic; my ‘work’ is nested in a view of organisations as on-going
conversations - thus my ‘output’ consists of shifts in the conversation or discourse
which might prompt insight, illumination, change or breakthrough. In skilfully
offering a particular quality of (my)self to the conversation I seek to presence
difference in a way that is helpful to the group. And so, in parallel with this inquiry,
my work is coming to life through themes of dialogue, action learning, ecology,
expressive narrative and digital photography. I have found a space where I can feel
at home, authentic, a place of ‘right work’. Indeed, the world seems be
responding to me as I claim my place; I am now constantly busy, in fact, overlybusy and I often struggle to hold a balance. I joke that I either sleep for four hours
or fourteen, as I swing between adrenaline-fuelled insomnia or various conditions
of exhaustion. As I tap away on my keyboard I now check the clock and assume
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that my family are still asleep in bed. It is early on a Sunday morning but there are
no noises below - all is well.

Of course, there are other consequences of this often precarious and fragile
lifestyle. In the early stages of this inquiry, I found myself using the metaphor of
moving across a sheet of ‘thin ice’ which, at any moment, might crack or break to
plunge me into dangerous murk below. This sensation has become an enduring
feature of my existence and appears in my imagination alongside clichéd images
of the tortured artist, working away in the isolation of a high garret. Then I see
myself looking out of the high window of my office struggling with writing this
thesis; a lonely figure looking out onto the world, not sure if I’m loving it or hating
it, wanting to work and create just as much as I want to run away. At least I find
some solace in the notion that, as emotion and reality merge and thread together,
the conflict provides ‘good material’ for the inquiry process

Over the period of ADOC my interest has shifted from cursory reading into (and
rebelling away from...) the field of ‘organisational aesthetics’ towards a deeper
investigation of my own sense of aesthetic and what might it mean for me and my
work. I have pursued the notion of a life that is fully lived, and actively embraces
each new experience. I have deliberately cultivated a sensitivity to my
environment and events within it that I try to bring to my practice. I have worked
through frustration and anger as I tried to adequately justify and express myself,
and I inadvertently rediscovered a talent and passion for photography; a return to
the subject of my first degree and my first significant experience of paid work. In
fact, digital imagery and reportage photography is becoming a core offering of my
practice as I attempt to work at the intersection of contemporary digital media,
dialogue and inquiry based consulting. I have experimented with social media and
now, rather delightfully, self-publication through a weblog (http://www.photodialogue.com/) has become a vital ingredient of my work as I bring my practice
into the world.

Recovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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I have also come to realise that the feelings of difference that once led me to hold
a distant, troubled relationship to groups might be used to the benefit of others,
and that the sensitivity that I previously held under wraps has value that I can bring
to my organisation consulting practice. As I use the capacity of photography and
digital technology to provide a sense of witness, I am becoming aware that the
production of imagery is often simply a ‘trojan’ 4 for dialogue and relationship.
Photography enables me to bring my clients into conversation while helping me to
access the knowing and resources that would otherwise have remained hidden
‘beneath the thin ice’. Perhaps most importantly, on a personal level, I am
exploring the prospect of an ‘artistic, ecosophic practice’5 as an underpinning to
my consulting offer. Here, though I struggle with the grandiosity of such a notion,
my horizons begin to broaden in a way that feels promising. Among many
ecologists, Thomas Berry (1999) asks us to undertake ‘The Great Work’; a
realignment of our ecological, social and economic priorities, such that we might
develop a new political alignment that offers an opportunity for the restoration of
the earth and her ecosphere. Berry (1999:159) claims that our task is to ‘reinvent
the human’ within a cosmological context and, while I am somewhat over-awed
by the prospect, this is a calling that I find increasingly attractive and relevant to
my shifting world-view.

Held in juxtaposition with my cosmologically informed grand purposefulness is the
often mundane reality of day-to-day practice. In a previous draft of this preface, I
used the ‘One Starfish at a Time’ story as an introduction but later removed it
because it felt childishly twee and sentimental. Recently, however, my friend and
client, Andrew, curiously evoked the tale as we stood drinking a beer outside a
London pub. “You know the one...”, he said:

“During the night a storm tide had stranded thousands of starfish on the beach.
As the waves came crashing in, a man noticed a little girl in the distance. She was
picking up the helpless starfish one at time and putting them back into the ocean.
Curious, he approached her, and watched several times as she repeatedly made the
4

I am indebted to artist Tim Caswell, who offered this label in a chance conversation at Schipol Airport.

5

A term used by Nicolas Bourriaud (2002b) in ‘Relational Aesthetics’.
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effort to accomplish the seemingly impossible task of saving them. Finally,
he asked, "Little girl you cannot possibly save them all so why waste your
time?". Without hesitation she picked up another starfish, held it up to the man,
and said, "Tell that to this little starfish".6

Our day had been troublesome. We had invested considerable time and effort in
a ‘photo-dialogue’ intervention across two European business sites. The work
seemed to have gone well; we had engaged effectively with hundreds of people in
the client organisation and they liked the work. During interactive sessions, which
culminated in gallery presentations of reportage photographs featuring people in
the organisation going about their business, we had elicited narrative themes that
we believed provided significant pointers for the strategic development of the
organisation. Our intention had been to re-engage with the commissioning client
and leadership team to inquire into our findings. As we waited to meet with the
team, we knew that the time available to us had contracted from 1 hour to only 45
minutes. When we were ushered into a room containing the virtual technology
that would span the globe to reach distant colleagues, we found that we had only
25 minutes. The team was evidently distracted by more urgent events and we
struggled to provide enough context for our work. The plan to engage the team in
a brief inquiry collapsed into advocacy as we struggled to shout into horrible
‘spider’ microphones. While we achieved some engagement in the room, we
could neither hear properly or make ourselves heard to the team members on the
screens. Ultimately, it felt like our well-intentioned, though complex message, was
finally reduced by the team leader to a set of apparently inconsequential ‘actions’
for the team.

Over our drinks we reflected on our day, the nature of the work and the effect we
had achieved in the organisation. We thought we had offered an interesting
intervention which had generated good conversation and thoughtful dialogue
among the workforce but then resulted in insufficient engagement among the
leadership. We wondered whether more than one or two of the leadership team
understood our work; the lingering question seemed to be ‘...Did they get it?’ As
6

A modern parable.
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Andrew sipped his beer he spoke of his disappointment; he suggested that this
was a pattern that was beginning to repeat in the organisation and he resolved to
speak with the leader in more conducive circumstances. I spoke of my own sense
of ‘dismissal’ and began to realise, not for the first time, that a good sense of
relationship is essential for me to work well and, though I had been introduced to
the leadership team, I hardly knew them. Importantly, I was also conscious of
another feeling, one of rebellion, something that I thought I might have ‘overcome’
through my work in this inquiry. Yet, as I stood outside that pub, the
organisational agitator in me was alive and well and another smile of wry
acknowledgement and pride crossed my face. That evening we left the bar and
each wandered our way away home but the frustration remained. In a subsequent
call, Andrew and I began to think of our plan for wider engagement in the work.
With the leadership team apparently disabled by crisis, though the mandate for
our work still intact, our conversation turned once more to doing something
valuable for the people who were being swept along in the commercial storm 7.
Even if it did mean that, in this particular storm, we might work ‘one starfish at a
time.’

7

The photo-dialogue project was later swept up within a much wider HR initiative which seemed to provide

an eddy within the organisational processes but then also seemed to disappear into the more reactive, repeating pattern to which Andrew alludes.
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Preview

Starting a process of ‘Recovering Creative Identity.
I realise that I have written my thesis with a dearly held wish to invite readers to
dive deeply into a sense of immersive experience and to enjoy the disorientation and anxiety that the process evokes. Throughout my inquiry, I have battled
with the view that this way of presenting my work could be seen as self-indulgent, even solipsistic. Yet my view is that this way of writing is representative of
a way of knowing which supports my practice and, further, my life and experience. However, as I have exposed my process to others I have learned that my
own rather Nietzschean attitude to plunge pools is not for everyone. So, in this
short section and the two others that accompany it, ‘Progress Check’ and ‘Review’, I am taking a deliberate step away from the narrative flow of the rest of
my writing. In these sections I will shift my point of emphasis and more deliberately write about my inquiry rather than writing from within it and I will provide
notes with the intent to enable a sense of perspective and progress in the work.
There is a clear tension that I deliberately hold throughout my offer of this thesis. I have chosen to make available to the reader as much of my own internal
narrative as possible and present this in a way that is coherent with my own
lived experience. In taking this provocative path, I expose myself to the challenge that my text is insufficiently ‘readerly’; that it is has not been subsequently
‘tidied up’ or that it might not communicate ‘cleanly’ enough for my reader. I am
aware, however, that I am taking a radical path which is predicated by an epistemology resting in participative, embodied, often tentative, ‘felt‘ knowing, which
I consider loses its voice in more conventional modes of presentation.
I have been exacting in the crafting of my text such that the reader’s experience
becomes sympathetic to my way of working and how I attempt to offer my presence within a ‘consulting’ conversation. It is essential that my reader appreciates this choice which has been critical to the discovery of my process; as I
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have developed my sense of authentic voice, to tell some of my own story, so I
am able to catalyse difference and change within the client context.
The reader may notice a point of paradox here, while I might claim to write
‘about rather than writing from within’ this fragmentation seems epistemologically and ontologically incoherent. In positioning this thesis as written for the
reader rather than the writer, I invite the reader to suspend his/her assumptions
and respond dialogically by stepping intentionally into paradox. Bohm (1996)
would invite us to be critical of the separation of the reader as an ‘observer’ of a
writer who ‘presents’ data.
“Therefore, at a certain stage the distinction between the observer
and the observed cannot be maintained, or as Krishnamurti used to
say, the observer is the observed.”
Bohm, D. (1996:70)
Stepping out of what has been an essentially first-person orientated inquiry,
where much of the work has been to appreciate and offer my own sense of
voice and creativity, writing these descriptive meta-notes feels like a step backwards into a condition which I have struggled to overcome. I have pursued an
inquiry into personal epistemology and a way of knowing which does not sit well
within the confines of this type of more formal written description and analysis. I
hear myself alongside one of my co-inquirers who, when I photographed her
walking in the fields near her home claimed, ‘This is not my landscape.’ The realisation that this style of presentational text ‘is not my language’ lies deeply
among the twisted roots of my inquiry. This is a point of critical distinction for
me and so, with feelings of ambivalence and incoherence, I offer this preview of
the first part of this thesis. I will follow with a similar note at the half-way stage
and, again, at the end of the document. Here I will attempt to ‘caption’ respective sections of my inquiry, providing a degree of enabling context but still allowing the reader, in an aspiration towards joint sense-making and co-inquiry, to be
free to wander, to enjoy, to be discomforted and, finally to be left with at least
some questions unresolved.
My next photograph, a mud-smeared ‘swamp man’ with a clear distaste for the
organisations which pay his bills is not an image normally associated with the
suited world of corporate advisors and my first chapter finds me railing against
many of the structures and relationships that support me both personally in my
inquiry and professionally as a practicing consultant. Readers may not be surRecovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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prised to hear that the format of this thesis itself receives criticism and a hatred
of introductions and summaries, even the text itself, comes into the firing line.
Yet my rage at format runs deeper than paragraph spacing or font. My angst is
situated within an immediate alienation from phenomena which are now seen
only darkly through the filter of written text. Abram (1997:100) claims that ‘with
the advent of the alpha-beth, a new distance opens between human culture and
the rest of nature’. This detached position offers a first step toward the alienated position that my maverick persona begins to explore before a larger stride is
required to address the metaphorical constructs that inform the duality of the
positivist paradigm. I am keen to dislodge our taken-for-granted sense of reality
and disrupt the linguistic metaphorical coherence upon which we rely. Focussing on the structure of metaphorical thought reveals ‘the need to rethink
some of the most fundamental ideas in the study of mind: meaning, truth, the
nature of thought, and the role of the body in in the shaping of mind’ (Lakoff and
Johnson, 2003:243). In sympathy with this idea, I have chosen to privilege the
emergence of meaning, rather than linear progression or rational, temporal order, as the foundational orientation to my writing which, consequently, weaves,
and loops and occasionally repeats lines of inquiry in a way reminiscent of what
W.G. Sebald calls ‘narrative prose’.
My first chapter makes an offer of context, an illustration of the knowing which
reflects my often overwhelming sense of ‘reality’. A 1960’s pop song, visual
discovery in the Tate Modern, dreams that merge uneasily with experience, a
curiously brutal TV show. There is piece of writing here, a snatch of conversation there, Kim Phúc runs from a Napalm attack and Richard Mabey rediscovers
landscape and love. Nevis (1998:44) outlines a propensity which has ‘driven
the field of organization development toward an overly rational perspective’ and
that ‘the objects of awareness [include] images, fantasies, dreams and feelings,
those events that we consider subjective or irrational. These are real, powerful
determinants of behavior - even if they are idiosyncratic aspects of behaviour.’
Holding against my own perceived demands to reduce and categorise, I am,
intuitively at this stage, attempting to hold to a sense of a connected, participative ‘whole’. While troublesome in practice, the idea of an interconnected, relational universe is common currency among physicists. Echoes of a similar ontology are recognised in domains that, for me, are closer to home, for example,
beyond the foundations of Gestalt psychology (Francis, 2005), these patterns
are recognised in, for example, ecological systems (Capra, 1996) or complexity
(Wheatley, 1999). David Bohm explains that the structure of reality is enfolded
within our experience and that ‘this wholeness is actual, it matters, and it warrants metaphysical investigation.’ (Nichol, 2003:5)
Recovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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My second chapter begins to make new sense of previous experience and practice through the lens of an epistemology that attends more specifically to sensorial and sensuous engagement. I address the the transitional nature of my
process and expose habitual patterns of relationship alongside the difficulty I
experienced as attempted to more seriously address my own experience. I describe how my inquiry shifts from what feels like a disembodied, academic approach of reading into my inquiry towards a more authentic consideration of my
immediate environment and how I might be figuratively and literally ‘finding myself.’ I am able to refocus and affirm my sense of ‘maverick’ energy towards a
different framing of inquiry and I note the passivity and anaesthetic quality that I
encounter in organisational life. Laura Sewall (1999:67), links this kind of experience more clearly to our modern environment, ‘Like many of us, I turn down
the volume to protect myself. I become psychically numb - a classical defense
against that which hurts.’
Moments of insight are described in Chapter 3 through encounters with forms of
expressive writing and photography. I am left shocked and feeling incompetent
as I discover the power of interventions that expose my own aesthetically orientated sense of participation in the world. Here I discover the potential of holding
a broad sense of collective context while, paradoxically, exposing the detail of
my own experience. ‘Ghoulish Ella’ connects me spiritually and ecologically to
the world and, through the story-telling of ‘Olimpo’, I experience the implications
of the Rogerian view that, ‘What is most personal is most general’ (Rogers,
1961:26). As I again attempt to resist reduction, I am conscious of my inquiry
apparently collapsing categories of experience and I explore my sensitivity to
the constraints of conventional, presentational media and my quest for meaning
in work. At this distance, I realise that there is a hidden thread in my inquiry; my
retrospective sense of the ‘No. 22 Bus’ story is that I am starting to challenge
the broader utility of first-person inquiry and wondering how to intentionally
commit myself towards wider communities and arenas of practice.
Continued experimentation with digital imagery enables an expression of erotic
sensuality in Chapter 4. I use another photograph of my daughter, ‘Wet Ella’, as
both a personal exploration of my process and interest (noticing the edges of
comfort/discomfort as I work with the image), and as a prompt for conversation
with colleagues and and as a prompt for clients in an open workshop. Using
visual provocation in these conversations leads quickly to a deep sense of reflective spoken dialogue. This type of visual ‘technique’ is a commonly used facilitation device but I become aware of a much greater personal ‘stake’ that I ofRecovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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fer through the intimacy and relationship that my image provides. Contrary to
received wisdom, I discover that if I, as facilitator, make my own process available and participate in a way that requires a level of personal risk, it seems that
participants in the conversation are also able to make more of themselves
available to the process.
In Chapter 5, I deepen my practice as I use one of the ADOC ‘masterclasses’ to
pay attention to my embryonic artistic process. Here I am using ADOC as an
analogue for other organisations where I might have a commercial, consulting
relationship. While I accept that some of the context for the relationships within
the ADOC group may vary when compared to other commercial contexts, shifts
in the quality of voice within the group, the construction of identity, delineation of
boundaries, patterns of inclusion and exclusion, and other similar manifestations of power relating are generalisable to any of the groups with which I might
work. Indeed, the heritage of AMOC and ADOC both reside within the assumption that the cohort provides participants with ‘real’ data.
I experience overtones of shame as I explore my values and attempt to express
them through my inquiry. The work highlights some of the dissonance in my
sense of self and practice and I begin to use a process of therapeutic photography to further explore aspects of creativity and identity. I work between the proscribed domains of therapeutic photography and phototherapy as I explore my
sense of ‘professional’ identity. Rather than treating this as a specifically firstperson intervention, I use the images as a prompt towards collaborative inquiry
and realise that exposing images of self to the dialogic process makes clearer
my projections and fantasies. In applying my developing photographic process
to deepen my ecological knowing, the ‘Logs’ image eventually cracks open a
political aspect to my sense of ontology. From this perspective, I see how a latent, denied, political stance informs my maverick, iconoclastic propensities. As
Ranciere (2004:13) claims in his ‘Distribution of the Sensible’, ‘Politics revolves
around what is seen and what can be said about it, around who has the ability
to see and the talent to speak, around the properties of space and the possibilities of time.’
As I close this section and check this edited, abridged version against my writing I am noticing how the authoritative voice that I have adopted here presents
only a very particular version of my thinking. Mindful of René Magritte’s apparently contradictory claim that ‘Ceci n'est pas une pipe’, I ask my readers to remember that this preview has not been my inquiry.

Recovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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Chapter 1

Swamp man

Something in common with the wild? I constructed this picture at the height of
my frustration with ADOC and, more generally, my reflections on my
relationship to consulting practice. This is how I felt; not a refined, erudite,
sharply dressed, expert ‘suit’, more a daubed, subterranean terrorist.
Marshall, S., (2008)

Recovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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And now?

I still love Swamp Man! Yes; grimy, messy, plastered... red-rimmed eyes look tired
but sharp, pieces of detritus adhere, this is not a history that will be easily put to
rest.

Ha! And why should it? I’ve lived with that feeling for long enough - now I want to
celebrate Swampy - it’s about time. He’s been living in the murk for years - it’s
time he had a chance. There has been enough of the others who have buggered
it up - can it get any worse? I think Swampy would be OK - he is made of the
earth and might have some respect for it - yes, let’s give him a go. He might look
scary but his heart is in the right place.

Hehe...I still smile at the madness of taking mud from our raised beds into the attic
studio and setting the camera on a tripod - I was soon so covered in the sticky,
gooey clay that it was all over the camera too. And, I will admit, I was a bit
embarrassed to show this picture to anyone, let alone the group of serious
academics in my supervision group (sorry guys, but you were, and I was cross fer
Chrissakes... haha ;-)). It took a good bit of swampy maverick ‘up yours‘ for me to
bring this picture along. But it would be OK now - he looks quite warm to me now
- and the darkened edges of the image lend a little mystery to the character.

Do remember, of course, that I darkened the edges of the image. Looking again,
perhaps I should darken them some more....

Oh yes, there has to be something left for me - a little bit of mystery is a good
thing.

Recovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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Beginnings

In an increasingly demanding professional consultancy environment, I notice that I
am often asked to specify the key ‘takeaways’ of the service that I aim to provide.
What will happen as a result? What are the ‘deliverables’ likely to be? I used to
answer rather evasively and was unwilling to encourage such mechanistic
assumptions but was also unable to articulate an alternative with any real
conviction. Perhaps, I would claim tentatively, the outcome might be ‘conditions
more favourable...’ or ‘potential for innovation...‘.

If I were to challenge myself in a similar way over this inquiry process I might, at
one stage, have been similarly vague. Yet, as I continue the process beyond the
delineated phases of ‘inquiry’ and now towards ‘writing up’ I am gaining an
increasing sense of clarity about the value of the work. What is becoming evident
to me is that, after an extended period of dialogue and reflection with myself, my
fellow inquirers and, more widely, with my environment, I am much more easily
able to enter into meaningful dialogue and relationship with professional clients
and colleagues. My sense of conviction in holding dialogue such that we might
engage in inquiry as an outcome in itself now feels secure. I have seen and felt
both the benefits that the process offers and have also experienced significant and
very personal resistance to the process at the fundamental level of self and
identity. In fact, my own journey has not been straight forward at all.

And so, in this beginning I need to make clear my intent to tell the story of my
inquiry in a paper of looping returns, intertwined threads, inferences, metaphors
and connections offered in something of a deliberate non-sequence. While I might
acquiesce in some business scenarios, I have a deep seated hatred of the
conventional ‘tell them what you are going to say, tell them, tell them what you
said’ format. In my experience of life I notice that events rarely announce
themselves in that way and I feel deeply patronised when I am offered that style of
narration. Of course, this could also be the ground of academic suicide and there
is, I know, a considerable task if I am not to thoroughly disorientate and lose my
Recovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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reader. However, I see some precedent within the academy for holding to a
‘messy’ approach:

“There was a view expressed by a number of researchers that they had
to ‘tidy up’ their accounts in order to make them ‘real research’. For
instance, Wilhelm offered: ‘In the end my PhD ended up being very
much about myself. I wondered how I could have this accepted as
“real” research...I felt I had to tidy it up, explain things away to make it
acceptable.”

Ladkin, D. (2003:24)

I empathise strongly with Wilhelm; the question of the ‘acceptability’ of my work
has endured and, previously, played a considerable part in my thinking around
how I would tackle my AMOC dissertation. As I construct this thesis, I realise the
effect of my own process is rather insidious. As I write and edit I have a tendency
to craft my work such that I ‘polish’ away the rough edges. So, with each revisit
and small rewrite I am concerned that another part of my rough, coarse, lived
experience is gently buffed away in favour of a glossy, sanitised version of events.

My hope is to hold enough of the emergent messiness of my process so that I
might demonstrate the changing lines of thought, imaginal themes, moments of
insight, chance events, intuitions and fragile reasoning that have formed the
delicate components of my inquiry process. This feels real for me; in dialogue
work I am aware of setting the conditions for embedded conversational patterns
to arise - if the patterns don’t arise, how can the participants usefully work with
them? But I feel challenged in my aspiration to offer a similar experience to the
reader of this pre-prepared text. I realise, that this form of written presentation is
probably not the best medium for my work; I find that this almost necessarily linear
form constrains expression and tends to force conversation along paths that I
might not otherwise take or, indeed, were not available to me at the time.
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When Donna Ladkin visited the ADOC at Ashridge she carefully distinguished
between ‘writerly’ text (which might more closely represent our experience to
ourselves) and a more ordered form of ‘readerly’ text (which would evoke a more
organised experience in others). I have learned that there are risks in failing to
make this distinction; when I pushed the conventions of structure and presentation
too far in a submission for a book chapter, my work was rejected and a more
conventional re-write, in the ‘tell them’ form was required. So, I wonder if I will be
able to negotiate the conventions of thesis writing or, indeed, photographic
imagery more smoothly? It feels like I might be able to exploit the pictures to
better effect; I am realising that photography is a much more permissive medium
where I can bend rules and twist truths. Fortunately, it is a long time since we
believed that photographs exclusively told the truth (though vestiges of that
particular attribute remain) and now we usually expect the image to incorporate
some form of manipulation or ‘re-touching’. It seems that we now visually
negotiate the truth of pictures and then confirm them verbally, and so their inherent
authority is increasingly questioned if, indeed, it ever really existed. I know I like to
dismantle authority. Recently, as I have been experimenting with physical galleries
of photographs, I have been delighted by the fluid interplay of image and
conversation, the sense of immersion into my work and the moments of
excitement and acknowledgement as the audience move and talk within the
space. There is a freedom in galleries that I enjoy, we can make our own meaning,
share and compare narratives or simply relax with a glass of wine and submerge
ourselves in the images

Within my hope for freedom, perhaps the only other robust constant I experience
is my intent to hold to an an enduring aesthetic in my work. An aesthetic which
works beyond the almost necessary chaos of the action research process and has
provided the critical axis around which my inquiry turns. Moreover, I realise that an
aesthetic sense of being has become an enduring aspiration in the reality of my
day-to-day experience of work and life. I have spent many years holding this
aesthetic orientation hidden under various psychic wraps and have negotiated
some form of uneasy form of reconciliation by telling myself that I just don’t think
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like that. The ‘that’ in question being what I might now refer to as a mechanistic,
positivist orientation. As I explored the experience in my early ADOC writing I
referred to it rather mysteriously as ‘something more visceral, earthy, perhaps even
sinister’ 8 and quoted Erich Fromm:

“But I have to repress all these feelings in order to represent myself (to others
as well as to myself) as the smiling, rational, sincere, kind human being
everyone pretends to be.”

Fromm (1978:16)

It seems that wearing Fromm’s smile has, on occasion, felt a little tiresome and
that my struggles with our modern consumer culture have taken their toll. Yet,
ironically, I have also been grateful for the impetus that my discomfort has offered
my inquiry; culture as muse, perhaps?

As I respond to the discomfort of ‘noticing’, I am aware that my processes of
writing and photography are, in some ways, becoming closer. When I photograph
a scene I use the raw data captured in my camera as the basis for the image that
is ultimately produced via a computer. The idea that the image is somehow
‘captured’ solely on film is now helpfully redundant. Everything is up for grabs; my
digital editing process is one of re-imagining, a reassessment of the data, of the
sensory experience that I am trying to represent. Visually, I can use my computer
to achieve almost anything. An analogy could be writing a sentence on this
keyboard; as I remember the narrative I reassess emphasis and content, making
constant decisions and adjustments as I write. Like my writing, the primary
criterion for my images is whether they are engaging; unless I can gain my
viewers’ attention I have little to offer. Of course, I hope to be similarly engaging in
this writing even though it often feels like a very ‘un-academic’ negotiation of

8

ADOC Module 1 Paper
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‘reality’. Naturally enough, my desire is to provide a document that meets the
requirement of academia and offers an active provocation for fellow visual
practitioners, consultants or other interested readers and so, as I begin this work, I
find I am addressing the prevailing conventions and requirements of academia
with some trepidation. I steel myself as I take the first steps in pursuit of the
somewhat lofty ambition of using words and images to, as Thomas Berry (Berry, T.
1999) might request, achieve change in a human world that sorely needs it.

So, let’s make a start here. It’s as good a place as any...

“I think I’m going back
To the things I learned so well
In my youth
I think I’m returning to
Those days when I was young enough
To know the truth

Now there are no games
To only pass the time
No more colouring books
No Christmas bells to chime

But thinking young
And growing older
Is no sin
And I can play
The game of life
To win”
‘Goin’ Back’ as sung by Dusty Springfield
originally written by Carole King and Gerry Goffin
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Dusty Springfield was playing on the radio that Saturday afternoon as I drove away
from our meeting. The time spent at a country house with the intent of developing
the ground for a new collaboration had given me space to reflect on a fast
changing sense of identity and practice. I had travelled to meet with seven of a
group of nine consultants interested in working together and, as I drove north
back to Lincolnshire, I realised how much I was feeling the sun on my back.

The group had met before but several inches of winter snow on my local roads
meant that I was unable to travel. For a while I thought that this might mean the
opportunity would pass me by but, in my absence, an AMOC colleague had
sponsored me well and I was again invited to join their conversation. Driving to
the venue I had processed my habitual ambivalence towards groups, feeling (as
usual) that it would probably be a waste of time but rationalising the trip as a
‘sensible’ step of diversification in my business strategy. However, throughout our
day, I sensed a different quality in my engagement with the group, and in theirs
with me. I felt that I was more self-assured, self-contained and simultaneously
more available to the others. I had something clear to offer in terms of a photo/
visual/consulting/coaching offer that hadn’t occurred so clearly to me before and
this seemed to make a big difference.
In the day’s quiet moments I remembered my teenage years when I was set on
becoming a photographer and thought delightedly of the recent inclusion of that
particular visual form in my repertoire. Back in those youthful days I had little idea
why, but I simply loved the mix of craft, skill, technology and the wonderment that I
experienced in seeing photographic images emerge in the developer. Many years
had passed since I was last defining myself as a photographer and the
synchronicity of Dusty Springfield singing over the car radio, together with a
growing sense of ‘returning’, really seemed to strike home. In fact, if I indulge in a
brief segué to ‘home’, I notice that there are also indications of change. Despite
various opportunities and advantages in doing otherwise, my wife, Kate, and I
have always maintained fairly separate careers. In part, this is a pragmatic
diversification but it is also underpinned by Kate’s plaintive refrain; “I don’t know
what you do - I can’t tell my friends what you do.” Now, as my work gains shape
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and I find ways to voice my practice, I notice that we are having a different
conversation and so, of late, I am feeling much better.
Yet there are still residual anxieties and I don’t always sleep very well. A recent
evening was especially difficult, so I spent the late night hours driving my brand
new car. I love it; shiny, red, sporty and very fast. After only a few miles I had to
take it to the petrol station for the first time, and then realised that I didn’t have
clue where I would find the filler cap. I pulled up next to the pump and, watched
by a bemused crowd of onlookers, just could not figure out how to put petrol in
the car. Eventually, I took off one of the engine covers and found the filler pipe but
when I pulled the trigger on the petrol hose, fuel spilled everywhere. Feeling
increasingly distressed and embarrassed, I had to look again but was then
distracted by some shouting and saw that a group of women had taken the
engine cover and were using it to slide down a grass bank across the road from
the petrol station. I ran to remonstrate with them; how could they be doing this?
Didn’t they understand how that the highly polished carbon-fibre panel was
incredibly expensive? How could they not know? Then I returned to the filling
station to find that I had caused such a traffic jam that the car was being loaded
onto a truck. What on earth had I done to deserve this..? I awoke feeling
physically sick.

I might take this dream as an expression of the fear and potential for the
incompetence that seems to haunt me as I bring my developing practice into the
public arena. It frequently feels like there is potential for ridicule as I push myself to
make my creative offerings and interpretations more widely available in a
commercial environment. ‘Being creative’ is a role that is rarely taken seriously.
Laura Sewall writes:

“Artists, we presume, live on some faulty edge of reality, poets are essentially
unrealistic, sensualists are not to be taken seriously, and, by the way, can’t
you make a little money?”
Sewall, L (1999:81)
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Back in my dream, I know I can drive and the new car feels really good (a
metaphor for new clients? Indeed, Kate and I have joked that this doctorate has
cost me my Porsche...). Indeed, ever since my early reading of Belenky et al
(1986) on feminine epistemologies I have been conscious that the masculine
figures in my dreams seem to represent ambition and grandiosity while the
feminine figures are gently, or otherwise, mocking and much more relational; the
conflict between ideas of ‘impact’ and, more modestly, ‘being’ feels ever present

But, new car or otherwise, I’m not ready to show off and, on further reflection, the
dream might be representative of the ambivalence that I struggle with as I pursue
power (though not celebrity) in my consulting work. I’m not yet familiar with every
detail of my ambition and what it means; since meeting myself in a dream (though
as a female character) I suspect there could be a more relational aspect to my
unconscious wanderings that I am unable to surface. I realise that can’t always
quite articulate my ground and others still seem to occasionally misunderstand my
intent. I am also aware that I drift into my own world of sensation and then I can
be seen as aloof, inaccessible, enigmatic, perhaps even hostile, and that these
characteristics might not be helpful in working with consulting and inquiry
methodologies based on inclusion, participation and relationship. But I am
encouraged by signs that this is changing, indeed that as I show up more fully and
authentically, I also invite conversation to a greater degree. Yet I am also content
that ‘enigmatic’, perhaps ‘mysterious’ or even ‘powerful’ are labels that I can live
with if they allow me to promote a change that is aligned with my sense of
passion, cause and values.

The evening before my new car dream I had wandered into the kitchen where
Kate was watching a TV documentary on Siberian herdsmen and their horses.
The listings had offered a ‘health warning’ that there might be scenes of an
upsetting nature. At one stage the herdsmen decided to catch and kill a mare that
had become barren. After a struggle, the animal was lasso’d around the neck and
began to asphyxiate as it struggled and the rope tightened. It became more and
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more immobile until finally, one of the herdsmen stepped forward to dispatch it
with an axe. As the scene unfolded, Kate became increasingly distressed and
finally shouted at the screen, ‘This isn’t TV...they shouldn’t show this...’ She
wanted to turn the programme off but I wanted to watch. It was fascinating; the
herdsmen lived in temperatures of -35 Celsius, feeding and looking after a horse
that could not reproduce was senseless, the herdsmen were very close to edge of
survival and needed the food. We were witnessing what felt to me like a
legitimate, natural process but, as the horse was killed, Kate was sobbing hard
and I realised that I’d never seen her cry like that. She ran out of the house to be
with her own horses. Later that evening, when I awoke from from the red car
drama I had to reach over to check she was still beside me.

These brief stories of my recent experiences each resonate with the evolving state
of my inquiry, practice and preoccupations. All are changing and offering new,
challenging learning and risk. Perhaps there are some signs of definition and
coherence but if the start of my inquiry was defined by rebellion and dissatisfaction
with my consulting and doctoral process, the intervening years have involved
confusion, conflict and disorientation. My stories do not always claim a front-ofmind, figural relevance for me; rather they come and go, visitors in my
consciousness who arrive to match my circumstance, weaving their way through
my own understanding and sense of identity. Now, however, it seems that I am
finding my way to a greater degree of clarity, both in who I am as a practitioner
and how I want to pursue my inquiry and life beyond this PhD. I am
understanding more of my values; how the egalitarian, participative and ecological
agenda that informs my life choices ‘shows up’ in my work. I am starting to
understand more of how my own creative processes are stimulated and how I
bring ‘craft’ to my work. I know more of how I am dissatisfied with our
conventional views of what might constitute ‘consulting’ and situate myself in a
wider arena of social change. I also know that, in a critical respect, I see my task
as ‘translating’ my experience and, perhaps, the language and conventions of
academia, into something that practitioners and clients can more easily locate and
apply.
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So while my practice defines itself (to me, at least) and I am still left with
considerable work ahead. Certainly, my learning has not been as smooth as I
might have assumed. It seems that if I am to learn, I need to hear everything at
least 5 times. When I walked with my good friend, Brian Lawson, through
Sheffield city centre, we spoke about my new ‘blog’ and how he wanted to see
more of me in the images and words. When I got home I found an email from
another trusted colleague who remarked, “I wanted to see more photos, more of
your work, yes, weaved in with your experiences and the work of others - but it is
your visual craft that I wanted more and more of...” I remembered a previous
supervision group when one of my colleagues said, “...I was fascinated by your
[editing] process and I want to know more..” My supervisor, Robin Ladkin, spent
some time suggesting that I look inwards to the source of my creativity. The label
of ‘enigmatic’ was offered by faculty member Bill Critchley, other colleagues have
helpfully confronted me several times or urged me on through this inquiry. This
has been difficult territory for me; the image that I hold is of an invitation to plunge
through the metaphorical ice, swim down into the darkness and then, like some
sort of contemporary pearl hunter, re-emerge with a trophy of my dive. Is this
what colleagues mean when they ask for more?

The prospect of providing ‘more’ reminds me of the sickness that I felt on
awakening from my red car dream and seems a very long way from a drive home
through a Dusty Springfield sunset. In these moments, rather than finding any
potential for resource or generosity, it feels like my guts are already on the floor. At
least the sensation reminds me of the sort of risk that give me focus. And it is with
the association of risk that I begin to recognise myself again in the role of
‘Swampman’, the muddied guerilla rebel who wants to take on the voices of
complacency, collective censure and social stigma and make some sort of
difference.

In my guerilla persona, maverick anger usefully returns to the boil and I begin to
rebel against the familiar economic configurations that I have experienced in
recent years at my particular intersection of consultancy and academia. When I
imagine how I might make a difference I return to my graduate photographer days,
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30 years ago, and remember pictures by photo-journalists like Don McCullin,
Philip Jones-Griffths and Tim Paige. I recall their imagery as a mixture of
disciplined craft and opportunism accompanied by a deep sense of care. At that
time, it seemed to me that they were clear about their role of witnessing events
rather than actively campaigning in a conventional political sense. In retrospect, I
experience a very clear political agenda in the work but it is the methodology that
particularly appeals to me. Their images simply let us see the very personal,
human impact of what was happening - mostly what was happening in our names
- and were all the more significant as a result.

Air Strike on Trang Bang; Nick Ut, AP.

And so, as this inquiry and the work it provokes absorbs increasing amounts of
my time and energy, I need to ensure that I am also doing something significant.
Nicolas Bourriaud (2002a:13) speaks of our time as a particular moment of
chance in art history which can be summed up in few words ‘learning to inhabit
the world in a better way.’ I note Thomas Berry’s wish that PhDs might employ
their wisdom ‘to save the Earth and her beauty’ and feel an increasing resonance
as my work, referencing my own experience of the world increasingly closely,
progressively returns to ideas of place and geography, ecology, beauty and
aesthetics.
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My hope that this ‘beginning’ is offering a sense of what is to come. It feels
coherent with the way in which I aim to explain myself. I am offering an action
inquiry presented in a style which wanders, rather questionably through thought
and imagination, time and place. I have come to recognise this way of expression
as similar to the ‘psycho-geography’ of writers such as Richard Mabey and W.G.
Sebald. I live a hundred miles north of Mabey’s landscape but his concern with
the arrival of migrating swifts and his insights into the sense of human place as
located fully in nature resonate with my own learning. Mabey was rehabilitated
from depression through a rediscovery of landscape and love. On a lesser scale, I
notice how I get gently rattled and agitated when I spend time away from our
fields or miss out on time in the orchard or garden. This inquiry and writing has
both removed and isolated me (as I write, I view the trees, fields, birds and sheep
through the particular silence framed by a double-glazed barrier of self-cleaning,
low thermal emissivity glass) but also provoked its own journey of rehabilitation;
not from a depression in the clinical sense, but from the alienating disconnection
that our society actively promotes.

W.G. Sebald also walked through Mabey’s landscape and reaches out through a
porous sense of geography and time. Will Self, in describing his own ‘Sebaldian’
adventure, notes that “the intensity of Sebald's authorial voice, and the conviction
expressed in his work again and again that the barrier between the living and the
dead is semi-permeable, might have led a writer more credulous than I to tap
upon Ouija keys rather than qwertyuiop ones.”9 In my writing, I hope to
encourage a Sebaldian sense of semi-permeable boundary between fact and
fiction, memory and fantasy as I negotiate the ‘data’ of what seems ‘real.’ As
befits my work, I will supplement the qwertyuiop keys with digital imagery as I try
to describe my process and offer my own often rather contrary version of
experience. Here I might also give the first clues of how I hope to portray my
pursuit of an interwoven, enmeshed, often tentative sense of knowing. Sebald
would have used the term ‘prose narratives’, a form which blurs the boundaries
9

http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2009/feb/07/wg-sebald-austerlitz-will-self-fiction last visited 20

May 2009.
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between fiction and non-fiction, impressionistic musings, travelogue, inventory
listings and fictionalised memoir (Schwartz 2007:16). My hope, in adopting some
of this style, is that I might be able to offer my reader and fellow researchers a
glimpse into how I experience and encourage moments of the participative,
ecologically situated epistemology which is has been illuminated by my inquiry.

In parallel with describing a journey into the depths of my self as consultant, I am
also mindful of the pragmatics of professional degrees and the day-to-day need to
find a practical business application for my work. Here again, I have solicited
opinion and received support and encouragement. In an early conversation with
Andrew, my telco client, I received unequivocal support and felt somewhat stupid
and embarrassed as he spontaneously provided a list of how my work would find
commercial application. Afterwards, I apologetically emailed to say how difficult it
can be to separate the wood from the trees when you are so close to an inquiry.
However, I am also realising that what I bring, in terms of a sense of knowing that
is felt and interconnected, can also a liability when I am looking for the crisp, clear
propositions that might inform a sales pitch.

And so, if for a moment, I hold definitive commercial propositions at bay and
develop themes of narrative connection, identity, ecology, scepticism, translation
and resilience, it feels like my identity is settling much more comfortably in the role
of rebellious maverick. For now, however, rather than the negative, destructive
perspective that I have been used to, it feels generative and energising. As I
return again to the benefits of extended dialogue with self, others and environment
I am aware how simple this prospect might seem compared to the difficulty of
holding the stance in practice. Isaacs (1999) writes: ‘A friend of mine once
described dialogue as a state out of which we are continually falling.’ This certainly
seems to match my own experience but in the moments when I have been able to
find a resonance with some sense of dialogic and ecological wholeness I have
gained insight into a much wider sense of context and participation. Isaacs, in a
chapter entitled “Taking Wholeness Seriously,” continues:
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‘I enter into a dialogue with myself, and as I do so, I enter into one with you
as well. In that state, as the philosopher Martin Buber once put it:
There is brought into being a memorable common fruitfulness which is
to be found nowhere else. At such times, at each such time, the word
arises in a substantial way between men who have been seized in their
depths and opened out by the dynamic of an elemental togetherness.
Seized by an elemental togetherness, we touch the genuine power of
dialogue, and the magic unfolds.’

Isaacs, W. (1999:403)
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Chapter 2

Early inquiry work on meta-plan boards at Ashridge (Sept 2008)

Showing

“As artists we cannot control all the criticism we will receive. We cannot make
our professional critics more healthy or more loving or more constructive than
they are. But we can learn to comfort our artist child over unfair criticism; we
can learn to find friends with whom we can safely vent our pain. We can learn
not to deny and stuﬀ our feelings when we have been artistically savaged.”
Cameron, J. (1995:70)
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And now?

Marshall:

What’s that? An exhibition? Some photographs you say? And
some writing? Ok, yes, I could do that?

Inner Critic:

Are you completely mad? What on earth are you thinking of?
Pictures of what exactly? Some of your doctorate work? Ha!
This is going to be a catastrophe! And run a workshop?
Hahahaha! Stop! Please...! My sides are splitting....!!!

Marshall:

But they are looking at it. They are actually reading.... Why are
they taking so long? Don’t they understand? They are really
reading it...

Inner Critic:

They are bemused; taking pity...

Viewer:

Well, gosh, that just cuts straight through everything...

Inner Critic:

Ignore her...

Marshall:

I just did. But what did she mean? I think she ‘gets’ it? In fact,
I think she ‘gets it’ more than I do.
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Empathy and Epistemology

“It seems to me that your interest in an epistemology that is grounded in
empathy might relate uncomfortably with your unquestionably pervasive
sense of rebellion [...]. Which brings me to the question: is there a risk
that the fire that lights your rebellion will consume you (or your inquiry) or
will you find ways to make the most of the heat and light that the fire
brings?”
Kathleen King 10 (30 Nov 2006)11

Kathleen’s prophetic comments, written in response to my ADOC Module 1
submission, lay apparently dormant as, months earlier, I had set off on the
somewhat uninspiring task of reading into the academic world of organisational
aesthetics. But, two years later, in a supervision conversation following the AMOC
10th Anniversary Conference I spoke of the exhilaration of finding ‘a label I can live
with.’ During the conference I had offered a small collection of images and writing
as a precursor to an exploratory conversation with delegates and, as I viewed the
work with Robin, I remember announcing my wish to “work like that all the time.”
Later, I tentatively brought some embryonic ideas to my supervision group:

Self:

“...I’m noticing ‘maverick’ coming back. Yes, that’s actually what I

do - rather than not doing it in some kind of way - trying to apologise for it.
So I feel like I’m on the edge...”

Robin:

“Can we just stick with that for a moment, rather than slide off it.”

Self:

“...It feels like.. er... a recognition in some way... so the idea of...

and I haven’t made the connections, quite... but there is a connection to
10 ADOC
11

Faculty Member

ADOC Module 1 Assessment Report
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‘Green Man‘12 in there, it goes back as far as that and a sense of... at the
Surrey conference13.. a feeling that my role was not to be a ‘smart
presenter’... and wanting to bring together the academic loftiness that was
going on there... there was some great work there and [they were] speaking
of it in a way that was barely intelligible - and I think I’m kind of in the field so
God only knows... well, it would have been complete bollocks to anybody
who wasn’t really familiar with it!”

Sarah:14

(laughing) “Father-in-law!”15

(Laughs..)

Self:

“There’s something for me about holding both and translating

that....

Robin:

“Yes, great....yes..

Self:

“Working with these very ethereal ideas in some way that stories

into my experience...”

Tape WS214085 (2:50-4:40)

Today I am surprised by my description of my ideas as ‘ethereal’. The ideas, it
seems, were hard edged, rough, sometimes brutal, but as concepts emerged I felt
as though I was trying to weave ghosts out of thin air; one breath and they would
12

An image of me introduced into our supervision conversations by Sarah Beart

13

One of the ‘inVisio’ series: http://www.som.surrey.ac.uk/invisio/ last visited 9 May 2010

14

Supervision colleague, Sarah Beart

15

A reference to a rather bruising conversation I had enjoyed discussing literature with my Father-in-Law!
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be gone. Looking back into my journal I recognise the process more clearly;
frantically scribbled notes indicate a moment of perceived insight - but in
retrospect the moment seems meaningless. As I attempt to bring focus the ghost
vanishes. It seems that this is part of my reality of attempting to deal with my own
experience; critical sensations or ideas seem to flit by just out of reach and then
often disappear. Ladkin (2003) records how action research students ‘move from
fog to clarity to and back to fog’ as part of their learning process. Perhaps
‘ethereal’ represents my own early encounters with the frailty of emergence and
transformative learning, a learning mode that seemed unfamiliar compared to the
authoritative academic (or similar) texts that I was reading. The uncompromising
robustness of the academic writing presented a significant contrast to my own
lived experiences and tenuous drifting sensations of occasional insight.

However, the reappearance of the of the ‘maverick’ within me felt quite comforting
and began to resonate as an emergent theme of my inquiry. Some years
previously, during my time as an AMOC student, my dissertation supervisor, Janet
Smallwood, had suggested that I meet with her colleague, John Higgins, who had
been experimenting with visual art and ‘expressive form’. Here, I reproduce the
section of my AMOC dissertation where I wrote of that particular experience:

Early Signs
The Card Game

(and many more images....)
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‘What do you see? What are the cards telling you?’
My newfound sandy-haired friend morphed momentarily into a gypsy fortune-teller, complete with headscarf and earrings, then came back and fired a
quizzical stare through his sniper specs.

Ouch. Got me. Shot through.
Red foxes out to lunch. Sensual bolts. Fragile flag grids. Voodoo heads as
rational as they ever get. Jangling discord. A dead rabbit on a stick ice-cream.
Escher. I like Escher – I wanted something like that for a company logo and the
designer talked me out of it. A photograph that takes me back. An easy one that I
like for about two seconds. Stuff that defies description.
What am I seeing?
I’m seeing my story – it’s the story of what I do. It’s how I want to be in my
life and work. (Hey, Kamil,16 this is your answer.) My answer. This is what I do.
And how I want to tell it. (This dissertation too.)
16

Kamil Kellner, AMOC tutor.
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Let me see.....
I want to attract you, entice you, and draw you in. I’ll meet you on the logical ground and then we’ll play. Let’s dare to be scary, funny, and stupid, out of
control, completely unacceptable. Let’s go to the high places where we need
ropes, sticky boots and chalk, where each trembling move needs commitment we
might not have and sharp breath, and then to the beaches where we can rest and be
peaceful. Let’s shout and run until it hurts and then collapse in the dirt and love
that too. We could slap each other about and wrestle or we could hold each other
and talk in whispers. We’ll walk barefoot on the soothing, cool grass and tiptoe in
funny walks across sun-hot concrete. And when the sky turns red we can walk
home, grimy and tired, and tell each other about the day and what we could do
tomorrow. And we won’t know all of what it means or all of what we should do
but we will feel it and that will change us both. And before our dreams are set I’d
just like to say ‘see ya’ and then we can each go free. I’ll have seen you and you’ll
have seen me.
Go well.
That’s what I’m seeing and much more, in the cards placed on a utilitarian
hard floor. Who would have thought that?
Not me.

As I look back to my AMOC dissertation I have the sense of an opportunity
missed; the question that I seemed to frequently ask (and then avoid) as I
developed my thinking was, ‘Will this be acceptable?” I imagine that I was unable,
at that stage, to generate a quality of confident reflexivity that might have allowed
sufficient insight for me to seriously address the emergent themes which now
seem so obvious in retrospect. So, for the moment, my ‘thin ice’ metaphor
returns - maybe I simply chose not to break the intellectual ice. And there is
another observation that, as I prepare this writing, I find I am making again. I
realise that there is a difference between the sharp (intellectual?) mind (that I have
often coveted) which is rapid and concise, able to quickly reach conclusion, and
my apparently immersive process which takes time to bring a more connected,
interwoven sense of relationship and perspective. I need to value both.

Back in my AMOC inquiry, there were moments when I had a visceral sense of
being on the right track and I now know that I need to hold myself to those
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moments when the question feels like it is asked of my heart and body rather than
my head. The meeting with John at the Tate Modern where we bought post cards
from the gallery shop asked questions that clearly landed in the ‘embodied’
category. He asked that I set the cards out in a way that simply felt interesting or
intriguing on the floor of the main hall. As I lay them in a pattern I felt pleased with
my my selection; good cards... John then asked me, (rather incidentally, it
seemed) how the cards related to my consultancy work. Looking back to the
cards I found myself suddenly speechless. I picked up ‘Fox Games’, a card by

Sandy Skoglund which seemed to epitomise my collection, and saw my
experience of organisation and the basis for my then embryonic consulting
practice in front of my eyes. Then the words began to flow rather uncontrollably.
Later, in my dissertation, I wrote:

“I suddenly realised that my practice is, fundamentally, about pursuing life in
the fullest sense and weaving this into our participation in organisations. I
propose that a life well lived is a life that embraces all that the world has to
offer. Yet in our organisations, actually, in much of our lives, we are blinkered
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and only see glimpses of what lies before us. The formalised, controlled
aspects of contemporary organisations demand that we leave most of who
we are at the door. Our suppressed emotions, creativity and imagination
have become red foxes which run through our workplace and we have to
pretend we can’t see them.”
Marshall, S., (2004)

As I continued with my AMOC dissertation, I began to reflect more explicitly on
themes of oppression and injustice:

Oh darn Steve, I would have liked to have been there...but
will still be being brave I think, dancing and singing on stage
that week dressed as a cat?!...so cannot be there...doing the panto, Cinderella & Puss-in-Boots that week... ...perhaps I can try
to work out how to bring tap/jazz and song more into work at some
point;-) Well, you never know...

And why not? My respondent works in financial services and they could do
with some song and dance.

Free the Slaves
The work that prompted the email was part of a series of interventions to
foster creativity, innovation and ‘bravery’ in an organisation where new technology and funding cuts are threatening jobs. When I asked the Ops Director how she
felt about the work and her role as client she replied, ‘I just want to free the
slaves.’ The response that I couldn’t bring myself to voice was. ‘You’ll be lucky.’;
Paulo Freire’s ‘Pedagogy of the Oppressed’ rang in my head; ‘Freedom is acquired by conquest not gift.’ (Freire 1996:29).
With my head full of notions of my own oppression, I wasn’t sure that if I
could fully empathise with slavery. It seems to me that the forced labour of slavery might have been more productive than some of my time in organisations. My
own sense is of simple incarceration.

Pushed through the doorway.
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My legs are running but my feet don’t touch the steps and I fall into spinning blackness. Time slowed weightlessness. Now is my time to ponder, reflect,
reminisce and feel sorry for myself. I have passed through too many lives unnoticed, too many vistas unseen. I have become a ghost; transparent, silent, observational.
The secrets are lies. Observation doesn’t change the fact; the environment I
experience really is ‘out there’ and I am not. I chose to worry and notice and I
chose not to co-create.
You say that doesn’t make me inauthentic, merely quantum. The hardened
floor of this cell isn’t quantum; it’s scraping skin from my Newtonian face as I
make a first real contact. Seventeenth century momentum moves me onwards to
the next impact. ‘Out there’ will become ‘right here, right now’; but at least time
is on my side.
I remain ‘in here’, self contained, bound, gagged and inverted as feet arc
over body. My words, thoughts, feelings still intact, untouched, unexposed. Second contact. Pelvis and legs against the wall. That will do it.
Stillness. Resignation. In the new dawn light restarts clocks and I stand to see an
external, iron-barred world. Alone, muddied, bloodied and ignored.
See me.
Hear Me.”

It feels as though my My AMOC writing continued in an extended, if ultimately selfcensored rage at my experience of organisations. I read my final ‘Hear Me’ as a
demand for participative voice in the organisational processes that affect me. At
that time I worked in the anonymous 2,500 strong headquarters of a 50,000
person military organisation, though I might also add that it feels that the loss of
voice I experienced had a much longer heritage. So, while I enjoyed the
expression of material that I had clearly carried for many years, I was unable, at
that stage, to understand the impact of this emotional content as context for my
interventions. Rather, the purpose and methodology for my interventions seemed
to arrive out of the blue. The conversations with my tap/jazz colleague and the
client who wanted to free the slaves subsequently led to a residential offering
where, no doubt, I projected my own suppressed needs by encouraging
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participants to experiment with their sense of bravery in response to change. I
convened a series of gatherings in the Lake District designed to combine outdoor
experiential work with complexity theory as a basis for personal inquiry and
reflection. As I held the explicit intent for the group to directly experience working
with their reactions to partial information and uncertainty, both key themes for the
days ahead, I left last-minute instructions for each of the group to bring three
photographs. The group rose to the challenge and brought a variety of images
which they spoke to during the opening session.

We fixed the photographs to the whitewashed walls of our room in the small barn
where we gathered for conversation and they remained there for our time together.
I noticed how the conversations provoked by images (a selection of mostly ‘family
album’ shots) seemed to promote an immediate and surprising quality of intimacy.
But I had not appreciated the deeper symbolism of the decorated room until we
finally prepared to leave the venue. In turn, each participant spoke into the closing
circle and then rose to take their images from the walls. The sense of loss felt
palpable; as though the images had in some way represented a developed sense
of community and identity within the group. As the pictures were removed and
the journey home contemplated it felt like our connection faded. This was an
emotional conclusion to our time together and one which I felt would surely reward
further inquiry. Over the following months it felt as though the specific actions that
I thought I might take to support my plan for ‘further inquiry’ themselves faded into
the mix of items that come and go on my ‘to do’ list. Yet the experience remains,
storied alongside the postcards in the Tate Modern, as another ‘start’; a fragment
which I now recognise as providing the ground for this inquiry.

At this stage, I would like to include some other ‘starting fragments’ on the basis
that they too have resonated and provided continued inspiration through my
inquiry. Cleo McIntosh was only eight years old when she wrote two very simple
lists which became featured in a Financial Times publication inspiring visions of
ethical business. Her work appeared alongside serious articles by luminaries such
as Charles Handy and Mary Robinson in a juxtaposition that still feels delightful.
As a father of two children, currently age 10 and 8, I find a joy (perhaps, mischief)
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in this type of truth, the clarity and honest insistence of a child who is unwilling to
indulge in adult political gaming is compelling (Ahh... if only I could muster that
kind of courage...). Cleo’s writing contains some fundamental quality criteria that I
aspire to use in my work.

The good things and bad things in the world
The good things in the world
trees
animals
clean water
mud flowers
sun
sky
wind
rain
kindness
fields
grass
friendship

The bad things in the world
crisp packets
sweet papers
plastic bags
diseases
getting killed
doing wrong
polluting the atmosphere
being unkind to people
dirty water
having no money
going to prison

McIntosh, C. (1998:17)

Providing a similar, though more adult sense of clarity is John Lane’s assertion in
‘Timeless Beauty’ that:

“...at the risk of sounding arrogant, I know that this featureless office block,
this vandalised concrete underpass, this burger joint, this formless industrial
estate, this shiny leather settee, are all horrendous; why should I pretend
otherwise? I’ve spent a lifetime looking and loving, educating my perception,
and see no reason to apologise for it, even in an egalitarian society such as
our own.”
Lane, J., (2003:13)
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Here I notice the more strident tone of insistence; I recognise the rebel. Lane’s
voice is unapologetic; there are values to be upheld and views to be expressed.
Yet I realise that I struggle with the idea of dialogic practice in the face of Lane’s
apparently uncompromising approach. I might emphasise that I wouldn’t disagree
with Lane; rather his words touch something in me that I know to be true but
worry that I might not be able to say in a way that would not appear aggressive or
insensitive.

If these brief stories of muddy rebellion, card games, oppressed slaves, childish
lists and grown-up reaction to concrete underpasses give a flavour of how my
inquiry began, it is perhaps now helpful to give some additional sense of how I
was as I engaged in the work and so I will introduce a final vignette which speaks
to the longstanding pattern of ambivalence that I have held towards groups.
Perhaps predictably, even my engagement with the ADOC cohort (indeed, with
Ashridge itself - a side-effect of the history of power and luxury that is manifest in
fabric of the stately home?) soon became troublesome and I began to cast myself
again in the role of the disagreeable antagonist. I started to doubt my own
purpose and the value of my place on the doctoral programme; a process which
was coincident with the submission of the Module 1 paper. Eventually, I made a
decision to abandon ADOC and absented myself from the first assessment viva. I
spent the day at home letting the implications of the decision settle with me and
then decided that I should at least drive to Ashridge to say my goodbyes. On the
way I was jolted by a simple telephone conversation with my supervision group
colleague, Sarah Beart, which completely reversed my decision. The image I have
of myself speaking on the phone as I drove through the late evening light is now a
fading artefact; it is as though I have re-copied or re-worked it too many times.
This account is from my transfer paper:

“Looking back to my Module 1 paper, ‘Nurturing Discontent’, I am
able to firmly locate myself in John Lane’s words; angry, conflicted,
embattled, struggling with idea of ‘beautiful organisations’. In her assessment of that paper, Kathleen wrote: “Which brings me to the quesRecovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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tion: is there a risk that the fire that lights your rebellion will consume
you (or your inquiry) or will you find ways to make the most of light
and heat that fire brings?” Her writing was unseen by me as I wrote
my journal on the 18th of January. After deciding to miss the first day
of the Module 1 assessment process, I had planned to say goodbye to
my ADOC colleagues and exit the programme.

Journal 18 Jan 07
Today feels enormously significant. I have sent an email announcing
my intent to leave ADOC. I’m aware of how fragile I feel; sad and regretful and yet sure that I have made the right decision.
I have struggled with my sense of legitimacy on the course, as an inquirer and a practitioner. Each time I have read my colleagues work I
have felt my heart sinking – I feel the pressure of conformity – the
pressure of the group – and an orthodoxy that I feel uncomfortable accepting......
That evening, with the rebellious fire preoccupying me, I drove to
Ashridge and, en route, took call from Sarah who offered a caring and
inquiring, “How are you? We missed you and were just wondering...”
form of catch-up. The juxtaposition between her words and the framing of ADOC process that was in my head left me shocked. She asked
if everything was OK at home – there was a rumour that the children
were ill and I was assuming care duties. I remember speaking of not
wanting to take part in the assessment process but can’t recall if I was
explicit about the email. After her call I had two hours in the car to reflect on the conversation. I realised I had been the recipient of a simple act of connection and communion, and felt deep confusion as I realised I was rebelling against a community that was ready to provide
me with the nurture and support that I needed.”
Marshall, S. (2008)
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I wouldn’t have started from here

Reflecting now on the early moments of this inquiry I feel the luxury of a
perspective that was clearly unavailable to me ‘in the moment’. At a distance, I
notice the lack of any clear timeline or reasoned, logical causality; rather, my
collection of ‘starting fragments’ give some clue to similar, intertwined themes
which, from time to time, reach the fluid surface of my consciousness. Now,
however, each fragment speaks to me in a way that I understand as satisfying,
resonant and coherent. At the start of my inquiry, the task of bringing my
‘intertwined themes’ and the prospect of ‘thin ice‘ to account with any sense of
formal academic methodology confounded me. At the time, I felt embattled,
conflicted, struggling to hold any notion of academic process with the reality of my
experiences. In ‘Nurturing Discontent’ (Module 1 Paper), I considered my evolving
reading list:

“As I slowly work my way through my AMOC back-catalogue of books,
mostly half-read, some untouched, I find myself increasingly gravitating away
from themes of technical rationality. My ‘staple business texts’; Block,
Morgan, Wheatley, Isaacs and Bohm could all be described as appealing to
a more subjective, participative view of the world. More recently I have
become increasingly eclectic; Bateson, Jaworski, Scharmer, Berman, a text
on Zen meditation, Cameron on creativity, ‘The Invitation’ by Oriah Mountain
Dreamer (given to me by a colleague), Andy Goldsworthy on sculpture,
Andrew Grieg on mountaineering and poetry.
Marshall, S. (2006)

I went on to describe how “more rational, mechanistic consultancy texts are
increasingly finding their way into the bin as my professional practice changes’ and
I recalled a paper by Richard Winter (1999:182), offered during AMOC, and his
description of an ‘epistemological crisis of confidence’ in professional knowledge
which, he claimed, “arises because we no longer have a simple belief in an
objective world.”
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My own epistemological crisis seemed to deepen as I attempted to develop a
more purposeful, doctoral book-shelf that might fit the ‘academic’ bill. Dissatisfied
with texts about organisational aesthetics (eg. Strati (1992), (1999), Light & Smith
(2005) or Herwitz (2008)), I became absorbed in readings that critiqued western
philosophy (eg. Tarnas (1991, 2006), Bermann (1981) and, while my ADOC
colleagues seemed to enthusiastically immerse themselves in a variety of deeper
philosophically orientated reading, it might be fair to say, at that stage, that I
‘glanced off‘ Gadamer, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty and Bohm, feeling bored and
unimpressed, as I tried to locate a suitable point of engagement. I would like to
say that I was dutifully looking for options to ground my inquiry but, in reality, I just
festered and seethed, drank beer with friends who had no interest in academia,
took off on my motorcycle and variously wandered around hillsides and urban
landscapes. What sense could I make of this constant rejection of due intellectual
process? Judi Marshall writes:

“Each person’s inquiry approach will be distinctive, disciplines cannot be
cloned or copied. Rather, each person must identify and craft their own
qualities and practices. The questioning then becomes how to do them well,
how to conduct them with quality and rigour appropriate to their forms and
how to articulate the inquiry processes and sense-making richly and nondefensively.”
Marshall, J. (2001:1)

If Marshall’s note provides each of us with the legitimacy to follow our own path
into inquiry (I reasoned that I might hold the requirement for quality and rigour at
bay for a while!), my sense was that I had little alternative. In rejecting the
conventional ‘literature search’ approach to academia it felt like I had few options
but to look carefully at my own world and, at the same time, began to feel
increasingly disorientated by an inquiry process that felt like it was turning in on
itself. On the one hand, I was still trying to hold to an inquiry into ‘organisational
aesthetics’ and the notion that “if we better understood beauty we would make
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better decisions”,17 and on the other, I was struggling to find an authentic voice of
my own that might express a different engagement with my subject. Towards the
end of my Module 1 paper, I wrote that:

“The integrated, voice of my own’ feels far too fragile to be subject to what I
construct as confined, boundaried, ‘labelled’ thinking. I need to pace myself
carefully and be sure of my own ground before I invite the views of others.”
Marshall, S (2006)

Later, in my transfer paper I developed this theme; at that stage I had wandered
into reading about authenticity and identity, managing to find sympathy for my
attitudes in Parker Palmer’s writing on vocation.

“A scholar is committed to building on knowledge that others have gathered,
correcting it, confirming it, enlarging it. But I have always wanted to think my
own thoughts about a subject without being overly influenced by what others
have thought before me. If you catch me reading a book in private, it is most
likely to be a novel, some poetry, a mystery, or an essay that defies
classification, rather than a text directly related to whatever I am writing at
the time.
There is some virtue in my proclivities, I think; they help me keep my thinking
fresh and bring me the stimulation that comes from looking at life through
multiple lenses. There is a non-virtue in them as well: laziness of a sort, a
certain kind of impatience, and even a lack of due respect for others who
have worked in these fields.”
Palmer, P. (2000:27)

17

The ‘strapline’ that I used to describe the early framing of my inquiry
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What am I able to make now of the way that I engaged with my inquiry? How do
understand the paradox of my concern with the elegance of aesthetics and
beauty, and the reality of petulantly crashing into the academic field? Like most of
my generation, I have been trained into a modernist view of science and
knowledge which values a particular, dualistic approach to issues of quality, validity
and rigour. In contrast, I was feeling the need for a different form of engagement
to enable my inquiry to have any real meaning for me. At the early stages of this
inquiry the work of others did not attract me; after more than 40 years of
attempting to wisely ‘play the game’ of various qualifications and degrees, enough
was enough. I was determined to research my own experience (at last!) and to
accept the risk of developing my own methodological path. While I have never
attached the word ‘radical’ to the process of simply ‘doing one’s own thing’, I now
understand how challenging the process can become. Richard Tarnas notes that:

“Such an attitude toward the world is regarded by the modern mind as
reflecting an epistemologically naïve state of awareness: intellectually
undeveloped, undifferentiated, childish, wishfully self-indulgent,
something to be outgrown and corrected through the development of a
mature critical reason. Or worse, it is a sign of mental illness, of
primitive magical delusions of self-reference, a condition to be
suppressed and treated with appropriate medication.”
Tarnas, R. (2006:18)

Such, it seems, are the difficulties of working through a change of paradigm.
Reason and Bradbury (2001:6) introduce their ‘Handbook of Action Research’
with an analysis of an emergent worldview “which has been described as
systemic, relational, feminine, experiential, but its defining characteristic is that it is
participatory: our world does not consist of separate things but of relationships we
co-author.” Here, again, the cracks in the ‘thin ice’ of my modernist training begin
to creak.... But my resolution to develop a methodology that would be supportive
of finding my way through my own inquiry, rather than follow in the footsteps of
others, felt clear.
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Stacey and Griffin (2005:10) ask researchers to ‘take experience seriously’ and
nest research methodology within personal and group transformation. They claim
that experience is relating between self and other, and that an appropriate
research methodology is reflexive in two ways, requiring the researcher to reflect
upon how his or her life experiences inform his or her ways of reflecting on
experience and, secondly, to locate his or her ways of making sense in the wider
traditions of thought that have shaped human evolution. Judi Marshall offers
some practical notes which support this critical examination of experience and
research:

“I explored through engaging with the world and people I encountered, and
through tracking my reflections, thoughts and feelings. I took notes during
conference sessions and in my own reflective spaces. Some tracked
material, experiences and ideas relevant to the inquiry intents introduced
above. I also followed other arising issues, images, puzzles. I experienced
connections with other people, some a surprise and delight, and also
distance and separation. I reflected on these.”
Marshall, J. (2001:8)

The immediate effect of paying careful attention to my own experience meant that
my inquiry focus moved away from the somewhat humdrum day to day routines of
my practice. In particular, I began to notice how much I treasured the moments
when, after working on trips away, I would return home. Typically, I began to
situate these experiences eclectically in my reading and my writing began to reflect
these times of ‘return’:

“There are two significant road routes into the village where I live and the
administrative boundary is marked by conventional road signs. A few yards
beyond these metal placards are carved wooden signs depicting a plough
pulled by a horse and guided by a farm worker. Over the years I have
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stopped noticing the metal signs but feel that I am crossing a spiritual
boundary as I pass the carved wooden signs. I remain astounded that
somebody bothered to do this work, which marks my retreat from the
craziness of life beyond the village. As I continue onward to the first vistas of
our home, ‘Manor Farm’, I see the heavy white gate which is secured by a
painted black metal ‘hunting latch’ designed to be easily operated by a rider
on horseback. I make my way along the crunchy gravel drive alongside the
garden and the east side of the big white house to a second brown gate,
more of a latched door, and I arrive in the enclosed back garden. Walking
now, I open a ‘picket’ style gate in the yew hedge and I arrive in the orchard.
It seems that I ritualise each arrival into the orchard, mentally noting where
someone, somewhere, has anonymously crafted beauty into various aspects
of my process.”
Marshall, S. (2008b)

I imagine that ecologist Stefan Harding might claim that our orchard is my ‘Gaia
Place’:

“One of the best things you can do to promote your own mental health is to
find a special place outside where you can go on a regular basis to connect
with the animate earth. If you live in a city, this may be your own back
garden or yard, but if you live in the countryside you will almost certainly have
access to a variety of inspiring places in your immediate surroundings.
Wherever you are, your task is to search for a place where you can spend
time exploring and deepening your relationship to the great living being that
is our planet.”
Harding, S. (2006:44)

I had been cautious of my need to return to the orchard and our land, seeing this
as in some way deliberately estranging myself from the ‘normal’ world of my
clients. But estrangement, to some degree or, at least, a commitment to another
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way of being feels essential if I am to hold myself accountable to the notion of
aesthetics and consulting:

“There is an important specification which rules out any equivalence between
the aesthetic approach and the passive reception of organisational life.
Aesthetics is an aid to observation, notes Odo Marquard (1989), and as such
it is antithetical to anaesthetica, which means putting people to sleep; an
outcome, according to Marquard, that aesthetics can also achieve. How, by
transforming sensitivity into insensitivity, and art into somnolence by
anaesthetising reality. Researchers who analyse organisational life using the
aesthetic approach, therefore, must begin by arousing and refining their own
sensory and receptive faculties.”
Linstead, S and Höpfl. H, (2000:17)

As I leave the hectic, hassled client environments together with the business travel
and long hours behind, my gate-latch, crunchy gravel and ritualised arrival helps to
cue me into a zen-like appreciation of my home and its surroundings. Under
Harding’s instructions I might linger and consider my relationship to the human
and more-than-human environment in which I participate. My challenge has been
to re-constitute my practice in a way that means I can retain close connection to
nature and ecology.

What sense can I make of this confluence of aesthetic, ecological, and experiential
data? I am understanding my approach to be essentially phenomenological; a
way of knowing that lets “the phenomenon become fully visible without imposing
subjective mental constructs” (Bortoft, H. 1996:21). The shift from muddied rebel
to questioning some of the fundamentals of western science feels like an
enormous plunge through the cracked ice into the murky waters below. Yet I see
that Bortoft’s analysis of Goethean science is also uncompromising:
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“He thought Descartes′ attempt to imagine such mechanical models behind
appearances was debasing to the mind, and no doubt he would have felt the
same way about Einstein’s picture of the impregnable watch as an analogy
for the situation facing the scientific investigator. Goethe did not examine the
phenomena intellectually, but rather tried to visualize the phenomenon in his
mind in a sensory way - by the process which he called “exact sensorial
imagination” (exakte sinnliche Phantasie). Goethe’s way of thinking is
concrete, not abstract, and can be described as one of dwelling in the
phenomenon.”
(Bortoft, H., 1996:22)

With some sense of comfort apparent to me through the notion of ‘dwelling in the
phenomenon’, an idea that I understand as essentially Heideggerian, I am able to
take stock. Heidegger attempted to understand the divide between the natural
sciences and the ‘spiritual’ sciences in terms of what they attempt to achieve.
While the natural sciences aim towards the explanation of natural events in terms
of laws and generalisations, the spiritual sciences aim towards the understanding
of human action in history. Thus understanding cannot be reached through the
processes of intellectualisation that have caused me so much angst, but must
involve us in a greater historical world of “experience and understanding within
which that human action that we want to understand takes place” (Greaves, T.
2010:141).

As I begin to make sense of my ‘felt’ position of holding an alternative
epistemology which, as Tarnas claims, might require treatment with appropriate
medication, I find I am more able to turn my attention to finding a way of working
which means I can develop my sense of aesthetic. The sensation is liberating; I
can begin to pay attention to the phenomena that present themselves, nurture
new skills and interests, while attempting to live lightly with a growing family in an
increasingly fragile world. What I realise now is that I am more accepting of
personal cost that comes with my condition; of the confusion, sensitivity and
ambivalence that comes with holding my stance. Robin offered me a reframe of
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my sense of dread that I feel when I think deeply about the impact of our society
throughout the world. He suggested that I could view my retreats to Manor Farm
as a place to recharge and renew myself. In turn, I replied that I was beginning to
see the orchard as a place of potential where, alongside finding time for
recuperation, perhaps I could become even more resolved in my efforts to to
‘cultivate difference.’
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Chapter 3

The Orchard

“...the uneasiness of being a subject torn between two languages, one
expressive, the other critical: and, at the heart of this critical language, between
several discourses, those of sociology, of semiology, and of psychoanalysis but that, by ultimate dissatisfaction with all of them, I was bearing witness to
the only sure thing that was in me (however naïve it might be): a desperate
resistance to any reductive system.”
Barthes, R. (2000:8)
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And now?

To see a World in Pixel
And Heaven in a JPEG File

Dear Mr Blake,
This was an augury of sorts - though not of innocence. I could feel it long before
the moment descended on me; the idyllic luxury, children playing, just a moment,
my World... and then this... Not my Heaven. My fear? My guilt? But no surprise
that I managed to contort this image into something else; asking for it really.
Yours, etc...

I hate this picture even more than the monster it finally portrayed. In a while I will
introduce you to ‘Ghoulish Ella’. But where her message is clear this image feels
like a trap - a merciless trap at that. It could have been more gentle but then it
suddenly snared me around the head - body hanging uselessly. I should have
listened to my body - it was my head that got me into the mess in the first place.

I knew this was coming.
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Connection and Diﬀerence

My Barthes quotation is from ‘Camera Lucida’ which he wrote following the death
of his mother and, perhaps as a consequence, it becomes a book with at least a
double life. Gaylene Perry writes:

“It is a book that emerges from the efforts to write another book, yet in itself
it is a book about Barthes’ mother.”
Perry, G. (2010:41)

Perry outlines ‘writing as searching’ and ‘writing as revealing’ before describing
how these activities might be used to heal ‘through the simple act of writing
something out of oneself and burying it in practice.’ I have the sense that she
invests the practitioner with a different sense of ‘presence’ as a result of indulging
in these processes; something that might be agentic in itself rather than requiring a
process that attempts to ‘effect change in situations or attitudes that occur
outside or beyond creative practice.’ (Perry, G. 2010:45)

In the spring of 2007 I idly snapped the photograph on the first page of this
chapter with a camera that my wife had left on the orchard table. At that time,
despite a first degree in photography and an early career as a London-based
freelancer, I had hardly taken a picture in more than 20 years. I was unsure of my
intention but felt that I was responding to confused feelings of privilege and
wonder prompted by an idyllic evening at our home and the opportunity to watch
my children play. Immediately after taking the picture I viewed it on the camera’s
small digital screen and found myself becoming increasingly disturbed. The
photograph is unremarkable and yet I realised that I was feeling guilty as I
considered our comparatively luxurious lifestyle and the unwitting connections that
we make throughout the world to maintain such a standard of living. I know, for
example, that the children are wearing clothes and shoes that are produced in
developing economies with dubious records on child labour and human rights; in
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the background is one of the paddocks where my daughter rides and jumps her
ponies, out of shot are the raised beds where we (ironically?) attempt to become
more ecologically conscious and grow our own food. Also out of shot are the
cars, the tractor-mower, motor cycle and all the other paraphernalia of our
country-consumer lifestyle. Our efforts to become environmentally and socially
responsible seem truthfully minimal; it feels like we are playing at ecology while
actually buying our way through life. The image began to recall a sensation of
impending dread that has regularly preoccupied me since I started my attempt to
bring life to some of the values that I espouse. I fear that my situation is not only
inauthentic but that it also feels incredibly fragile and as though it might disappear
at a moment’s notice. Later, I played with the digital image on my computer and
wondered what could be prompting such a response. Looking more closely, I
magnified the image and found that my daughter had been transformed into a
ghoulish version of her usual self. In the image I see her as ragged, dark eyed,
hollowed, decaying; an ugly child in a Halloween mask.
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I make no claims that this magnified section of the image shows any form of
‘reality.’ I have deliberately chosen to see Ella like this and to magnify and distort
her image. I realise that my electronic editing process is a modern, technologically
enabled parallel of an art therapy drawing that might have been developed from an
earlier spontaneous doodle. Malchiodi (2007:120) claims that these kind of
spontaneous images “communicate thoughts, feelings and ideas, making them
visible and tangible”. Malchiodi goes on to say that once the images exist on
paper we can subsequently respond to them, but I am noticing a more emergent
process as I work with digital media. The pliable nature of electronic images
means that I can manipulate the picture or reverse my process as thoughts form
and change, in a searching, revealing process that enables ‘Ghoulish Ella’ to form
within my subconscious as well as evoking a response from it.

I find some enjoyment in this aspect of the digital process; that I can start from the
‘truth’ of a photograph and then progressively degrade it until other interpretations
are available. In doing so it feels as though I am able to expose some of the reality
of the medium itself; to show how it is working. There is a phenomenological
parallel here in that phenomenology is concerned with how things appear; how
they are rather than what they are. In resisting my conventional, habitual view of
the orchard scene as typically ‘idyllic’ the digital image has enabled me to look
more carefully at how things appear. To recall Edmund Husserl, Heidegger’s
mentor: “What is needed is not the insistence that one see with his own eyes;
rather it is that he not explain away under the pressure of prejudice what he has
seen” (Greaves, T., 2010:7). The emergence of Ghoulish Ella out of a more idyllic
arrangement of pixels seems to offer perspective to my interpretations and so the
awareness of the perceptual choices I make increases.

Yet, for now, the image still resonates with the ugliness shown by its magnified
pixels. And so, as I love and nurture my daughter, I wonder at the hidden impact
of the apparently innocent day-to-day decisions that we make and the quality of
life we enjoy. To return to Barthes’ process of writing while grieving, I wonder at
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the loss that is associated with the health and prosperity of my daughter, my son
and my wife. The privilege that we experience, clearly has a significant social and
ecological shadow. Maurice Berman writes:

“Holism taunts modern man, tugs unmercifully at his consciousness.
Despite the way that he is forced to live, he still hears that preconscious
echo, “I am my environment.” He is trained into asceticism, writes Norman
O. Brown, trained into a posture of analytical distancing from nature, yet he
remains unconvinced, “because in infancy he tasted the fruit from the tree of
life, and knows that it is good, and never forgets.” […] What the child, the
“primitive”, and the madman know, and the average adult fights to keep out
of his or her consciousness awareness, is that the skin is an artificial
boundary; that self and other really do merge in some unspecified way. In
the last analysis, we cannot avoid the conviction that everything is related to
anything else.”

Berman, M (1981:172)
As I wrestle with Berman’s notions of holism and relationship, a question of
practice begins to refine itself: how could I find the courage to, on the one hand,
speak my truth and, on the other, address the vulnerability and accessibility that
this might entail?

In an echo of my process through AMOC, I sought to anchor myself in the safe
ground of previous organisational relationships and began a process of reflection
into past situations and contexts. However, I found the process rather tedious, as
though my perspective was too limited and sterile, and, in any case, I knew this to
be dissatisfying territory. What would capture the deeper, more generative
aspects of my sense of relationship? Ultimately, I spontaneously wrote a short,
expressive piece about a horse that I had ridden over a period of three years while
on a military assignment in the Far-East almost 10 years previously and offered it
to my supervision group.
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The process we had adopted during supervision was that each of us would
provide some written material each time we met and I had intended to present an
alternative piece of writing but, at the last moment, I rushed off some copies of my
horse story. As our supervision session began I was not sure that I had the
courage to offer the piece but, as we negotiated how we would ‘take turns’, I
seized the moment and, with some trepidation, asked if I could go first.

Olimpo taught me to jump
Olimpo would recognise me as I entered the yard but would never make a
big deal of it. When I approached he would gently take a step or two and
then his head would bashfully sway towards me. I would rest my face on
his cheek and breathe into his nostrils. He would breathe back and gently
bite my face so that he could be sure it was me.
He was an old guy, a gentleman. In his prime he was a top show jumper but
now he was struggling to keep weight on and suffered with arthritis. He
responded well to painkillers but really that wasn’t fair and so I treated him
carefully. Over the years I fell deeply into his debt; he taught me to ride,
canter and gallop. I learned to leg yield, rein-back, shoulder-in, tempichange and…Olimpo taught me to jump.
He never let me down. Half a ton of horse galloping towards a fence is not
for the faint-hearted; riders are easily crushed in falls. Yet when I committed myself to the jump so did he. He could have backed away or shied and I
would have forgiven him; sometimes my paces into the jumps were hopeless. But rather than let me crash to the ground he would risk ageing, fragile bones by stretching further to make the fence or by sneaking in an extra
step just before we left the ground. As we landed he would blow hard and I
knew my incompetence had asked a lot of him.
It took me a while to hear him but slowly I became sensitive to his soreness.
When we began our rides I learned to walk him slowly so that he could
gradually stretch muscles and tendons; I would listen to his breath and try to
feel how stiff his joints had become as he had rested in his stable. Eventually, I forgot my agenda and requirements and just listened. He was much
more capable than I; he showed me how to judge the paces, he knew how to
adjust his weight so we could land already in the turn to the next fence, he
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taught me about his strides and how he balanced the pair of us, and he
showed how he could defy gravity and stretch through the air.
After three years my time with Olimpo came to an end and I had to go. The
prospect of leaving him behind demanded all my strength. We went for one
last ride down to the beach. The vet had given him an injection which
would relieve his arthritis for an hour or two and Olimpo became ten years
younger. We raced along the beach flying over driftwood logs, crashed into
the surf, spray mixing with tears, then swam into the water showing off to
each other before splashing back to onto the sand. Exhausted, we rested a
mile from the stables and I climbed down to be alongside him.
We walked slowly up into the hills beyond the beach and I could feel the
pain in my joints as the drugs faded away. After a few more minutes I saw
the mechanical digger in the distance and the vet waiting for us. Olimpo
stood beside the pit and I held his head so that he wouldn’t see a black
corpse already waiting in the darkness. I pressed my face against his cheek
and softly blew onto his nostrils as the vet injected thick treacly barbiturate
into his neck. Olimpo exhaled sharply and then fell. He was dead before
he landed on his stable-mate in the bottom of the pit. Yet he had fallen with
his neck twisted; I couldn’t bear to see it and climbed into the hole to lay
him in a more respectful way.
Today my daughter grooms her pony. He is called Archie and she chatters to
him continuously as she plaits his tail. She is just five and the Archie is 5
times bigger than her. I berate my wife; complaining that Ella is playing
around the animal’s back legs, one kick and he would kill her. Kate ignores
my protest; ‘It’s OK, Archie will look after her.’ For a moment I struggle
with her disregard for the danger but then remember that I do know what
she means.

Each time I read this short story I experience strong emotions. Emotions that are
still difficult to name, but reside in trust, intimacy and a deep sense of connection
to an ‘other-than-human’ world. In any event, the emotions had remained
suppressed, unrecognised until the words were written. Now I read the story as a
celebration of relational quality and the uneasy challenges and choices that it
makes available to us. And… I notice how, as I write, I slip into my thoughts and
become unable to articulate the full meaning of the story. There is a multiplicity of
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responses within me which seem to indicate a knowing which is much more than I
can express in words and, potentially, much more than I can express at all.

As I review the tape of our conversation in our supervision group I hear gasps and
sobs as I the story made its impact felt among my colleagues. After a while I hear
myself saying that I previously felt that I was playing an intellectual game and that,
in the writing, I felt like I was able to access a different form of knowing.

Robin:

“If you were to make sense of the intervening period [between the

experience and the writing] what led you to this knowing?”

Self:

“It was always there but I have vigorously denied this; I’m

prepared to let this in…just to relax into it. Yesterday we were talking about
complexity – as though there was nothing more to these processes - I just
wasn’t having that - it wasn’t for me. It felt like a game.”

Margaret: “I have a feeling of being let into your life as well…. At other
workshops I felt, ‘Is Steve going to be there?’

[Conversation about how this might represent a new start for me]

Jill:

“A start or a rediscovery?”

Self:

“A reconnection. A feeling of absence.”

Robin:

“I’m thinking back to your writing about rock climbing – was the

rock taking care of you?”
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Self:

“Well, I was nervous to speak of this kind of this thing – it’s just

not done – it’s kind of faintly acknowledged…”

Sarah:

“I feel connected into some vast sense of loss – so big…. that it

feels like I can hardly breathe. I didn’t feel at all like this this morning – it’s
completely got me. I think it is the sense of finding it and losing it again that
feels so terrible…”

Robin:

“The it?”

Sarah:

“The connection…[inaudible]… not just to lose it but to engage in

losing it.. the guts or something that you did this – [barely audible voice: the
writing?] the writing and the holding his head - to accompany his death.”

Self:

“At the time it felt like the bravest thing I could have done – well,

the question for me is what does it take to fully participate – it didn’t feel
violent – it felt remarkable.”

Robin prompted me to access my own reaction to the impact of the writing. I
hear myself evoking humour to ease some of the tension; “It feels like the scene in
the ‘Italian Job’ where they destroy a van when they ‘were only supposed to blow
the bloody doors off!’” We discussed the energy present in the room, the quality
of beauty in our conversation and how the work had made explicit a connection
that was ‘already in the world.’

I was taken aback by what continued to become an extraordinary reaction by the
group and was unable to understand how my writing could achieve such impact.
A week later I spoke to a university colleague over breakfast before a day of joint
work. I told him that I wondered if the contract our supervision group had
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developed meant that, in emotional terms, we were unusually available or sensitive
to each other and that a story about a horse might seem unremarkable in a
different context. I began to relate the story, watching for signs of discomfort in
my colleague. After a while he simply said, ‘I’m going to stop you there.’ He was
dead-pan. I was suddenly conscious of his background; at 18 he was a Royal
Marine leading army patrols in Northern Ireland, he fought in the Falklands, had
received and returned fire, in corporate life he worked his way from the shop floor
to board level, he has a sharp, analytical mind and, intellectually, does not suffer
fools. ‘I know where this story is going’ he said, ‘And if you carry on I’ll be in
tears.’

The sense that I now make is that by expressing my own knowing I am able to
‘call up’ some level of consciousness in which we all participate. If my story is one
of connection and relationship, rooted in my own history and experience, why
does it achieve resonance with others and why do I need to access the knowing
so obliquely? In the most personal and particular, it seems, there is a link into the
general and most widely shared. Michael Polanyi claims that such circumstances
are indicative of ‘the pervasive participation of the knowing person in the act of
knowing by virtue of an art which is essentially inarticulate.’ Berman (1981:139)
briefly summarises Polanyi’s analysis; ‘I can speak of this knowledge, but I cannot
do so adequately.’

It is clear that, for my self and others, the Olimpo story is capable of making a
connection to a greater sense of context. My immediate sense of empathy is
towards a sense of broad ecology and I begin to feel a resonance with the
‘depths’ of the ‘deep ecology’ movement of Arne Naess 18. In examining the
ethical implications of a sense of profound connection to nature, Naess proposes
that a ‘deep experience’ of nature might lead to the ‘deep questioning’ of both
oneself and society such that ‘deep commitment’ then leads to the work of
bringing about change in a peaceful and democratic way. Stephan Harding

18

See http://www.deepecology.org/movement.htm last visited 19 Oct 2010
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(2006:51) recognises ‘deep experience’ in the ‘profound waking up into Gaia’19
and relates this to the experience of Aldo Leopold when he looked into the eyes of
a dying wolf, or the experience of David Abram as he watched spiders during a
storm in an Indonesian cave. However, Harding also notes that deep experience
needn’t be so dramatic as Leopold’s or Abram’s, nor is it only to be found in
wilderness areas:

“...for there are many kinds of deep experience. Some people have them
whilst tending small window boxes in the city; others experience a more
continuous, almost background sense of deep connectedness to nature. My
own practices as a deep ecology educator have shown me that for most of
us deep experience lies just below the surface of everyday awareness, and
that a slight shift of context can easily make it visible.”
Harding, S., (2006:51)

My sense was that my novice talent for evoking ‘depth’, given the surprising
reaction that I had unexpectedly achieved, could be dangerous; I had imagined
that the piece was written in a moment of madness and was somewhat ‘off track.’
When I suggested this to my supervision group there was laughter:

Sarah:

“How do you get off the track more often?!”

Margaret: ”How do you get off the track completely?!”

19

James Lovelock used the name ‘Gaia’ to evoke the idea of the earth as a living, sentient entity. See Love -

lock, J., (2009)
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Stop stopping it

One of the enduring questions of my AMOC dissertation supervision conversations
was, “Will this be acceptable?” and I wonder how I became so adept at
suppressing my creative impetus and accepted the value of such self censoring?
As I ponder my process it feels as though many years of learned behaviour and
collusion have accreted over me. The writing of ‘Olimpo’ felt like an enormous
shift in exposing the sorts of things that occupy my thoughts, things that I held
away as unimportant and irrelevant. The idea that such a piece of writing could
have such an impact might take some getting used to yet, in itself, the
engagement the paper achieved energised me enormously.

Laurel Richardson (1994) considers writing to be a method of inquiry and ‘a way of
finding out about self and topic’ yet, at the start of her paper, she makes a
powerful observation:

“I have a confession to make. For 30 years, I have yawned my way through
numerous exemplary qualitative studies. Countless numbers of texts have I
abandoned half read, half scanned. I’ll order a new book with great
anticipation - the topic is one I’m interested in, the author is someone I want
to read - only to find the text boring. Recently, I have been “coming out” to
colleagues and students about my secret displeasure with much of quality
writing, only to find a community of like-minded discontents.”
Richardson, L (1994:516)

I see that Ladkin (2003:544) notes a similar process at work in one of her coinquirers who wrote, “Here was the field that I wanted to engage in, that I had
spent much of my time thinking about, but the literature was putting me to sleep.”
Richardson asks, “How do we create texts that are vital? That are attended to?
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That make a difference?” and suggests that we should view our work as process
rather than definitive representation. In holding the process as ‘discovery’ rather
than representation, we deepen our relationship to the work and “the deepened
understanding of a Self deepens the text. The text will be less boring because
then writer will be more consciously engaged in its production, more present to
self and others.” (Richardson, L. 1994:524)

In a similar vein, Marian Bantjes, after 20 years in graphic design she started to
make her work more personal and began to call herself a ‘graphic artist’ allowing
her work to ‘follow her heart’ rather than the client strategy brief 20. Bantjes, who
claims incidentally, to produce art ‘at the intersection of word and form’ has
become increasingly popular while holding to three basic quality criteria for her
efforts: Does it bring joy? Is there a sense of wonder? Does it evoke curiosity?
The source for Bantjes’ work is the deliberate inclusion of ego into her work; a
crime, apparently, for the diligent designer who should filter all aspects of self from
the work.

So, how do I understand the requirement to reach deeply into Self as a way of
increasing the quality of my work? I have spoken of the sense of disorientation
brought on “by an inquiry process that felt like it was turning in on itself.” Torbert
and Taylor (2007) describe the ‘interweaving of multiple qualities of attention’ as
the basis for action research and outline four corresponding ‘territories of
experience’; “1) the outside world, 2) ones’ own sensed behaviour and feeling, 3)
the realm of thought, and 4) the realm of vision/attention/intention.” (Torbert, 1972;
Torbert et al., 2004). These four territories of experience are noted as:

“....not mere analytic categories, but rather are all phenomenologically
accessible territories of experience that exist simultaneously and
continuously [...] and that can potentially yield data and feelings of fit

20

See http://www.ted.com/speakers/marian_bantjes.html or http://www.photo-dialogue.com/home/

2010/6/29/intricate-beauty-by-design.html both last visited 10 Jul 2010
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(consonance) or of incongruity (dissonance) as they become known to an
acting system (through its assonance) in real time.”
Torbert, W., & Taylor, S. (2007:241)

As I circle back towards my image of a rational persona walking over cracking ice,
and pondering Barthes ‘desperate resistance to any reductive system’, the
‘turning in‘ seems to make more sense. In casting my identity as a ‘maverick’, I
was unable to work helpfully with the orthodoxy of academia and struggled to
accept well intentioned offers of help. Yet the shift towards using the ‘maverick
process’ as a significant and vital part of identity and experience to which I should
pay attention enabled a clearly different point of engagement with my work and, in
this context, the move to ‘inquiry into Self’ seems coherent. Conflicted, dissonant
and suppressed though my starting position might have been (and as much as I
might have hoped to view my inquiry into organisational aesthetics as ‘out there’) it
feels that, in retrospect, the inward turn was inevitable.

Yes, but

(A brief reflection on practice and context)

And what is good, Phaedrus? And what is not good?
Need we ask anyone to tell us these things?
Socrates, as told by Plato, Republic

I’m elated following a meeting that finished well after starting tentatively
and cautiously. At the beginning we all confessed to feeling tired but then
found energy as we went along. We grappled for meaning, understanding
and a place where we could engage before we stumbled upon some clear
thoughts and an easy consensus. I had returned to the organisation with a
brief to look for ways to encourage innovation, communities of practice, to
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develop ‘tools and techniques’.... I wondered if they just missed the fun
we used to have and the challenge that previous interventions had oﬀered.
Not this group, apparently they had felt excluded from the work and were
sceptical. Even so, after a couple of hours, we finished on a high, laughing
and joking; it was great to have spent time together and to have
discovered a new sense of purpose. When I left home this morning I
wasn’t sure of the value that I could add, but as I leave these glass oﬃces
I have the good feeling that means I won’t worry when I make out the bill.
The No.22 bus takes me back to the railway station and I’m looking out at
one of the city’ s tougher neighbourhoods and trying to understand the
cardboard box houses. They have lots of tiny windows and broken doors
that look like cupboard doors. I try to figure out the internal architecture of
the boxes. Where would one home end and another start? How many
homes are there here? I can’t work it out and, if I did, I know the answer
will be bad. Watching passengers getting on and oﬀ the bus, I feel wealthy
and privileged. These people look like they have had the shit kicked out of
them. The ugliness that surrounds them has permeated their faces and
bodies and they have become ugly too. I can see deprivation in their skin
and hair, and hear it in their voices
It seems to me that there will be a reckoning. When all of the economic
and social arguments have run their course, and I have worked my way
through this doctorate, this is how we will be judged. I can speak in lofty,
erudite tones of the complex themes in my ethereal work as an
organisation consultant/coach/mentor/academic (whatever...) and, of
course, I might deny or claim agency, cause or attribution. But what
diﬀerence am I really making? In a glass meeting room I felt my beautiful
moment of dialogic emergence and flow; coherence and resolution arising
from disharmony and confusion. So what? At this precise moment a new
story is crystal clear. If we can’t change the view from the No.22 then I
don’t need Socrates to tell me that we are all fucked.”

I wrote my piece about the No.22 bus as I waited in the luxury of the Balmoral
Hotel for my train (First Class seat, naturally.). The juxtaposition of my still
apparently ‘ethereal’ practice and the harshness of the immediate social
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geography had left me feeling as though I was, once more, only playing in the
margins. As I wrote I was aware, in Richardson’s (1994) terms, of a need to get
this experience ‘out of my system’; it was as though I didn’t know what to do with
my own observations. Julia Colyar (2008) notes that ‘writing is a reflection of the
rhetorical self’:

“Because of the emphasis on the written product, we often think of writing
as a form of communication, a kind of expression that looks outward and
locates meaning in transaction with a reader. But writing also provides a
means of looking inward, a means of connecting with ourselves. Sartre
(1974) suggests that self-connection is the fundamental purpose of writing:
“Everyone wants to write.” Satre notes:
Because everyone has a need to be meaningful - to signify what they
experience. Otherwise it all slips away...every single person feels,
perhaps only unconsciously, the need to be a witness of his time, of his
life - before the eyes of all, to be a witness to himself. (pp. 30-32)”
Colyar, J. (2008:429)

I am easily able to understand ‘the No.22’ as a means of connecting my habitual
observations inwards to an emotional, felt response to my circumstances; and
following Satre’s analysis, a way to play witness to my experiences and to express
them to myself. Yet Colyar presses me further; in holding that ‘writing is always
also a product’ (Colyar, 2008: 429) she goes on to claim that, ‘If we take the time
to notice it, our written texts often expose our thinking processes.‘ And so here I
notice my own process of building hope and optimism and then increasingly
confronting myself with a different, very particular version of my reality, tough and
aggressive as I attempt to hold myself to account. There is a sense of shame in
my lack of action and the final expletive attempts to drive the point home.

As I provide witness to my own processes, what am I offering to others?
Rosemary Anderson claims that ‘embodied writing’ attempts to evoke
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‘sympathetic resonance in the readers or audience’ and that the writing ‘invites
readers to palpably feel the writer’s experience or something akin to it’ (Anderson,
2001:87). Colyar notes that writing itself becomes more than an important part of
methodology; rather that writing is qualitative methodology in the sense of a
foundational component that enables the more cognitive, reflective, ‘meta’
processes: “Discussions of writing should not be relegated to “parallel’ texts or
meta texts, the texts we write when the “real’ paper is complete” (Colyar, J.,
2008:434). She also notes her own reluctance to include writing more explicitly in
her courses, papers and methodologies. Here I sense a reflection of my own “Will
this be acceptable?” question. According to Colyar:

“Meanings and memory unfold over time and change shape in different
contexts; though text presents a permanent trace of ideas and signs, our
interpretations of that trace are inexhaustibly complex.
Perhaps this reluctance to engage in the writing process is also a reflection
of the invisible pull of positivism, which asks that we know, not that we are in
the process of knowing.”
Colyar. J., (2008:434)

Colyar’s shift from ‘knowing’ to the ‘process of knowing’ feels like an important
move from the positivist frame; importantly it allows space, freedom and choice. I
can find space to breathe. And, while I am in easy agreement with Colyar’s
notions of time and unfolding, I am aware that her focus is on writing and I wonder
if other expressive media might also resist the positivist frame. In an age where
visual and multi-media are increasingly pervasive I find myself wondering at the
longevity of the authority of the written (or, perhaps) spoken word.
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Chapter 4

Wet Ella

“This is not political theory. It is not philosophy. It is not religion. It is
remembering what it is to be a human being - an animal. It is remembering
what it means to love, and to be alive.”
Jensen, D. (2000:287)
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And now?

The sheer force of life and vitality. A picture that almost left me unable to put my
arms around my daughter. This picture frightened me; Ella, then 6 years old, in a
full expression of animation. Yes, it left me almost scared to put my arms around
her. As though tapping onto that energy could be scary, electrifying, forbidden,
damaging...

But, hey, this is just Ella; our Estella, our star. This is how she is. And she
wouldn’t even notice - she’s just playing - I might say unaware of her own impact
but definitely and charmingly, not.

It has taken a while but I can live with this image now. In fact, I treasure it. When
the words run out, this picture doesn’t.
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Look Closely
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I showed my ‘Wet Ella’ picture to my supervision group. Printed at 11x14 inches,
it was ‘as big as I could stand.’ It is a close cropped image and I feel like I am
negotiating a balance between discomfort and losing context in the process of
ever ‘tighter’ composition. As I now reflect on the image I am wondering whether
it is the quality of the closeness that disturbed me.
That day we were experimenting with videoing our conversations. The moving
images seemed curiously unremarkable but this is an extract from the soundtrack:

Jill:

“There is something so beautiful, vulnerable, precious about small

children, and I’m feeling care, but it’s also slightly weird, the tongue, hot,
pink, slightly dangerous or on the edge – among this perfect loveliness,
tenderness...”

Sarah:

“There’s something disturbing about it. There’s something

beautiful and perfect about it – she looks like she has been ‘made up’ – her
eyelashes look like they have been deliberately made up like that...it has a
magazine quality... She could be 18 years old, a starlet child, dangerous.
Performing – she’s right there doing this; it doesn’t belong to girlhood.”

The aesthetic meaning that I find in this image is the potential for dysfunction and
contradiction to be located within our sense beauty; in one there is the other. An
image which began as a simple photograph of my daughter at play also carries
connotations of sexuality and danger. A risk which is personal to me; this is my
daughter.

Sarah:

“I noticed how weird it felt to say this to you because this is your

child and not any old child.”
Self:

“And yet it could be any old child – when I was working on the

image it didn’t feel like my child.”
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Robin:

“...it could be emblematic of our time...on one side of ‘the edge’

here is a beautiful, innocent, alive, erotic creature and on the other is the
corruption of all that – which is so prevalent in our time, in relation to children
specifically, in relation to women more generally, and then you go out, nature,
all the other things you are interested in.”

I understand the image as providing both connection into the aesthetic I am trying
to understand and with a reflective space to consider the way I work in
organisations. In working on the image my sense was of looking ‘through it’ into
an aesthetic quality rather than at the content of the original. In pressing into this
territory, I hold my sense of personal discomfort and make it available to the
group. By refusing to let myself off the hook I don’t let the viewer or the group off
the hook either.

Kevin:

“I was drawn to the quality of the eyes and the debris [on her

face] and that kind of...in the other picture [self-portrait] you were bathed in
mud and here she is bathed in light and water and there is that quality of the
eyes that has really struck me. I see those eyes and your eyes together...”

Sarah:

“I can remember the other picture and I can feel my heart rate

going up – it would make it worse.”

Jill:

“I’m thinking more of madness, mental instability...

Kevin:

“‘Green man’ has the same quality.
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I felt challenged and discomforted by the associations being made by my
colleagues, almost sickened by the prospect of a juxtaposition of the two
photographs, but also noticing that there was something about this that I enjoyed:

Robin:

“I would trust this image [of your daughter] with ‘swamp man’ but

I might not trust it with an ordinary man...”

Jill:

“That is one of your contradictions; benignness and danger, and

the gentleness you have...”

In our reflections on the conversation I hear how much I felt the need to evangelise
my sense of ‘anaesthetised organisations’ – and I perceived a sense of anger
rising in me – we remember the story of the No. 22 Bus. My memory is of
becoming increasingly frustrated as I fail to adequately articulate my own response
to my work. The video of our conversation shows me simply coming to a stop.

Robin:

“You have offered us very provocative writing and very

provocative images as your consequence of finding something [....] and this
is a profound skill – to bring this to our attention.”

Expanding the Circle

As I review my ADOC writing I see that I used a short paper written in 2008
entitled ‘Closer to Trees’ to describe the state of ‘embattlement’ and ‘a series of
mini-crises’ that I experienced in the first half of that year. One of the ‘mini-crises’
was an open programme investigating the use of dialogue for OD practitioners.
This was offered in collaboration with Amanda, a good friend and colleague of
more than 10 years. Working together is often a challenge for us, we see the
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world very differently, and this has formed the basis for our engagement with
clients. Over several interventions I have appreciated Amanda’s disciplined
capacity for planning and her ability to think through the programme for both the
potential opportunities and problems that might arise. This has felt like a necessary
foil to my more emergent though (as I am increasingly understanding) equally
disciplined way of working.

We met several times to discuss and plan and it was clear that issues around the
safety of both ourselves and the participants were beginning to present differences
in a way that we had not experienced before. Our meetings became increasingly
troubled and I was aware that my schedule meant that I had limited capacity to
attend to our relational difficulties and normally helpful differences of perspective.
In retrospect, I realise that, despite’s Amanda’s repeated pleas, I was simply not
hearing or understanding her. Eventually, she suggested that I should run the
event alone. I was not prepared to countenance this and persuaded her to
continue. The workshop ran and we did a ‘professional’ job (we agree that
‘professional’ is some way below the standard to which we aspire and are well
capable of achieving) which left most of the clients seriously impressed, a couple
somewhat bemused and one, at least, with whom we will probably never do
business again.

We had gathered for the four day workshop in an idyllic setting on the steep banks
of the upper Clyde. Our plan was to take a group of practitioners into a dialogic
experience and to offer material that might inform their practice. Included in our
programme were two sessions where we would provide some material which
represented our own ‘learning edge.’ We felt that this would be a way of
authentically joining with our clients in a learning experience and demonstrating
that we did not see ourselves as ‘content experts.’ Amanda decided to offer
some work on Tai-Chi and embodied experience and I had chosen to speak
around some of the work I had been producing for ADOC. I planned to show
some photographs in a short period before dinner on our second evening and
provide a reading of ‘Olimpo’ during a session on our third day designed to inquire
into our assumptions around ‘authentic voice’ and connection.
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I began my first short session beginning by describing my reaction to the Fox
Games image by Sandy Skoglund then described my process in producing the
‘Wet Ella’ picture, showing a sequence of images that followed my process to the
final close-cropped edit. Listening to my tape of this conversation I hear how I
stress not knowing and a sense of connection while I outline my discomfort with
the final image. I make reference to finding the courage I need to address the
notion of my daughter as a ‘six year old sensual and erotic being,’ the way our
society objectifies women, and the process of separation and exploitation that
follows. I emphasise my need to hold the connection and ‘not separate it out’ and
my recognition that ‘I am part of that [problem], actually...’ I then stop speaking
and Amanda follows on, referring to a novel which had spoken to her about a level
of habitual violence that develops when we are unaware of our choices.

A:

This is about the choices we make without really realising that they are

choices […]… there is something for me about… knowingly or not
knowingly, your choices in taking photographs and doing the editing and all
that sort of stuff – and that for me links with all of this [...] work around words
– which is our choices that we make or don’t make, to speak or not to
speak, and what are we going to put up with, and what are the bigger
connections of that …so the thing that’s left unsaid for 20 years…and
y’know…erm, these all seem linked to me…becoming more aware and
conscious of those implications. Because we could say, ‘oh it’s just work
and she’s always like that’ or ‘we could never make a difference’…and those
stories might be true too and they might not… [inaudible]..these kinds of
editing processes.

D:

You see, for me there’s a real difference between those two pictures

which does tie-in to that ‘ladder of inference’ stuff in that this one, the original
one, has a whole load of meta-information in it which contextualises the
gesture, right? It puts it very firmly in a place, in a time, in a context, you can
see there’s someone running up there and he’s going to make the scary face
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at Dad who’s at the end with a camera, you can see that the behaviour is
being modelled in response to a stimulus, i.e. the camera and it’s being done
for a purpose and it’s, like, ‘Look at my funny face, Dad.’ Right?
[Conversation about D’s own children] When you abstract it to that degree
what you allow the observer to do, I think, is build their own constructs and
context around it. And…actually…because images like that are used to
subliminally sell sex with underage kids in our society in terms of advertising,
films… you put that context on it, because it’s culturally kind of where we
are… and I think that’s the real difference for me between the two. Kind of…
by making the image about the facial expression, you’re abstracting it from
where it is and, you know, people are going to put a whole other context on
it.

G:

I don’t understand that….

B:

If I looked at that I wouldn’t think anything…

G:

No, it’s not like an erotic picture…

B:

Not at all…

G:

It’s just like a wee girl…

B:

When you started talking about the advert and stuff, I caught where

you were coming from with it…

D:

I can clearly see the difference.
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B:

…but I wouldn’t initially look at that and think anything that you…

D:

But actually, I clearly see the difference because I’m the father of a

daughter [back ground voice: ‘I disagree…’] and I’m acutely conscious of
how she’s presented to the world and how the world sees her.

[Conversation about the order of the editing process – sound of photos being
shuffled around – muffled voices]

H:

Yes, that’s it. I could see that coming… [voices]

B:

Yeah, but if you hadn’t seen it and you just…

Self: What was it you were seeing?

H:

That…it’s an assumption that it’s a sexy picture…and you don’t know

what the wee one’s doing – whether she’s trying to be sexy as well at that
age [muffled] whether she can show off as well...but you can see it coming,
it’s much more vibrant and much more real in that one…

B:

I just think she looks cheeky! Like she’s trying to be cheeky and

funny... and, I’m sorry, but what’s the connection between this one [Fox
Games] and this one [Wet Ella]..

Self: In this picture [Fox Games] there’s very obviously, explicitly, dissonance
that people aren’t seeing and in this one [Wet Ella], for me, you can easily not
see the dissonance.
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J:

You used the word ‘odd’ a few times and I was looking at that thinking,

‘Gosh, you’re so privileged to have a picture of your daughter like that.
Beautiful pictures… But then what it connected me to was that I have a 13
year old daughter and I’ve been doing some editing of her pictures. So,
she’s been objectifying herself on the Bebo website, which is all to come,
guys, sorry, [laughter – discussion of website]. We found some pictures of
her doing fairly obvious poses, in clothes that we didn’t think were suitable to
be seen in on the net. So we edited them – and went straight to advocacy
and edited them. So I went from thinking I’m not sure where the ‘oddity’ is
coming from here, because for me that is lovely, then it took me to another
place where I actually went straight to edit, edit, edit – don’t ever do that
again [laughter] or you’re dead! [laughter].

Our conversation moves to our experience of children in society and family
relationships moving from abstract generalisations to particular, personal insight
and discoveries. Conscious of our timings for the session (and our subsequent
arrangements for dinner) I attempt to bring some sort of conclusion to the session
by relating a story of a park where ‘no unaccompanied adults’ were allowed. This
produced laughter and the conversation continued, centering on how we as
adults frequently felt unable to help children in distress in public places because of
a fear of how such behaviour could be interpreted. After some time a voice on the
tape asks:

I:

Steve, when you kicked this conversation off you mentioned

connectedness…

Self: Well, I think … I think there’s a connectedness that we deny… so I
deny the whole idea that my daughter can be a sexual… thing…and she
plainly is…and…so when we take a partial truth of something…we see a bit
of the truth…and for me this picture is a bit of a truth; her being a playful little
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girl and ….then I think… now she’s just a sex object…and, Jesus Christ… I
did it! So what’s the full experience there? When we just take snapshots?
When we work, I guess, you know, at the top of the ‘ladder of inference’?
What’s the deeper stuff there and what might the emotional connections be
like?

The conversation continues with contributions relating to wholeness and power in
relationships; that people might not have the voice to express themselves and
comments on the nature of photographic media before we finally break for dinner.
As the tape ends I hear myself in conversation with one of the participants saying
that my challenge is to find a way to ‘understand that level of connection and
knowing and talk about it to other people – something that I feel I can understand
but can’t really talk about.’ On the end of the tape, which is very muffled, one of
the participants speaks to me tentatively of a ‘whole wealth’ and a ‘space that I
completely reject…’. As I listen to the recording I’m struck by how significant this
seems; that some sort of insight might have been achieved or that the session
might have offered support an exploration of a different world view. I don’t engage
in this conversation as I struggle to move the group onwards to the dining room
and I am aware of a connection lost.

Reflecting on unease

What conclusions am I able to draw from my inquiries into ‘Wet Ella’? In ‘On
Photography’, Susan Sontag writes:
“Photographs, which cannot themselves explain anything, are inexhaustible
invitations to deduction, speculation and fantasy.”
Sontag, S. (1979:23)
I realise that, as Robin notes, key to my photographic practice is ‘finding
something’ and bringing it to attention. In the production of Ella’s photograph my
method has been to offer a bridge between the ‘truth’ offered to us by image and,
the idea that this truth is, in Sontag’s phraseology, a ‘semblance’ of knowledge or
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wisdom. She claims that: ‘The very muteness of what is, hypothetically,
comprehensible in photographs is what constitutes their attraction and
provocativeness” (Sontag, 1979: 24). This very clearly speaks to my production of
the image and the subsequent editing and digital processing. Working from
‘something’ found in the image, I manipulate the picture in a way that begins to
confront both its ‘muteness’ and my own sensitivity while I hold to the sense of
‘truth’ that is available to me; too much manipulation and I will lose impact, just
enough and I start to ask questions of myself. And so I provoke myself with the
intent that I might provoke others in a similar manner as I use images to ask
questions and raise awareness of the world and relationships that I encounter. In
our conversation at Ashridge over ‘Wet Ella,’ I note the delicate holding of the
imaged beauty and the various meanings held by each of my co-inquirers. It is the
difference in these perspectives and the contradictions they offer that brings the
inquiry to life. In the dialogue workshop the conversation centres around context
and inference, and potential rises again from difference and connection. In both
conversations, I am fascinated by the move from the particular aesthetics of the
image into much more general and practical considerations of, for example,
themes of feminine emancipation and parental care.

This intertwining of experience and imagination that the photograph and the
accompanying conversations provide is enticing ground. Yet I am curious to
know, as a researcher and consultant, more of the meaning and potential of this
process. In ‘The enigma of subjectivity’, Donna Ladkin asks: “Is it possible that
subjectivity can lead to knowledge which might be valid outside one’s unique
subjective experience?” Rather than polarize subjectivity and objectivity, she says:

“As action researchers, we are encouraged to embrace our subjectivity as
the base from which we inquire - but I am suggesting that this does not
necessitate dismissing the idea of objectivity. The challenge is how to
conceptualize and act on the inter-relationship between subjectivity and
objectivity in developing our own truths and meanings.”
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Ladkin, D. (2005:110)

Ladkin follows a phenomenological route into her consideration of of subjectivity
noting that, like action researchers, phenomenologists are interested in how our
relational and subjective interactions actively contribute to our knowing of the
things with which we interact. Ladkin supports Husserl’s notion of ‘essences’;
and that knowing the truth of the world outside me requires me to apprehend that
world prior to my interpretations of it. She continues:

‘The attempt to discover something’s essence can sound like the positivist
quest to know something ‘objectively’. However, Husserl’s notion of the
essences includes relational aspects of a thing. He argues that many
essential qualities of a thing are revealed only within the subjective
relationship between ‘thing’ and ‘perceiver’.”

Ladkin, D. (2005:114)

In ‘Wet Ella’ I am suggesting that the final image image shows us the essence of
Ella’s erotic beauty and wildness, and that I am using my own particular sensitivity
as a guide to provide a particular interpretation. The nature of our relationship to
photography both supports the idea of an essential ‘truth‘ that is ‘captured’ and
yet also awakens us to the possibility of editing and manipulation which provides
alternative interpretations. The image invites reflexivity; by offering a truth that jars
with our sense of reality we are instantly alerted to other possibilities.
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Chapter 5

Skill, Artistry .... and Therapy?

“....and the artisan, writes Mircea Eliade, was seen as a “connoisseur of secrets,
a magician....” For this reason, all crafts involved “some kind of initiation and
[were] handed down by an occult tradition. He who ‘makes’ real things is he
who knows the secrets of making them.”
Berman, M. (1981:88)
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And Now?

I’m not sure that I wasn’t being a bit mischievous here... yet I really did want to
work with my earth. Actually, that’s what happens; I respond spontaneously to
events and experiences and then check myself. So, when I realised that everyone
else had been very sophisticated in their responses and turned up with proper art
materials, I felt orthodoxy and convention land on me. I was out on the margin
again and so my ultimate response became playful, mischievous, trickster...
maybe that’s what it takes me to engage in this way...

But I can still smell the earth in my fingers - it makes me feel like the boundaries
are collapsing again, that I will be earth one day and everything that we have made
will also submit to the process of death and reincarnation. I also like the glitter and
the red acrylic paint that I ‘borrowed’ from colleagues - there is a bit of temptation
in there - quite literally a sparkle.

But I don’t think the photo is up to much; I remember those petals had much
more life in them - I guess I could reprocess it to zing them up a bit but it’s the light
really... too flat... Gosh, listen to me, I’m trying to use ‘technique’ to make rose
petals more perfect than they already are.
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Tentative moves

The emailed invitation to our ADOC workshop contained the request:

“... materials for Friday’s image work – please remember to bring anything
you currently work with or anything you would like to experiment with –
paints, clay, collage, different papers, play stuff, crayons, meccano, pipe
cleaners, sand tray, stones, etc.”

My response to this invitation was unequivocal; the material that I have been
preoccupied with for the last few years is the earth in which we grow our salad
and vegetables. We constructed our raised beds and then proceeded to dig the
earth and progressively add natural material, compost and leaf mould. As time has
passed the heavy clay beneath the beds has slowly changed into fine crumbly,
fertile earth. In fact, some of the wooden boards that contain the beds have now
rotted away and need to be replaced, and I found myself deeply satisfied by my
participation in the gentle process of forming and reforming. My choice to bring
some of the material that I had brought into life felt inevitable and significant.

On the day of the workshop, however, I felt embarrassed. Confronted by a
collection of exotic art materials, my contribution of mud in a reused plastic
container seemed inadequate and I remember taking a place away from the
hubbub and excitement of the group. I enjoyed the opportunity to work quietly
and closely with my earth, smearing and smoothing it on to the paper, feeling it’s
sticky texture, adorning it with flower petals that I had gathered from the Ashridge
gardens together with metallic glitter and paint that I took from the stash of ‘art
materials’ that the group had gathered. In making my collage I noticed how
deliberate I became, treating each piece of material with enormous care and
respect. I enjoyed the almost violent intrusion of the glitter and the incongruous
density of the splattered red paint. But in applying these elements I felt a sense of
resignation; that the synthetic materials were harshly intrusive yet they added
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something (fun, juxtaposition again?) and that they were necessary to offer a
different perspective to the earth and flowers. As I recall photographing the collage
I remember my deliberate editing and framing of the image yet, mostly, I tried not
to think too much as I worked, relying on a more intuitive sense of what ‘felt’
good. My photograph of the picture was initially intended as a record, a simple
reminder, but as I reviewed the image on my computer screen I again began to
enlarge and crop the image in the process that I find still confuses me. I am
learning that my editing is less as an attempt to adapt the image to accepted
conventions but rather an opportunity to discover more of the image as I work.
Rather like, I imagine, the way that a potter might knead and squeeze clay to
make it workable. Perhaps I am finding more of myself in the work? I certainly
have a sense that I edit and crop for the joy of discord rather than harmony
conventional composition.21

As I reflect more deeply on this idea I realise that I begin to sense the excitement
of the challenge and risk that might lie behind the discord. I have a feeling akin to
rather heroically ‘putting myself in harm’s way’ such that I could show others an
alternative perspective and wonder if I become more alive as I get closer to risk, or
(rather dramatically) even to death. Of course, the resonance of this statement
with a 22 year military career where I rather purposefully put myself in harm’s way
comes rapidly to mind. What is also clear to me, however, is that I might have a
tendency to use the ‘in service of others’ ideology as a way to support or excuse
my actions. Actually (and I’m tempted to write ‘of course’ here...) I’m rather
attached to risk just for the fun of it.

Taking a broader view, it seems as if much of my inquiry is rooted in the things
which, to some degree at least, lead me to feel good. Ellen Dissanayake links art
and aesthetics to sensuality in a way that is absent in much of the literature in the
field. She takes an ethological approach to aesthetics and claims that we should
not be surprised if what feels good in most cases is what is good for us. In a
!
21
Perhaps not initially but as I process my images, as in Ghoulish Ella, I am attracted to discord and discomfort. In ‘Swamp Man’ I have slightly changed the frame of the image to shift the place of the eyes and I have
used my software to change the lighting to make the picture feel more disturbing.
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western society characterised by over indulgence and conspicuous consumption I
find it easy to forget the relevance of such a simple assertion:

“Without any special encouragement, humans take great pleasure and find
positive reinforcement in performing activities and seeking out environments
that are biologically essential to our (and our species) survival: eating, resting,
being in familiar and secure surroundings, having sex, children, intimate
friends; talking; engaging in activity that is perceived as useful and
appropriate; and noticeably also engaging in song, dance, poetic language,
drama with costumes and masks, music, self adornment, and embellishing
personal and public artefacts. In a modern society where working to earn
money in order to consume perpetually novel goods and experiences, these
more ancient satisfactions are perhaps less evident than in premodern or
traditional societies. However, few would claim that even in our own lives
they could be easily or lightly forsworn.”
(Dissanayake 1995:32)

In later writing Dissanayake draws links between feeling good and ‘hands-on
competence’, extending her hypothesis to include the importance of ‘making’:

“Human brains and minds evolved to enable the learning of manual skills
from others and the devising of practical skills for the requirements of
ancestral environments – to cope, “hands on,” with the demands of life.
Simply doing what we were born to do evokes a sense – subliminal or fully
felt – of competence, of being at home in the world.”
(Dissanayake 2000:100)

The connection of ‘feeling good’ and ‘hands-on competence’ offers perspective to
my periods of cutting down trees in the orchard, bending wood to fit to the curved
walls in our house or digging earth in our garden. I begin to consider where else I
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am able to develop a felt sense of meaning in my life. Returning to my journal I
see that in the summer months I would frequently write about the simple physical
sensations and pleasure of riding my motorcycle:

Is this about skill?
That was fantastic. Just one corner; less than a mile from the house, I have ridden it
a hundred times before but not like that. I am understanding the bike more, actually
understanding myself more. The secret is in coaching myself to brake less than I
think I need to, lean into the turn and open the throttle sooner even though my ‘rational’ self is screaming that I am already going too fast. As the power comes
through, the bike is more stable, I can feel weight transferring to the back wheel and
the turn radius reducing. Then I have options, and if the back end slides then I am
perfectly balanced – no drama. So my quest is to engage with the physics of turning
rather than my fear. I feel a very simple parallel to ideas of ‘emergence’ – this is the
way both the world and the Ducati work. All I need to do is get my fear out of the
way and trust I can let it happen. Yet this is not bravery – in our supervision group
Margaret has remarked that I am ‘brave’ to do this. It doesn’t feel like that – it feels
more like submission - there is a ‘rightness’ in a perfect turn and I am left wondering
how much of my inquiry is about engagement with this kind of skill. Perhaps ‘all’ I
need to do is work like a sculptor releasing form from rock and all I need to do is
release the turn from the bike. There is a thread here, flying, climbing, riding, motor
cycling, diving, building my house, growing food...
Personal Reflections 14 Aug 07

I realise that, as I work with photography in my practice, while I might use the
process of the work as interesting data for conversation, the idea of photograph
as artefact is never far below the surface. I find enjoyment in my ability to give the
finished image to my clients, that they might be somehow impressed by my craft,
that they might treasure the work and that a little bit of our conversation and
relationship is somehow made tangible and is offered as a gift. In Dissanayake’s
terms I see this as ‘making special’; something which she claims to be
fundamental to human behaviour. Malchiodi takes a deliberately therapeutic view:

‘Although the creative process and symbolic communication are two
fundamental aspects of art therapy, there are several different aspects of the
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art therapy process that can be considered therapeutic. In its simplest
sense, art making is an activity that can generate self-esteem, encourage
risk taking and experimentation, teach new skills, and enrich one’s life.’
Malchiodi, C. (2007:15)

Malchiodi seems to imply that art therapy might address issues of self-esteem and
risk as if they appeared as fully formed problems. My experience was that as I
developed my inquiry the photographs and self-portraits I produced began to hint
much more gently and tentatively at the questions that were beginning to preoccupy me.

Untitled (2007)
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Selling Out (July 2008)

The two photographs above were taken in the wood near Ashridge House; the
first (Untitled) during the summer of 2007, the second (Selling Out) almost a year
later. Together they seem to offer some clues into a process of developing my
epistemology; clues, perhaps, of a gradual ‘coming to know.’ I took to walking
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and running through the trees during breaks in the ADOC programme or in the
early mornings as a way to pause, collect myself and find my bearings as I pushed
into my inquiry. The wood felt like a place of constant, calm relationship and I
became interested in the processes of decay and renewal as I photographed the
fallen tree trunks whenever the difficult, patchy light would let me.

I’m not sure why I went back to take the self portrait in the woods. I have a hazy
memory of shooting it over a lunch break but I don’t recall what initially possessed
me to walk into the shot. I know I took several attempts because I couldn’t be
sure where I was standing in the image or when the camera self-timer would
actually fire the shutter. If I was being propelled by some sort of angst or
discomfort then a critical moment arrived during our supervision conversation
following the submission of my ‘Closer to Trees’ paper (Marshall, S. 2008b) where
I had placed the image on the first page. My title reflected the notion that my life
had been closer to the trees on our land than normal:

“We had gale-force winds a few weeks ago and two of our trees, vulnerable
in full leaf, were knocked to the ground. Since then I have spent an hour or
so each day with the chain saw and loppers, cutting the trunks and trimming
off the upper branches, stacking away the logs and feeding the thin twigs
and leaves into the shredder. I am about half way through; there is perhaps
20 hours of work here (from only two small, juvenile trees) but I’m finding at
least some fortune in the situation. Today I collected a new wood-burning
stove for our dining-room and, though the wood will take a full year to dry,
the logs and sticks will provide us with warmth for the winter after next. I’ve
found that I look forward to the mindless hours of simple, reverential work
and the opportunity to reflect on this kind of activity.”
Marshall, S. (2008b)

My paper weaves its way through the nature of self and practice and questions my
ability to be both competent and radical should I decide to truly address the more
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difficult questions that were arising for me in my rejection of the positivist subject/
object split. I felt an irritation at constantly noticing ‘technique’ in my consulting
work and held this in juxtaposition to the simple ‘being‘ of cutting wood and
working in the copse. I was beginning to claim a shift in my own identity and had
found resonance in Erich Fromm’s writing of the ‘having’ mode of ‘separated
practice’ in comparison to a more grounded ‘being’ mode:

‘In contrast are those who approach a situation by preparing nothing in
advance, not bolstering themselves up in any way. Instead, they respond
spontaneously and productively; they forget about themselves, about the
knowledge, the positions they have. Their egos do not stand in their own
way, and it is precisely for this reason that they can fully respond to another
person’s ideas. They give birth to new ideas because they are not holding
on to anything. While the having persons rely on what they have, the being
persons rely on the fact that they are, that they are alive and that something
new will be born if they only have the courage to let go and to respond.’
Fromm, E. (1976:42)

If I was overstating my relationship or proximity to the trees the response of my
supervision group to the photograph was initially supportive, commenting on the
juxtaposition of the deliberately chosen business jacket and the ‘Green Man’
environment. The ‘wandering’ of my written text seemed to appeal to the group
as it evoked a genuine feeling of connection between self and a sense of greater
context held against the conflicting demands that I was experiencing as a
consultant. As I listen now to the tape I am still abashed by their appreciation of
the work; an appreciation that didn’t seem to match with the turgid difficulties that
I was facing in my practice. Towards the end of our conversation we begin to
discuss the nature of animism and participative consciousness and, in my head,
there is a clear and enduring memory of Kevin challenging me about the image. In
my mind I can hear his voice asking me if the jacket is an illustration of my ‘selling
out’ to corporate clientele. On listening to the tape, however, I realise that he
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doesn’t say this at all and that my clear memory is something I have apparently
fabricated:

“I read this as an account of rehabilitation, almost, and it’s funny, I wrote
down, ‘It’s as if the ugliness and despair seems to have slightly dispersed.’
And it made me wonder is there a.... I hope there’s not a complacency here..
and it might be worthwhile discovering a bit more discordancy out there ... or
whatever... and I just wondered about that.
“[The picture] is like an apparition; part of me feels a bit disappointed that
you put a jacket on... that you chose a jacket...I had a fantasy that you just
happened to be wearing that... I don’t know if disappointment is the right
word... it’s a fascination that you manipulated it in such a way to even
choose a jacket...”
Kevin Power (Supervision Conversation Jul 08)

While the multiple interpretations of my image and the quality of my writing
provoked an interesting and generative dialogue among the supervision group I
am struck by the gravity with which Kevin’s words landed with me. I view this as
more than an inaccuracy in my recollection and imagine that placing myself in the
image in such an intentional way holds me to account, increasing my sensitivity.
Despite my earlier claims, Kevin clearly touches on still unresolved questions of
identity and practice.

This is not therapy

Judy Weiser’s PhotoTherapy homepage 22 provides a specific delineation between
‘phototherapy’ and ‘therapeutic photography’. Phototherapy, she writes,
comprises “therapy practices that use people's personal snapshots, family
albums, and pictures taken by others (and the feelings, thoughts, and memories
22

http://www.phototherapy-centre.com/home.htm last visited 28 Aug 2010
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these photos evoke) as catalysts to deepen insight and enhance communication
during their therapy or counseling sessions.” Conversely, therapeutic
photography is a “photographic practice” which is “done by people themselves (in
situations where the skills of a trained therapist or counselor are not needed) to
increase their own self-knowledge and awareness, activate positive social change,
strengthen communities, improve intercultural relations, reduce conflict, bring
attention to issues of social justice.....”

I am aware that I respond to delineations such as these from my maverick position
and react to the protectionism and professional exclusion that is implied. In my
consulting and coaching work I often find that the boundary between various
modes of intervention and the condition of my clients is significantly softer than
prescribed types of professional categorisation imply. I take heart in the notion
that, in organisational settings, the client is likely to be in a state of reasonable
mental health but confusion, distress and unproductive behaviour all play their part
in the definition of the client brief. In my practice this is an open question and my
work tends toward the Rogerian; listening, affirmative and informed by the very
same principles that are present in psychotherapy, psychology and counselling.
Yet, as my formal expertise is exclusively in the considerably eclectic domain of the
‘organisation consultant and executive coach’ the boundaries often feel vague. In
Jo Spence’s extensive and often deeply painful photographic autobiography
‘Putting Myself in the Picture’ (Spence, J., 1986) the categories seem to blur even
further. The short chapter entitled ‘Using Photos in Therapy’, a transcript of a
conversation with her tutor, which reaches considerable depth in terms of
therapeutic content and impact, is held alongside her other work on health,
sexuality, power and gender issues all of which, I would claim, are safely within the
‘coaching’ domain.

Weiser (2005) describes some of the confusion and differences around the various
understandings of personal inquiry based on photographic images.
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“My kind of "PhotoTherapy" was clearly not the same as the "photo therapy"
that Jo had been doing and writing about, and in fact, outside the U.K. her
work would likely have been called "Autobiographical Photography" or
"Therapeutic Photography" instead. Yet our work was informed by the same
theoretical foundations and assumptions about the naturally-healing process
of confronting oneself (and one's life) photographically.”
Weiser, J. (2005:4)23

Weiser continues to make the distinction between her approach of using
photography in a formal therapeutic context and Spence’s approach of using
photography as personal therapy for herself or collaboratively with others. I realise
that, in the context of my relational, inquiry based practice, I again feel some
difficulty with the distinction in terms. For example, in a coaching conversation,
where I am trying to remain fully present and acknowledge my own processes, I
am keen to make these available to the client when I judge them to be beneficial.
Subsequently, Weiser makes a distinction that I feel much clearer about:

“Jo used the camera like a weapon, like a probe, like a mirror of herself that
could come alive to share secrets, tell stories, shout truths, and point to
understanding -- and she took joy in sharing these techniques with others,
often working collaboratively and interactively. I have also long used the
camera (and people's own ordinary snapshots and family photos) as an
activist tool -- but in my case it was for the purposes of helping other people
take back their personal power and begin to more fully live their lives. I don't
work collaboratively with my clients (other than sometimes serving as a
human cable release).”
Weiser, J. (2005:5)

23

See also http://www.phototherapy-centre.com/articles/2005_Weiser_Memoir_on_Spence.pdf last visited 5

Sep 2010 (page numbering refers)
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And so here is a critical distinction for me; I begin to realise that my intent in using
the camera as an instrument of inquiry is not only to enable the client to catalyse
or decode feelings and memories. I am also using the camera as a way to bring
myself as fellow collaborator or inquirer more fully into the inquiry space in a way
that using spoken language alone often leaves me feeling rather inarticulate.
Indeed, as I try to wrestle with feeling and sensation that doesn’t easily resolve into
spoken language it often feels like imagery leaves space for a more gentle, less
definitive framing of issues.

Weiser helpfully outlines 5 ‘techniques of phototherapy’ as photo’s by the client
(that they take, create or collect), photo’s of the client taken by others, selfportraits, family albums and photo-biographies, and ‘photo-projectives’, a
technique asking clients to speak to a photographic image (see, for example,
Visual ExplorerTM 24 or the details of my AMOC inquiry work with John Higgins in
Chapter 1). As I continued to explore my own sense of professional identity
through imagery, I was continuing to take self-portraits (Weiser’s first category)
where I was only barely present.

My September 2007 image ‘Partnership’ was taken as I walked with my dialogue
colleague Amanda through the Yorkshire Sculpture Park. We met there to view
several pieces of work by Andy Goldsworthy and to reflect on some of the details
of our own collaborative practice. In the Longside Gallery, Goldsworthy had
attempted to address the connection between farming and the landscape by
smearing the panoramic windows with sheep excrement; “One of the main
reasons it looks so green and beautiful is the amount of sheep shit on it. I'm going
to smear the windows because I want people to look at the landscape through
shit and see the connection between the two.”25

24

http://cclve.blogspot.com/ last visited 28 Aug 2010

25Excerpt

from interview with Andrew Goldsworthy: http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/2007/mar/11/

art.features3 last visited 28 Aug 2010
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While Amanda viewed the canvasses and installations inside the gallery I
wandered outside to take pictures of the wavy curve that Goldsworthy had made
on the glass. By chance, it seemed, Amanda looked through the ‘wave’ and I
took the picture. As usual, I felt a slight sense of acknowledgement that I might
have ‘something’ but the image remained on the camera memory card for some
time before I finally downloaded it onto my computer for a more careful viewing.

Partnership (2007)

Of all the photos that I took that day at the sculpture park this is the only one that
remains in my portfolio. Weiser claims that ‘self portraits permit direct nonverbal
self-confrontation’, 26 and, indeed, I still feel confronted by what feels like an
undeniable reality of this image. Whether a chance shot or otherwise, I am
indisputably in the murky, shitty shadows, placing myself out of focus as I do the
work of making the picture. On the one hand, I realise that I was not deliberately
attempting to take a picture that offered a portrayal of my working relationships
26

http://www.phototherapy-centre.com/self_portraits.htm last visited 28 Aug 2010
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yet, on the other, I clearly recognise this image as such and so sense the capacity
of all images to capture the projections that resonate with our points of anxiety or
inquiry, whether conscious or otherwise. I also notice that I feel very accountable
to myself for the narrative that I have imposed on this image. I might be able to
back away from any other image suggestive of my collaborative working style yet
this is most definitely an image of me; I can’t ignore the fact that I am pictured
here.

I was aware that the image had become a symbol of how I felt I was was
configuring my professional relationships; I was working in the background,
enabling others to take a place in the brighter light and to be more influential and
instrumental in collaborative projects. It took another 6 months before I met with
Amanda and found time to discuss the picture. This time our reflective
conversation took place as we walked around the coast near Tynemouth on a
beautiful, sunny day. By then the meaning I held in the image had shifted
somewhat and I remember announcing that I was beginning to see my role in the
shadows as holding a new power for me, one where I might offer some kind of
foundational energy, developing and sponsoring potential rather than taking a
more instrumental, conventionally agentic, consulting role.

Cutting It

What sense am I making of this way of working with inquiry? This gradual process
of question and reflection gradually accreting over months, working from
seemingly unconscious processes emerging into knowing through photography
and then made available in conversation? During the period between ‘Closer to
Trees’ to my Module 3 paper I again found myself at a curious intersection of
reflection, trees and photography. I decided to cut down a dead tree in the
orchard. I had threatened it the previous year when Kate and I stood beside it and
I said I thought it was dead and that it would need to be felled. Within two days it
started to bud and a week later it was festooned with pink blossom. But this time
no leaves or buds grew and so I imagined that the beautiful flowers were a last
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gesture of life. So I didn’t give it a chance. No comments, no questions. I stood
with it for a moment, the chain saw snarled into life and the tree was done.

This kind of intervention in the ecology of our home always seems to draw me into
a thoughtful and often creative mood. The lower trunk of the tree seemed quite
alive compared to the dry, brittle upper branches and I began to wonder if, in fact,
it was really dead. I became confused and wondered what tree death would
actually look like? Maybe it was simply dormant, secretly preparing to burst into
colour again? There is a tree a short walk from our house which was planted
when Henry VIII visited the village. It’s now decrepit branches are supported by
props and it does a good job of looking fairly poorly but then each year it sprouts
into new life. Maybe tree death isn’t quite the binary alive/dead construction that I
was imagining.

As our tree still lay on the grass, I realised that the upper part of the trunk was
scarred by the work of a woodpecker. The frame that I briefly held was
‘woodpecker damage’ though I quickly realised that I could also detect holes in
the wood caused by some sort of insect. The woodpecker knew its craft, every
pecked hole had a smaller hole at its centre, and so maybe, in fact, it was the
insect which was the agent of ‘damage’. My thoughts then slowly drifted out of
my head and moved down and along my arms to be surprised by the gently idling
chain saw. I also began to notice the warmth of a low winter sun through my
heavy jacket and suddenly felt closer to the ground. Who was I, saw in hand, to
stand in judgement? So rather than grinding the tree trunk down to ground level
(easier for the mower) I decided to leave it alone; a memorial cast of its own form
and life. I will, of course, curse it later in the year when I’m trying to cut the grass.

After the significant drama and literal impact of a tree falling to the ground, cutting
the logs and clearing the branches and twigs always seems to take a long time.
Our twelve year old tree provided us with 19 decent logs and a TV sized box of
kindling; I bought the state-of-the-art-multi-something-or-other-Panasonic
TC-25AS1R more than 9 years ago and, though we no longer use it, the
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cardboard box has been superb. And so, with all references to time or utility
delightfully dislocated, I thought again of my nineteen logs. On a cold night we
might burn two or three an hour. Twelve years of growth, a deft piece of chain
saw work and some collecting/stacking, for maybe 7 hours of warmth.
Conversely, it would only take a moment and I could ‘One-Click’ 2000 litres of oil
and heat the house for months.

Logs (2009)

Of course, it seems to me that to virtually ‘click’ is to participate in the world in a
way that is entirely different from cutting trees to burn for heat, and that I shouldn’t
stand in judgement here either. And yet I do. Apart from Monday, I have spent
the whole of last week in a virtual world. Emails, telephone calls, writing, pictures
and video but no real, personal contact. When I do this I am aware that I slowly
begin to disassociate myself from what I now recognise as my sense of grounding,
participative ecology. Slowly, I get anxious and frustrated, overly critical, angry
with myself, with the world. By Friday evening I was struggling, so after a row with
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Kate, I went to bed. In the morning the sun shone, the roads were dry and I rode
my motor-bike, speeding outrageously over a newly laid section of tarmac before
remembering that the police had been experimenting with tiny ‘stealth cameras’
hidden in the grass verges. I slowed and, though the wind still roared against my
helmet, fell briefly into a strangely disconnected space to conduct an analysis of
the criminal justice system, the prospect, probability and implications of losing my
licence, my human ‘rights’, how much road tax I pay and the contextual nature of
danger and responsibility. Then I opened the throttle again and settled for 100
miles per hour. It felt like a nice round number and definitely decimal even though I
had been reading John Michell (2005) who, with his preference for a more ancient
measure, might have preferred a ‘round 144’. More importantly to me, I just
needed to feel life tearing at me through the wind.

How Dare you Do That?

When Jack Whitehead visited ADOC he extolled the virtues of using video as a
method of gathering evidence for our inquiries. In particular, I remember him
speaking in detail about a short section of video that he provided of a girl brushing
dust or debris from her teacher’s jacket while the teacher (wearing the jacket)
spoke to the class. I remember wondering why, out of all the possibilities and
potential of his video, he chose that piece. Why had he chosen to video that
interaction as opposed to all the others that were simultaneously enacted in a
busy classroom? It seemed to me that his choice said more about him than any
sense of what might constitute ‘reliable data’ in a wider sense. Indeed, I’m
beginning to realise that at least part of my confusion and anxiety lies in the idea of
video (or digital imagery) as reliable data in any sense. Thinking of a brief
conversation with Sarah and Kevin I notice that I have been looking for ‘evidence’
of ... something... for some time. This deepens into more unease and frustration.
I have been looking for answers to a series of questions: Did the intervention
work? What exactly happened? Will the camera show us something that we
didn’t notice?
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I’m pleased that Jack isn’t in this office. The ‘evidence’ argument is one I don’t
really want to have. Instead, I have a sense of my world suddenly collapsing
inwards again. In looking out towards some form of recorded data that might offer
validity or reliability, I realise that the thin ice of my rationality begins to break. And
I know this intimately; my own photography, imagery and writing is always a tiny
‘selection’ that reflects a conflated mix of my feelings and thoughts and so I
wonder if you, as reader, enjoyed the photograph of the logs and the story that
accompanied it? A simple truth. A simple image.

Except that I know that I stacked those logs intentionally and then took 13
photographs to get the one I liked. I bounced light from my flashgun into the roof
of the barn so that it would give definition, shadow, and, not approving of the way
that the combination of Nikon, Photoshop and iMac had translated the colours, I
manipulated them to make the wood seem warmer. Warmer? A digitally
computed spectral red shift which might in some intuitive way reflect the
relationship I have with the wood or the tree, or perhaps an aspiration of evenings
by the fireside with the children and our dog, who would lie so close to the flames
that she would singe her fur. Then I have darkened the edges of the image to
direct your attention to the centre. This is an adjustment that I find looks clumsy
and overdone yet we are so culturally attuned to this contemporary stylistic device
you might not have even noticed. And so this is my truth. Or non-truth. And, if
you looked at the logs on a computer monitor, then remember that there is a good
chance that your monitor, unlike mine, is not colour corrected (whatever ‘colour
corrected’ might mean) and so the more subtle aspects of my efforts are lost. Of
course, if you have printed this work on your cheap bubble jet printer then you
have completely blown it. And in case you are now separating yourself away
from all the images, videos and TV screens that assault you each day, suddenly
realising that they are not real, while you cautiously hold onto the authority of text
like this, then realise too that my developing practice as a writer is to drift into
fantasy and mess around with the ‘verifiable data’ of memories and imagination.
So maybe I didn’t even take the picture, perhaps I downloaded it from Google...
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It is within this underground, subterranean state, that I am placing my work and
inquiry. I am working in an epistemological domain where I might occasionally
surface and look around at a shadowy rationality, but my interest is firmly in the
half-light, half-truth of this inner world. I realise that, staying on the surface for a
moment, that this might seem indulgent, nonsensical or just a waste of time. Yet I
link this world of half-truth very clearly to my practice. During my AMOC inquiry I
began to understand that the stories that provide our identity and situate us in the
world rarely portray a verifiable, ‘objective reality’. Throughout that period I
interviewed colleagues who sometimes recalled anecdotes about me as a young
fighter pilot bent on causing hilarious chaos through various acts of comedic
derring-do across the world. The anecdotes seemed plausible enough, but often I
just couldn’t remember the rich detail that my interviewees recalled. I began to
check out the stories, comparing the dates against my own log-books and
records, and discovered that I hadn’t actually been present for several of them.
Yet my membership of that group, such as it is, seems predicated by those
stories. I know stories such as these affect me deeply, both in my sense of self
and in my relationship towards any form of group, and these issues of identity feel
like difficult, tricky territory.

But where does this leave me as I try to take a place in a factual, rational world?
Thinking of my reading, I have already noted the trend for the contemporary
writers that I have enjoyed to live on similarly tricky and elusive ground. A little too
close to the edge. Mabey suffering from depression (referencing John Clare,
mentally ill), Robert Pirsig’s character Phaedrus refusing to define quality and going
insane, Derrick Jensen fighting with his demons as he undertakes risky ecoactivist projects, Laura Beatty’s ‘Anne’ in Pollard; a bag lady living in the woods.
The iconic motorcycling movie Easy Rider didn’t end at all well either. And
similarly, my gentle pondering of John Michell quoting Muir, and thinking of
‘bikers, pagans and spirited people generally’, when brought together with
deliberately decimal motorcycling speed, seems to run the risk of leading me
seriously astray. But if I step away from the stories that seem to define me, from
my own personal edge, I begin to feel curiously inauthentic, compromised, and
creatively dulled.
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So, let me return for a moment to my tree, it seems like themes of cutting wood
and building log-piles provide an almost archetypal significance in our collective
consciousness. In ‘Walden’, Henry David Thoreau writes:
“Every man looks at his wood-pile with a kind affection. I loved to have mine
before my window, and the more chips the better to remind me of the
pleasing work. I had an old axe which nobody claimed, with which by spells
in winter days, on the sunny side of the house, I played about the stumps
which I had got out of my bean-field. As my driver prophesied when I was
ploughing, they warmed me twice, once while I was splitting them, and again
when they were on the fire, so that no fuel could give out more heat.”
Thoreau, H. D, (1999:225)

Thoreau had gone to live in the woods by Walden Pond because he wished to
‘live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life’ (Thoreau 1999: 83). I
understand that much of Walden has been exposed as fantasy and that the
detailed accounts of house-building in the woods simply do not ring true.
Apparently, Thoreau used to return from his ‘wilderness’ to the local town of
Concorde on a regular basis, yet it is the narrative itself that seems to offer a
specific perspective on reality. In my Oxford World’s Classics publication of
Walden there is a helpful introduction by Stephen Fender where he claims that
‘much of what happens in Walden can be traced back to the author’s sense of
cultural marginality which played out as Thoreau attempted to apply ‘the wisdom
of ages in his treatment of the local scene.‘ Fender goes on to claim that:

“...instead of fretting at his anxiety about not being at the centre of world
culture, he would make the most of it to the point of turning it into a style.
That is why he pretended to live in the woods. He was not lying about his
experience so much as ritualizing his marginality.”
Thoreau, H. D, (1999:xliii)
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Acording to Fender, what gives Walden is special value is that Thoreau took his
experience at the pond and wrote about it; “For in the natural world around him he
found things that were both authentically local [...] and also universal...” (Thoreau,
H. D, 1999:xliii). Here I notice echoes of my own process; of photographing, for
example, frequently mundane experiences until I intuitively have an image with
which I can work. Then bringing more rational, technical skills to bear as I engage
in a process of cropping, colouring, closing in on particulars until I become
surprised by another dimension of the image. Thus my discomfort of finding ‘Wet
Ella’, who is seen by Robin as ‘emblematic of our time’; my process of zooming in,
as my reader will find in Chapter 7, towards a sceptical, saintly Kathleen, or a
simple picture of logs which I deliberately subvert to show how all our
‘photographically accurate’ images, which were once held as illustrating ‘truth’,
also lie to us.

Perhaps my attempts to hold to a position in which I simultaneously subvert and
question convention takes a toll. When Sarah, Kevin and I met for a postworkshop debrief at the Ashridge Offices in Devonshire Street I began to speak of
an urge to justify myself. We laughed at my response to the problem; “I tend to
rush into a bookshop - I say, ‘Let’s get some Gadamer!’ And I buy it and then I
wonder why.” I hear myself on my tape continuing to talk about justification, rigour
and validity. After a while, Kevin interrupts me; “You don’t sound very energised
by this idea...” My answer seems informative:

Self: “I’m perplexed by it, actually... so it feels to me that it’s important and I
don’t want it to miss, y’know? It’s not that it’s the only chance to get the
message across or something like that but I want to... I do want the PhD
thing, the document, to ‘land’ in some way, to register with people, and I
don’t want it to be dismissed. So it feels to me to be important, and this is
interesting, to kind of ‘hook it in’ to things that they understand. So it’s a bit
like finding the snags27 or something like that, I’m picking up the knitting or
! A reference to Sarah’s work with ‘The Subtle Knife’
27
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something, weaving it in. Because I know that’s important in my process...
in my own narrative meaning process... that I ignore things unless I ‘story
them in’. Y’ know, storying Mabey or Sebald into my own experience
becomes the way that I integrate it.”
Tape WS214083 (12:25-15:00)

We had previously spoken of the complexities of our work and the ‘names’ we
had given to our inquiries as we had worked, the implications of holding a
coherent, clear sense of our topic and the danger, in fact, that this could be a
‘trap’. As I review the tapes I can hear my own angst with this notion of shifting
ground. After reading a section of Sarah’s work, where she had emboldened text
to indicate metaphors which reflected her subject of ‘embodiment’, I noticed my
dissatisfaction and confusion with this way of representing her subject:

Self: “I guess I feel that we come up against ‘truth’ like that. The limits of
truth. It’s a bit like reading [Sarah’s] emboldened text in the email. There was
something in me, I came up against the limits of that kind of representation .
So, I’m looking at something that is about embodiment and yet isn’t
embodiment and so there’s something for me... if you took the case of a
piece of video - for example, the one of people reading the words out by
their cards28 - we’re seeing our own prejudice in that. We’re seeing
ourselves. There is a real limit to the sense you can make of that. And it’s
not far from that, for me, to go to something like this [indicating towards the
‘Logs’ photograph] which is to say, ‘Actually, it’s almost completely
meaningless.‘ So, that’s my confusion, I guess. This is as close as I can get
to any sense of truth and, I admit, it’s very, very shaky.”

Kevin: “But you know, Steve, I realise that there’s something you’ve said
there that doesn’t work for me. Which is ‘the pursuit of truth’ and I’m
realising I’ve given up on truth. So I’m in the [reference to Jack Whitehead]
28Referring

to a video of our January ‘Images’ workshop
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or whatever else you choose and let’s work with that, but it’s certainly not
truth. It’s certainly not truth. And in some ways maybe you explaining this
[‘Logs’ image] in that way, the logs in that way, being as meaningless. Well,
I’m the other way round, to me what you’ve done...is adding huge amounts
of richness and it’s not about truth, it’s what we attend to, it’s perception, the
lens we bring..”

Sarah: “I think it’s essence. For me it’s back to essence. Which is a
different word from truth. The description of the tree and the photo is one
thing and then when you have that very provocative, you know, ‘I did this
and I bet you didn’t even bloody notice!‘ Which is very, like, ‘in your face‘ and
that adds to it again. I had to go back on look at it again, I think it forces you
to, and I thought ‘No, I didn’t notice. I wouldn’t have noticed and I wouldn’t
know that you’d done that.” How would I know? Yeah, now I look at it, the
green is really interesting but it hadn’t struck me at the time. But the
combination of the image, the story and then you’re calling attention to all
the ways you’re distorting things. You can’t get away from it having more of
an effect. It doesn’t lessen the effect, somehow [...]”

Kevin: It’s a bit bloody annoying at the same time, It’s like, ‘How dare you
do that to me?‘ You’ve just done something to me that is clearly happening
to me all my life... I’m going back to... is it about your pursuit of truth or
about your frustration at everybody else calling it truth. Is that what it’s
about?
Tape WS214081 (47.05-50.39)

Yes, quite probably.
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And If I rush forwards now, I am walking into a suite at the RIBA building for the
‘Edges’ book launch. 29 I have contributed a chapter and have agreed to speak
but sight of a poster with a photograph of me and a description of my practice
takes me by surprise:

“Steve works with digital photography as the basis of his consulting work.
Bypassing verbal language he plumbs for the depth of unconscious
processes through visual representations. Taking pictures and digitally
manipulating them allows him to illuminate the constructed nature of what
we see as real and true in his work with clients. In an even bolder move
Steve makes his images available on the web, inviting infinite connections
and conversations and, more importantly a sense of participation in the
meaning making process.”
‘Edges’ Poster, RIBA Launch

During the evening, the editors, Kathleen King and John Higgins each made
beautiful, impassioned recommendations for the book. I had seen a draft of John’s
speech and knew what he would say - he had asked me to speak to the audience
and describe how it felt to work in the way described in the book. After noting the
painful irony of the most verbally incompetent of the group (the photographer
deliberately choosing an entirely different medium for his consulting) being asked
to deliver a speech, I set about delivering what, in comparison, felt like a piece of
stand-up comedy as I debunked my own practice and tried to make the audience
laugh while being careful to thank the editors for making such an opportunity
available to us. I read Peter Reason’s impressive foreword and supporting
recommendations by other well qualified luminaries as I travelled home on the train
and began to wonder if my remarks had been appropriate. Here I find Kevin’s
words returning to me: “is it about your pursuit of truth or about your frustration at
everybody else calling it truth. Is that what it’s about?”

29

Launch for ‘Organisation Consulting @ the Edges of Possibility’ on 16 September 2010
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I realise that my reaction is, once again to the strident attachment of a particular
perspective even when, as in the case of my editor’s speeches, it is beautifully
delivered and in clear agreement with my work. In fact, even when, as I read on
the poster, an attempt is made to helpfully portray my work, I begin experience a
feeling of difficulty, an inconsistency, perhaps. It seems that language condenses
and constructs in a way that I am trying to resist; there is always more (or
something different) and that I hope to work in a way that, while having clear
impact, is perhaps softer, more circumspect and questioning of the statements I
might offer.

How might I find an analogy for the sense that I have of trying to articulate my own
stance, or the meaning that I might find in the ‘evidence’ that I construct? As I
was writing this thesis through the summer of 2010 it felt like there were incessant
demands on my time. It seemed that I constantly needed to be somewhere else
and, regardless of where I was, that I should be doing something other than the
task at hand. The sensation did not respect normal time boundaries though one
weekend, when we had family guests at our house, there was a short moment
when all was still and quiet on a Saturday morning. I turned on my bedside radio 30
and spent a few minutes listening intently to the voice of an old man speaking
about different forms of intelligence and an intervention that might be ‘beyond
human agency.‘ The voice continued softly, ‘We live in an era of ‘scientism‘ - and
the rules of ‘scientism’ will not encompass a whole series of phenomena which
are simply brushed aside.’

I later found that the speaker was Michael Glickman, who had been researching
crop circles for more than 20 years. Glickman (2009) is awed by the nature of the
crop circles, the precision embodied in their construction, the mechanics of their
construction, the detail of, for example, an internal corner, and, bearing in mind his
training as an architect, the cognitive dissonance they invoke as they offer visceral
lessons and provocations to our ‘space-sense’. As the programme host pressed
Glickman towards a declaration of extra-terrestrial life forms visiting the earth I

30

BBC Radio 4 ‘Saturday Live’ on 14 Aug 2010
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heard him resist the familiar configuration of alien intelligence. I turned up the
volume and began to take notes on an old envelope that I found on my dressing
table. The crop circles were, he claimed, indicative of a superior intelligence,
though ‘it is not landing metallic craft on the lawn of the White House.’ ‘Rather,’ he
said, ‘it seems to be gently pushing love letters under the door.’
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Progress Check
How is this working out?
I find myself in a chance encounter with a ‘Green Man’ who is evidently much
more authentic than I in the opening pages of Chapter 6. I was at the same
woods again a few weeks ago and see that the Green Man now wears an ammunition belt. A nod perhaps, to my military background or, perhaps, a hint of
how he is starting to see the world? I also begin to find value in carefully situating my sense of self and work as I follow links offered by Mabey and Sebald before being unnerved by the risk of extending our connections. Where hierarchical power might once have provided the safety of distance and separation, I find
myself cast alongside previous protagonists in a conflict where the agreed resolution still feels fragile. I find myself recursively drifting back to Nick Ut’s ‘Air
Strike on Trang Bang’ and ‘Wet Ella’, and then probe a sense of fear and frustration before finding solace in the natural environment and gentle intimate conversation. Later my frustration finds a voice as I discover my more overt political agenda and begin to understand more of what Hillman claims is a ‘barbarian’ energy that lives within us.
The possibility for photographs to offer affirmation or catalyse changes in how
we see ourselves in investigated throughout Chapter 7. I begin the chapter with
an image that begins to express my own experience of this period of inquiry; a
loss of self as I began to work with the identity and essence of others. At one
stage, I metaphorically disappear from view during the provision of a workshop
for colleagues but find a sense of self by providing ‘visual impro’ as I play with
the implications of image and identity. This process forms the basis of the
‘Courage’ workshop. An event inquiring into the courage required of of our
group to continue the work we had set ourselves and one which required significant courage from me to launch a new practice upon the world. As I continue to
inquire into the photographs and follow their impact, the process begins to feel
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like an inquiry game that could go on for ever. Instead, when an image reaches
a point of resolution (for me anyway) I choose to simply stop.
Chapter 8 offers an excursion into a shadow consulting engagement for a colleague. Here my practice-as-photographer becomes a metaphor for my work. I
explore the idea of playing ‘witness’ to process and how I am able to influence
and gain effect through a form of relational presence. I use the occasion to explore the depths of my own resilience and the effect that this has on client systems. In a critical moment, I am invited to take a defining ‘stand’ which leaves
me feeling powerfully ‘answerable’ and provokes me to take a more partial, advocatory position in client relationships.
I use Chapter 9 to theoretically link my practice to current consultancy and
ethnographic approaches to working with organisations, and to further develop
my own consultancy interventions. I challenge the ‘authority’ of the ethnographic view and explore the idea of the image as a transitional object which enables
subjects to reflect on their quality of participation and engagement. Reflexively, I
notice how I employ a ‘photographer’ persona which seems to ameliorate the
challenge to status that the camera provides. I briefly outline a ‘photo-dialogue’
project in a global telco which employed photographs to provoke various conversations to enable participants to reflect on their own sense of creativity and
the conditions which might support it.
In Chapter 10 I find myself unnerved by the opportunity to inquire deeply into
my own sense of creativity and difference. This section of the work loops back
to the embodiment themes present in Chapter 2 and an experience of ‘embodied coaching’ offered by ADOC colleague Sarah Beart re-examines a ‘can of
worms’; the mixture of guilt and despair that is at the tangled root of my practice
and sheds a guarded light on my sensitivity to status. I find clues about the
‘loss of voice’ that has been instrumental in catalysing my practice. In return, I
work with Sarah to co-create an image that might follow her perviously disturbing manifestation as a ‘successful, affable, quick’ consultant. As we walk
around Cambridgeshire fields I hear Sarah’s a relationship to her current landscape defined not by what it is, but by what it is not and chose to challenge this
construction in the final image. In reflecting on the experience of being photographed, I am confronted by her notion that ‘coaches, and photographers,
have a lot of power.’
My final chapter describes the disruption of my planning for the conclusion and
presentation of this thesis as my inquiry took an unexpected turn. I find myself
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deeply challenged by family health issues at a point when I am feeling personally battered after an exhausting year. My reflections feel thematic, patterned by
much earlier experiences and my maverick persona again questions my resolve
for extended first person inquiry in a world that appears to demand immediate,
practical actions. I refer back to an inquiry into my own creative process and
the calm, almost meditative discipline that this required of me. Rather than finish
neatly, my inquiry grinds to an exhausted halt as I try to evoke a sense of ongoing endeavour in my work rather than the constructed position of ‘completion’.
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Chapter 6

Smug green man

“That brings us back to where we started: to the notion of reinventing the
human. I mentioned that humans need to be taught how to be human, probably
more so than trees need to be taught how to be trees, and bears need to be
taught how to be bears.”
Thomas Berry in conversation with Derrick Jensen31

31

Jensen, D (2008:54)
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And now?

Actually, I can’t tell if the green man is smug or impatient; either way, I imagine he
is waiting for me to get my act together. This picture taunts me; I’m half-in and
half out. Its as though I can’t make up my mind which way to turn - do I stand by
the green man or walk away?

And yet there is another interpretation too. I stand on the boundary, hard-jawed in
protection of the green man who stands waiting for all of us.

In both of my interpretations I am strangely mute. As I write I become conscious of
my throat, suddenly full and sore. Maybe it’s because both the green man and I
are tightlipped. I’m wondering if what we are seeing is too difficult or upsetting for
us to speak well of it.
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Fellow Travellers

Some time ago, I sat with a colleague on the aircraft back from Helsinki and, as
we spoke, I began to learn something of her personal circumstances. She
described a life lived in the city, a flat off Tottenham Court Road (alongside a route I
frequently walk; it had never really occurred to me that anyone would actually live
there), an attachment to the business and chaos of London, a need to be close to
a Tesco Metro and Sainsbury’s, and a sense of a disconnected panic that
extended trips ‘out of town’ could induce. Stories like these would previously
have drawn me in, knocked me off balance, led me to question my own lifestyle
and, perhaps, the futility of the effort I am making in pursuit of ecology and
balance, but now I feel much more settled, more able to follow a path of my own
choosing.

There are many fashionable diatribes that support our choice of a rural life and
professional detachment from corporate living yet, looking beyond the ranting, I
find little to sustain me. I need stories that weave a new reality or perspective
through my own; stories that hook me and subtly stretch my own experience.
Earlier, when Robin suggested Richard Mabey’s work, I perversely ‘1-clicked’ a
copy of ‘Nature Cure.’ Mabey is one of Britain’s most acclaimed nature writers
and ‘Nature Cure’ describes his recovery from a severe depression. His natural
world had become meaningless to him and he tells a story of moving from the
Chilterns to East Anglia. There he is cared for by friends and slowly starts to write
again among the open fens and flatlands of Norfolk. Mabey recalls lecturing on
the great environmental crises of our time and I detect the familiar undercurrent of
a reactionary manifesto:

‘We’re becoming unearthly, freed, we like to think, from the physical
imperatives of nature by technology, and exiled from its sensuality and
immediacy by our self-awareness. Our role on the planet is compromised
less by our power than by this arrogance, and the belief that our particular
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brand of consciousness makes us uniquely privileged as a species, entitled
to evaluate and manage the lives of all the others on our own terms.’

Mabey (2006:13)

Mabey acknowledges that he has seen ‘this high-mindedness close to,’ and has
not been above it himself, though ‘Nature Cure’ presents a relationship with the
landscape that demonstrates enormous humility and care. Yet the joy of Mabey’s
writing is, for me, nested in the way that he begins with simple observation the
commonplace, the return of migrant swifts, the alignment of fields, or the
behaviour of the household cat, and then heightens our awareness of these
phenomena before reaching out, connecting across conventional categories and
domains, and ultimately conflating our anxious concerns of world and self.

‘The significance of the martins, for instance, which had once reliably nested
on my old home in the Chilterns. Then more solid concerns. I could quote
Ted Hughes’ poem (‘they’ve made it again… which means the globe’s still
working’) and ponder the dreadful implications that lurk between the lines if
they ever failed to make it back. I knew that migrant birds, crossing warring
nations and increasingly unstable climate zones, had become our modern
miners’ canaries: they weave the world together too. But I also knew that
my worries were more personal this. The migrants set my clock right,
reassured me about when and where I was.’

Mabey (2006:141)

Mabey situates himself firmly within a landscape and ecology which provides the
key to his recovery and continued health. As he follows the seasons through his
recuperative year in East Anglia he notes the similar path of John Clare who
inhabited the same landscape 150 years before him and, likewise, struggled with
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depression. Clare spent the last 23 years of his life in a hospital that Mabey briefly
visits, and maintains a shadowy presence throughout ‘Nature Cure’ as we are led
through repeating historical patterns and continued turns of reflection on our
connection with our surroundings.

A similar, developed sense of place is also present within W.G. Sebald’s ‘Rings of
Saturn’ which begins as the record of a journey through the coastal fringes of
Mabey’s East Anglia. Sebald starts from his own experience of walking through
this environment and presents a series of interlinked evocations and reflections.
His written narrative is interspersed with small monochrome reproductions of
photographs, paintings, newspaper cuttings and engravings. These images are
uncaptioned, unexplained and, as far as I can tell, Sebald never explicitly refers to
them. They simply supplement his writing, offering a different form of knowing and
perspective to the reader. At times I lose my way in Sebald’s writing and I’m not
sure where I am as reader in the story. Is this Sebald’s voice or am I now entering
into the experience one of his subjects? I enjoy this blurring, the loss of a
substantial ‘self’ as reader and the excursions into different identities.

On a walk between Lowestoft and Southwold, Sebald imagines the Dutch fleet on
the horizon as they would have appeared in 1672 and, as darkness falls,
contemplates the turning of the earth while remembering sitting on the other side
of the ‘German Sea’ a year earlier. From here his reminiscences tour through
Europe before he returns to the Sailor’s Reading Room in Southwold, a favourite
haunt. Among the periodicals and artefacts, he finds a photographic history of the
First World War which contains page after page of images from the Balkans
detailing the various atrocities that took place. The following day he reads an
article in the ‘Independent on Sunday’ which describes in further detail the
cleansing operations carried out fifty years previously on Bosnians by the Croats
together with the Germans and Austrians. Sebald notes that between sixty and
ninety thousand people were killed in ‘so-called acts of war, that is to say that they
were executed, or died as a result of deportation‘ (Sebald, W.G. 2002:98). He
speculates on how intelligence officers in the Austro-Hungarian headquarters must
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have been aware of the horrific extermination process that went on until 1945 and
the ‘shadowy memories’ that might haunt the ‘resettled’ survivors. He then notes:

‘In this connection one might also add that one of the […] intelligence
officers at that time was a young Viennese lawyer whose chief task was to
draw up memoranda relating to the necessary resettlements, described as
imperative for humanitarian reasons. For this commendable paperwork he
was awarded by the Croatian head of state Ante Pavelić the silver medal of
the crown of King Zvonomir, with oak leaves. In the post-war years this
officer, who at the very start of his career was so promising in the
technicalities of administration, occupied various high offices, among them
that of Secretary General of the United Nations. And reportedly it was in this
last capacity that he spoke onto tape, for the benefit of any extra-terrestrials
that may happen to share our universe, words of greeting that are now,
together with other memorabilia of mankind approaching the outer limits of
our solar system aboard the space probe Voyager II.’

Sebald., W. G. (2002:99)

Here I begin to understand the risk of extending our connections. Kurt Waldheim
might have argued that his role in the Balkans was inconsequential or that his
intent was respectable but, as Sebald seems to imply in this somewhat grotesque
connection, there is potential for guilt by omission as well as commission.

This is a critical moment for me; here my own story weaves into Sebald’s narrative
and I remember my comments to Sarah and Kevin: ‘this is interesting, to kind of
‘hook it in’ to things that they understand. So it’s a bit like finding the snags or
something...’ The intertwined narrative becomes shockingly, perhaps shamefully
resonant. I am disturbed to wonder how my own role in a later manifestation of
the same conflict might be cast. Perhaps I have been guilty by omission; a walkon part in an allied air war that seemed to achieve little except provide military
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trade for safe luxury hotels on the far side of the Adriatic and an almost daily
provision of target practice for the hostile (to me, anyway) anti-aircraft missile sites
of Banja Luka. Incendiary munitions are not carried by NATO aircraft but the Nick
Ut’s image of Kim Phúc, the burned child running away from Trang Bang, deeply
snags me. I’m not sure that we were effective in resolving anything in the Balkans
but my sense is that we might have done significantly better. I feel myself looping
back to Amanda’s comments (which felt a bit tangential at the time) on ‘Wet Ella’:
“This is about the choices we make without really realising that they are choices
[...] our choices that we make or don’t make, to speak or not to speak, and what
are we going to put up with, and what are the bigger connections of that …so the
thing that’s left unsaid for 20 years…and y’know…erm, these all seem linked to
me…becoming more aware and conscious of those implications.”

I notice how over-awed and exhausted I become as I reflect on the knowing held
in this intertwining. It is real and yet almost unimaginable; I wonder if this is where
craziness and despair might reside. While Sebald’s inexhaustible attentiveness to
his surroundings serves to constantly collapse boundaries and offer the possibility
of alternative perspectives, he is alert to the risks, perhaps the impossibilities, that
this kind of rationality ultimately requires. In a contemplation of his own creative
process he seems to stand on the edge of a self-made trap:

‘For days and weeks on end one racks one’s brains to no avail, and, if
asked, one could say not whether one goes on writing purely out of habit, or
craving for admiration, or because one knows not how to do anything other,
or out of sheer wonderment, despair or outrage, any more than one could
say whether writing renders one more perceptive or more insane. Perhaps
we all lose our sense of reality to the precise degree to which we are
engrossed in our own work, and perhaps that is why we see in the increased
complexity of our mental constructs a means for greater understanding,
even while intuitively we know that we shall never be able to fathom the
imponderables that govern our course through life.’
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Sebald, W. G. (2002:182)

I recognise the frustration of Sebald’s condition and have come to understand
that, in these moments, my own process is to resort more enthusiastically to the
intuitive. I find myself reaching back to that chance photograph in the spring of
2007 which became ‘Ghoulish Ella’ or the half-in, half-out smug green man shot.
Both pictures remain as markers on the route into a different sense of context and
participation. They both challenge and inspire me to move to action.

No-Man’s Land?

All nature has a feeling: woods, fields, brooks
Are life eternal: and in silence they
Speak happiness beyond the reach of books;
There's nothing mortal in them; their decay
Is the green life of change; to pass away
And come again in blooms revivified.
Its birth was heaven, eternal is its stay,
And with the sun and moon shall still abide
Beneath their day and night and heaven wide.

John Clare, ‘All nature has a feeling’ 32

Brian Goodwin, in ‘Nature’s Due,’ uses Derrick Jensen’s work to provide a
reference for the irony in our sense of denial and fear. Goodwin notes that:
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http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/all-nature-has-a-feeling/ last visited 31 July 2010
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“What is on offer in our culture is future security through investment in an
increasing capacity to destroy others, which is the politics and economics of
war and terrorism fed by fear. These are all issues that appear to be globally
overpowering, insoluble, paralysing us and so making us easily governed.
The politics of fear destroys our capacity for sensible action.”
Goodwin, B. (2007:122)

I’m surprised that I haven’t referenced more of Goodwin’s work in my writing; my
copy of ‘Nature’s Due’ is well flagged and annotated, and I have warm memories
of his participation in an AMOC workshop, held at Schumacher College, some 5
or 6 years ago. On that occasion he offered us flowers from a vase to illustrate a
view of Goethean science. It turned out that some of the flowers were plastic
imitations; flowers to most intents and purposes but exhibiting an enormous
qualitative difference to the ‘real thing.’ Goodwin’s reference to Jensen appears in
a section entitled, ‘Feeling, form and meaning’ where he describes what a
musician might experience during a really good jam session. The answer, he
notes, is likely to be, ‘It feels really good.’ This intersection of participative and
aesthetic quality feels critical to my work yet, rather predictably, it soon becomes
troublesome and frustrating. Goodwin notes that ‘Feeling good is not the most
discriminating description of what you are experiencing in these states, but it
conveys a lot.’ (Goodwin, B. 2007:119) It certainly did in Goodwin’s flower
arranging class; the open mouthed disappointment of the participants who
discovered that they had been given plastic flowers rather than the ‘real’ item still
lives with me.

I have described my experience of these moments as representing an aesthetic
sense of ‘tough beauty’. If I now attempt to shift to a similar aesthetic perspective,
the segué feels clumsy and I wish I could draw on Sebald’s skill in moving more
smoothly though time and space. I realise that I am approaching the
propositional; that there is an aesthetic component to a ‘life well lived’ that might
inform both the project of my own life and that of my practice. Again, this feels like
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tricky and somewhat inappropriate ground as I shift from a direct response to my
environment to an intellectual framework to support my advocacy.

Maybe an example might help; in ‘The Nature of Everday Aesthetics’, Tom Leddy
points the aesthetic spotlight away from the conventional context of fine art or
other well-established domains (he includes ‘nature’ in his list of ‘well-established
domains – and for now I will bear this incongruence!) and claims that the issues
that come up are rooted in mundane personal experience; our personal
appearance, workplace aesthetics, housing design, cooking, gardening to name a
few. He says that:

“Of special interest is the relationship between everyday aesthetics and
environmental aesthetics. There is considerable overlap. Environmental
aesthetics points the way to appreciation of everyday aesthetics by focusing
on the entire lived experience, for example, of a walk in the woods. One
could certainly approach everyday aesthetics in the holistic manner of
environmental aesthetics.’

Leddy, T. in Light. A, and Smith. J.M, (Eds) (2005:4)

Leddy’s writing is fairly typical within the field of organizational aesthetics but I’m
left ultimately feeling dissatisfied by, in this case, his description of an ‘appreciation
of everyday aesthetics by focusing on the entire lived experience, for example, of a
walk in the woods’. I realise that the intellectual framework that he offers, in a
sense, speaking about the experience impacts my sense of aesthetic quality quite
severely. In contrast, I described my lived experience of a walk in the woods with
my son in a previous paper:

“‘Hey Beck, when you touch a tree….Do you think the trees can feel us
when we touch them?’
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‘‘Sure,’ came the reply (a few paces behind). ‘They can feel us coming
towards them.’

‘‘What? They know that we are there even before we touch them?’

‘Of course. All of these trees can feel us already. We’re walking on
their roots.’

My flat world suddenly became three dimensional as I began to envision a
world beneath the ‘ground’; worlds overlapping worlds, the earth and rock
that supported us, the air that surrounded us; the relationship between us, all
seemed animate and spirited. I began to feel a return; a curious sense of
reality and home, defined more by what it wasn’t, rather than what I might
imagine it was.’
Marshall, 08, ‘Closer to Trees’
As I re-read this narrative I am struck by how powerfully I remember the sense of
the wood, the quality of the springy path, the slope of the land; the ‘feel’ of the
walk is immediately evoked for me. The place and the story are inextricably
intertwined; I feel completely unable to separate them or to tease concept away
from context. Later in the same paper I try to reflect my sense of Beckett merging
‘reality’ and consciousness as he describes the imagery evoked by a formation of
rocks in a lake.

‘What about the rocks then? Do you think that that the rocks can feel
you?’
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‘No, I don’t think so. It’s different.’ I’m surprised at how unequivocal he
seems.

‘How?’

‘Well, I don’t think its breathing or anything. What’s the answer? Do
you know the answer?’

‘I’m not sure there is one. What about the stream down there. Can
the stream feel you when you put your hand in it?’

‘I think that’s different too – but you can drink it and then it would be
inside you.’

Not only am I walking across trees but boundaries are collapsing as I imagine
the stream flowing through me. I realise that I too, might not be convinced
about the rocks but then as we walk along the banks of Llyn Gerionydd, I am
brought to a halt by a moss covered rock that is clearly the custodian of the
lake. There can be no doubt; from its slightly hidden position among the
trees it has watched all the comings and goings, the swimmers, canoeists
and windsurfers, the birds and fish, winds and waves. My rock has seen
and noticed it all. Once you start to think in this way anything might happen. I
try to confirm this with Beck but he is fed up with my questions and wants to
tell me about the crocodile he has seen lying near a hippopotamus among
the half-submerged boulders at the water’s edge.’
Marshall 08, ‘Closer to Trees’
It feels that some of what I am trying to describe could be a frivolous literary
device, a comedic trick, and part of that is true. As I write in such a way to
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engage both my reader and myself, but there is a deeper resonance here. The
mixing of ‘real’ and ‘imagined’ reflects, for me, a sense of shared participation. I
notice that here I am suddenly becoming more careful with my language and use
of words; like Sebald, I can feel a trap opening up…

Somewhere in the memory of my undergraduate days are the words of Marshall
McLuhan; ‘The medium is the message.’ (I’m sure there are more contemporary
examples of similar thinking which I should check….) My attention to language
feels critical – for example, I need to use ‘reflects’ rather than ‘represents’ because
I need to move away from the notion of ‘presentation’. The analytical framework
offered by Leddy (among others) ‘presents’ the sense of aesthetic that I try to
work with, and, in the process of ‘presentation’, fundamentally changes the
experience. I realise now, the difficulty I have with Brian Goodwin’s writing in
Nature’s Due; like Leddy, Goodwin is authoritative and writes well but his work
becomes too propositional for me to engage with it in a way that ‘feels really
good.’ It’s not that I am arguing against him (generally, I wholeheartedly agree) it is
that the work loses it’s meaning and coherence for me as it becomes
propositional. As I dredge through the other writers in my personal canon, I
wonder if I have returned to Fromm and his dichotomy of ‘being’ and ‘having’.
The hypothesis that forms for me is that we cannot ‘have’ the kind of knowledge
that I am inquiring into, nor can we satisfactorily ‘represent’ it in a rational,
analytical way that is satisfying. It feels like we can only ‘be’ in this space, we can
only ‘be participative?’ Already the ground seems to shift as the proposition
forms. Perhaps the root of this struggle lies in the impossibility of shifting into
presentational form (I’m back to McLuhan…) without also shifting the truth of what
we attempt to express.
In ‘The Complete Facilitator’s Handbook’, John Heron proposes an ‘extended
epistemology’ which details a hierarchical pyramid of knowing.

“Experiential knowing - imaging and feeling the presence of some energy,
entity, person, place, process or thing - is the ground of presentational
knowing. Presentational knowing - an intuitive grasp of the significance of
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patterns as expressed in graphic, plastic, moving, musical and verbal art
forms - is the ground of propositional knowing. And propositional knowing expressed in the statements that something is the case - the ground of
practical knowing - knowing how to exercise a skill.”
Heron, J. (2002:122)

Heron goes on to say that this relationship can also be expressed as a ‘circuit of
four-fold knowing’ and offers diagrammatic representations of how this might be
applied to stages of the inquiry cycle. In my reading of Heron, I feel again that I
cannot argue with the technical quality of the arguments that he makes yet I
realise that, during my reading, an internal soundtrack plays which asks, ‘OK, so
what does that mean?’ I find myself undertaking a work of translation between
Heron’s own epistemological categories; from his clear propositional knowledge
into a knowing which seems to reside in a presentational/experiential no-man’s
land. I realise that my envisioned, storied sense of epistemology does not look or
feel like this.

Writing of narrative texts, Donald Polkinghorne (2007) claims that storied texts
serve as evidence for personal meaning, not for the factual occurrence of the
events reported in the stories. He cites Spence (1982) that the ‘truths’ sought by
narrative researchers are ‘narrative truths’ not ‘historical truths.’ 33 It feels that a
sense of narrative truth runs through all of my work; I make no claim for anything
else. In reading Polkinghorne, and as a result of both our supervision
conversations and the less formal, incidental feedback from ADOC colleagues, I
am aware that as I bring more of my self, my values, prejudices and interpretations
to my work so it seems to have more impact. Polkinghorne (2007:483) notes that
“The philosophical hermeneutic position one holds cannot transcend one’s own
historical and situated embeddedness; thus textual interpretations are always
perspectival. Narrative researchers engaging in interpretation will make different
claims about their understanding of a text depending on the position they take.
They need to let readers know which approach informs their interpretive claims.”
33

Polkinghorn, D. (2007:479)
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If I follow Polkinghorne’s advice I realise that the context and framing for my
meaning making has shifted from my early attempts to hold an intellectualised
sense of ‘aesthetics’ towards something that is much more participative and
(literally) grounded. As the detail of my rural experience, my treks off into the
mountains and hills, and walks beside Welsh lakes have offered critical insight to
my process, I realise that my rather pagan ‘Swamp Man’ is now finding his home
among the ecopsychologists and deep ecologists. As I write, I know that after a
year of unremitting overwork I have made a reasonable amount of money and
guaranteed myself and my family some sort of security as I struggle to take part in
our consumer-driven society. Yet the words of American industrial designer
William Stumpf ring in my ears; “We’ve got enough stuff. We need more time.” 34
So, as I reflect on another simple moment of frustration it seems as though other
parts of this inquiry begin to fall into place. Laura Sewall (1995), in writing on ‘The
Skill of Ecological Perception’, claims:

“Our myopic defense blinds us to the urgency and severity of current earth
conditions. Consequently we continue our destructive and habitual behavior.
We need to deny the change, and the need for radical reevaluation of
ourselves. In the midst of collective denial, we further perpetuate the
destruction of the biosphere. Our collective myopia thus becomes the cause
and effect of the environmental process.”
Sewall, L.(1995:203)

I notice that as I begin to ‘claim’ the approach that I am holding in my work, so
other areas of my inquiry gain clarity. I take my copy of Hillman’s ‘A Blue Fire’ from
the shelf and turn again to his pages on ‘Anima Mundi’, ‘The Divine Face of
Things’ and the ‘Shadow of Aesthetics’. I wonder if my ‘maverick’ tendencies
towards modern organisations are a manifestation of Hillman’s ‘barbarian’.

34

See, for example, http://www.allbusiness.com/professional-scientific/scientific-research/358670-1.html last

visited 22 Oct 2010
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“Once the barbarians who attacked civilization came from outside the walls.
Today they spring from our own laps, raised in our own homes. The
barbarian is that part of us to whom the city does not speak, that soul in us
who has not found a home in its environs. The frustration of this soul in the
face of the uniformity and impersonality of great walls and towers, destroys
like a barbarian what it cannot comprehend, structures which represent the
achievement of mind, the power of will, the magnificence of spirit, but do not
reflect the needs of the soul. For our psychic health and the well being of
our city, let us continue to find ways to make place for the soul.”
Hillman, J (1989: 107)

I realise that this is a moment of insight for me; I have the sense of fitting pieces
into a jigsaw; of understanding more of my ‘beneath the ice’ metaphor. I wonder if
the ‘ice’ was a surface of denial. I have felt comfortable with Mabey, Clare and
Sebald yet there is a certain ‘cracking through’ as I push further. I realise this has
happened before and recall a supervision session where Robin had asked “Do you
consider yourself a working class hero?”. I fervently denied the charge but that
evening as I drove home suddenly found myself laughing, weeping almost, with
recognition as I sang along to a protest song by ‘The Jam’ that I played at full
volume on the car radio:

"Sup up your beer and collect your fags,
There's a row going on down near Slough......"
“.....All the rugby puts hairs on your chest,
What chance have you got against a tie and a crest?"
“....Hello-Hurrah - cheers then mate - it’s the Eton Rifles”

“The Eton Rifles” (Weller, P.J.)
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While my single-parent family and consequently council estate background could
add credence to Robin’s query, the current large country house and middle class
lifestyle place a thick veneer over that particular aspect of my personal history. I
realise that this could be another sheet of ice ready to be cracked but if recent
form is anything to go by then I wonder if I am seeing the ground for my own
version of Weller’s ‘extremist scrape’ to be on the playing fields of eco/
environmental activism:

“Thanks for the kind words Steve - and having some great photos where we
don’t have to worry about copyright would be excellent - for the website for
starters..... and may prove useful, as you say, for other aspects of the
campaign.
I’ll alert the rest of the campaign group that we now have a photographer in
our midst!”

Email Aug 2010

Aaah. Here is the trap again; I want to engage on environmental issues with
passion but not fundamentalism. It feels like I am risking relationship as I chase an
ideology, worthy though my ideology might be. Hillman offers me a helpful link
between Lane’s ranting declaration of modernist ugliness and the alienation and
decadence of our disconnected consumer lifestyles. Running throughout Hillman’s
writing are themes of aesthetic and sensual disconnection which is felt as a loss to
the soul. Sewall paraphrases:

“In Hillman’s view, it is a contemporary moral imperative to refine our
aesthetic sense, and in so doing, we begin to feel a deepened sensuality and
a relinquishment of the boundaries that separate. We begin to care for the
world that we see, and, ideally, we find ourselves loving the material world,
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our Earth. Because love alters behaviour, honoring sensory and sensual
experience may be fundamental to the preservation of the Earth.”

Sewall, L. (1995:203)

I feel like I need to calm down a bit and think more of love letters and rather less of
rifles.
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Chapter 7

Ghost Dad

In Zulu, a South African language, the word Sawu bona is spoken when people
greet one another and when they depart. It means “I see you.” To the Zulu’s,
being seen has more meaning than in Western cultures. It means that the
person is in some real way brought more fully into existence by virtue of the fact
that they are seen. As in most indigenous cultures, the memory of a sense of
participation with nature has not been completely lost. To say “I see you” is to
sustain you in this world.’
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Isaacs, W. (1999:111)

And Now?

Undoubtedly, my most frightening picture. As I write on the computer I have pulled
my blu-tac’d copy from the wall beside me. I remember trying to take this
photograph as the sun faded on a wintery evening. The kids have been playing in
their boots on the wet ground, Kate has strangely dirty fingers. I later found that
she had been working in the stables and mistakenly thought that I wanted to
shoot a family portrait. Well, I did. Maybe not the sort she was imagining.

And so there they are. And there I am. The image shows my fear; that I will be
peripheral in their lives and it is stuck to my wall to make damn sure that I won’t.
That I will step away from this wretched computer to be with them regardless of
the pressure that I feel to work, to write, to be in this office, to be elsewhere.

As I see myself fading into the distance I feel an emptiness that is more than just
absence. And I know that words don’t express the loss, the picture hurts in a way
that only contact, touch and closeness could heal. I can see them but they can’t
see me. I can’t see me.
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The Wood

The turn off the main road into the gates of the Wood is a challenge. With no slip
road, slowing from dual-carriageway speeds to make the ninety-degree turn takes
a careful eye on the rear-view mirror. As I brake hard I open the car windows to
feel more of the air and see an old white note, pinned to the gates: ‘Wood temporarily closed’.
The rough stony track demands that I slow to a walking pace but it’s not far before I see the car park and eye my slot. Through the trees I can see Sarah’s green
man watching me and I stop the engine to relax for a minute or two in the
warmth of the sun. I have a numbing headache; yesterday I was late home after a
trip away and didn’t get to bed until well after midnight. But I’m revived by the
leaves and the trees, and watch the clock on the dashboard as the numbers
change. My meeting is at two o’clock and, as the LED’s shine 13:57, I open the
car door.
It is less that 50 yards further to the office and I am ignored by three people who
walk line abreast towards me, chattering away. But I am watched carefully by an
older man who stands in a dark suit by two mini-buses. He says, ‘Hello’ and I
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return the greeting; my assumption that he might be a driver fading as I notice the
quality of his suit. He takes a few steps towards the office then stops and looks
back towards me. After a pause he says, ‘And you are…?’
‘I’m Steve and I’ve come to see Karen.’ I have spoken with Karen, the project
director, on the phone to arrange our meeting. She speaks quickly in a kind Irish
accent; I imagine her as slim, fit, energetic; the administrative powerhouse behind the success of the wood. Her husband, Nigel, had given a talk at the University where I sometimes run seminars and classes. He described how they had
bought the wood, made it their home and set up a trust run the operation. Among
a whole list of projects, they were teaching people some of the old skills of
hedge-laying, wood turning, building with wattle and daub; old skills that Nigel
fears we will lose unless something is done.
My escort walks with me for a few yards and then stops and says, ‘I’m not
sure… have you heard?’ I offer a slow and tentative ‘No’. He continues, ‘Karen
might not… I’m the chairman, I’m a volunteer… we have just heard that one of
the staff committed suicide. His body was found in some woods by the A15. My
name’s Bob, by the way.’ I begin to offer condolences as I mentally check the
location of the body – so, not these woods – then concentrate on Bob, feeling
guilty for being so calculating. We arrive at the offices and Bob shows me in,
‘Wait here, I’ll see if Karen…’ and goes through a door at the end of the room. A
face looks up from a computer and smiles, there is another person a few feet
away but then Karen appears, almost exactly as I had thought she would be; older
than I had perhaps imagined and I remember that I’m older than I imagine too.
‘Steve!’ she says, warmly and enthusiastically shaking my hand. I mentally
stumble and then blurt out, ‘I just spoke with Bob’, (pause) ‘and I understand this
is not an appropriate time for our meeting.’ Karen suggests we go outside. I’m
conscious of her looking up at me and guess she is about 5ft 6in. I’m surprised
again by the unaccustomed awareness of my 6ft 2in. ‘We’ve just heard… it was
a suicide. We are trying to write a press release…I thought I would make food
for the staff – it feels like the best thing at this sort of time.’ ‘Of course.’ I say,
‘We can talk another time, you are needed by your colleagues.’ She touches my
arm and reaches to hold my hands. ‘He was a very valued member of the team.’
It feels like I can see right through her eyes; they are slightly watery but she is
holding it together. I nod. ‘Thank you’ she says, ‘Thank you. Please, take a walk
in the woods, if you want to.’ I remember the ‘Woods Closed’ notice and wander
off.
The green man stands where two paths meet by the car park. I reach out to touch
his shoulder as I pass and walk towards ‘Karen’s patch’, a part of the wood overRecovering Creative Identity: An inquiry into photo-dialogue.
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grown with blackberries. There is a pond and a rough hewn wooden seat where I
sit and reflect on the beauty of the wood and the horror that is playing out within
the relationships that have been built here. I am grateful for a light breeze on my
face and I can feel my throat tightening as I think of the contrast. I’m unsure
how to respond to the burning sensation inside me; there is so much beauty here
and yet also pain. My thoughts return to the images of our children in the orchard at home and the dread that accompanies those feelings of idyllic bliss. I’m
taken back to an image that I chose in yesterday’s workshop when we used art
cards to shed light on what engaged us. For the second time in as many weeks I
had chosen a simple photograph by Larry Gianettino depicting a child’s toy rabbit with a red stain on the head and ears. I had been ‘hooked’ by the image, entitled ‘Bunny With Head Wound’; the juxtaposition of the cuddly toy with apparent evidence of violence wouldn’t let me go. I was mindful of the reports of a
child abduction that had occupied the media for nearly four months. Now I felt
that I had walked into the juxtaposition that Gianettino was trying to express.
After a short while I walked back to my car and drove back towards the gates.
They had been secured by a chain hooked together by the open clasp of a large,
shiny pad-lock. As I opened the gates another car drove along the track to leave
the site. The car came to a stop and I realised it was Bob. He stretched out of an
open window, ‘Did you get your pictures?’ I had forgotten about the purpose of
my visit. Karen had accepted my initial proposal to take photographs in the
woods. My hope was to capture images that expressed the notion of ‘skill’ as the
workers discovered old crafts and techniques. I was interested to see if this could
become an element of my inquiry; as I rediscovered my skill in photography perhaps I could share the experience with my subjects. The meeting with Karen was
for us to develop the proposal more deeply and to discuss the copyright and security issues around working with the young people who attended many of the
classes. ‘No’ I replied, ‘I want to work here for an extended period, for a year or
more, and so I needed to talk it through with Karen. But that can wait for another
day… I’m really sorry….’ Bob was lost for a reply but then said calmly, ‘It’s
such a tragedy.’ He sat thinking for a moment and I wanted to ask him if he was
OK, to connect more closely with him but instead I said ‘Yeah.’ After a few seconds Bob responded, ‘Well, I better go. It was nice to meet you… and thank
you.’
The sharp turn back on to the dual carriageway is just as demanding as the entry
manoeuvre. Spotting a break in the traffic, I floored the accelerator and claimed
a space in the high speed flow. As the speed indicator flashed through 70 I saw
an exit and instinctively left the main road - choosing, in effect, to take a slow
route home along single track country lanes.
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I want to be among the leaves and trees again. Then after a mile I pull over,
needing to really feel the sting of the tears in my eyes.

Bunny with head wound

Participant in 'outside the classroom' training for disengaged youth
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My visit to the wood and the experience of presenting this illustrated account to
my supervision group left me again feeling unsure about my method and curious
about the about value of my presence that day. The recording of our conversation
contains responses that imply a broader question than simply my intervention in
the wood. Here I list some of the comments from the tape (there are many more):
Kevin:

You were surfacing damage – it connected something that might

be an important distinction – it might be about connecting them with their
own experience.’

Jill:

It’s an evocation – there is a ‘don’t know what they don’t know’.

Sarah:

…it’s a ‘wiring up’ - to a massive great grid… I experience being

jolted into a different state – wired up to a different awareness that you
have...

Robin:

Rename your practice – ‘I am now practicing therapeutic

art!’….then we would be able to have a conversation...

Kevin:

At some level, you do know what you’re doing – there is a finely

tuned level of judgement – in comparison with someone like Emin; she knew
what she was doing – her gut told her. You have some sense of intuition or
judgement on some level and you also know there will be casualties…

These fragments were in my mind as I returned to the wood for another meeting
with Karen, the project director. I had photographed in the wood (somewhat
irregularly) over several months - though I had not been as interested in my work
as the narrative and images that had flowed from my first day. I was ushered in to
Karen’s office small office and was immediately offered tea as we sat down around
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a kitchen table in front of a wood burning stove. Mindful of my experience with
the delivery of ‘Olimpo’ to my supervision group, I was much more circumspect as
I started my conversation with Karen. On my tape I spend almost 30 minutes
tracing the path of my inquiry; we discussed ‘Wet Ella’ and the ‘Smug Green Man’
(taken at Hill Holt), I offer questions and discuss some of the reactions to the work.
Eventually, I gave her a copy of my writing, together with Gianettino’s postcard and
a glossy 11x14 inch print portrait of the ‘disengaged youth’.

On the tape it feels like Karen takes her time in reading the work. I remember her
expression and I hear myself asking if she is OK. The comments below are
paraphrased.
‘That’s certainly brought that day back; it’s coming up to a year…[…] I’m a
little overwhelmed by all the connections in there – and the possibility that I
can’t see the wood for the trees – and the effect of Hill Holt and the effect
that the people of Hill Holt would have on somebody from outside who
would know nothing about us … It’s an interesting piece…’
She picks up the photograph of the youth.
‘You can see how sad he looks…. Look at the shape of the face….the
shape of the face. It’s interesting that you should take a picture of [him]…. It
says a lot about you too, I guess. How much our grief affected you - you felt
the pain, and the shock that we were all going through…at losing a
colleague’

We discuss the day, which Karen remembers well, and a similar occurrence that
she had happened to her some years previously, before returning to the imagery
and the work, and my sense of ‘just turning up’ and participating in the day.
‘There is a connection and it’s not tenuous. You came in – to be part of our
normal day – you turned up – and I’m glad to see we didn’t turn you away –
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you were drawn into this. Your response was critical – you were close to
tears when we told you…. I remember… I can remember thinking, ‘Steve is
really affected by this.’ But you symbolised normality – it was an
extraordinary day.’
We talk more about the day and some of the practical aspects of how Karen
coped - her strategies for working with her staff and their reactions to the suicide.
Later we return to her experience of the work in the light of her recollections. I ask
what it means for her to read the narrative and look at the images:
‘Just reading this …It absolutely…you know, I think I probably did something
right on that day…something really important […] all of that organisational
stuff went out of the window…what mattered was people mattered. And as
a manager I probably did do something right that day… and if you’re going
to evaluate me as manager then this […] means I did something right…’
From here, our conversation quickly shifts into the hard business of social
enterprises and the political agenda that is implicit in the work of the project.
‘In trading terms what matters is social benefit…[and we are getting this
message across]…people want to be associated with this. People want a
bit of what we have – and this (the narrative and photos) is the essence of
what we do. We have struggled with this, and we have marketing people
and everything…but what I think you have here is the essence of how we
think, how we work, and how the way we think and work is interwoven. I
have to think about this some more…[…]… this is an essence of [the] Wood.
This rooting we talk about is so important. This… four pages … is the root;
a root, a strand, call it what you like, but you’ve got it….’
I note the emphasis in her voice before we begin to conclude on the nature of
some of the bigger changes that we face in terms of global warming and climate
change. Then we return to the wood and our work.
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“This is poignant for me… it brings back memories, it brings back the whole
day… but it does more than that. It tells me a lot our staff and how you were
treated. I’m glad that you weren’t turned away and told ‘Karen’s far too
distraught’, I’m glad that I spoke to you and I’m glad that we spoke the way
we did….it’s….interesting…’
As I hear this part of the tape I remember a section in a film by Thomas
Riedelsheimer on the landscape artist Andy Goldsworthy. In the film, one of
Goldsworthy’s intricate pieces of work, built on a shoreline, is washed into the sea
by the incoming tide. I find his response to be very instructive:

‘The sea has taken the work and made more of it than I could ever have
hoped for. I think that if I can see in that ways of understanding those things
that happen to us in life, that change our lives, that cause upheavals and
shock…(pause)...can’t explain that….’
Riedelsheimer, T. (2001)

It seems that to provide an intellectual analysis of Goldsworthy’s engagement with
life and relationships would be pointless. The lack of explanation indicates that
another felt sense of (artistic?) process and knowing is in play.

I hold a notion that, as Karen’s rational analysis drifted away into “...it’s...
interesting...”, another quality of knowing is being evoked. The work that I have
offered her is more than an account of our day; I have written carefully of some of
the particular aspects of my experience; I have tried to reflect my sense that the
wider experience of the wood and the people were contained within each micrgesture of communication and each moment of noticing. As I make my own
experience available to Karen she seems to weave her words and experiences
into mine. She is able to validate her own response to the events of the day and
the work seems to quickly enable renewed reflection and sensemaking.
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Taylor and Hansen (2005:1213) claim that ‘aesthetic knowing is not only a
separate way of knowing, but that other forms knowing such as those derived
from rational thought depend on, and grow out of aesthetic experiences.’ From
this foundation they continue: ‘Aesthetic knowledge offers fresh insight and
awareness and while it may not be possible to put it into words, it enables us to
see in a new way.’

You’re missing...

Throughout ADOC, my broad strategy has been almost Taoist; to let the inquiry
‘experience’ flow around me while maintaining two almost paradoxical paths,
rooting myself ecologically into a participative sense of place and home, and then
hooking myself into specific emerging opportunities with increasing energy and
application. The ‘Courage’ workshop seemed to unfold in an unexpected way
that exemplified this approach. I remember standing on the lawn at Jill’s house
during a party she hosted when Jennifer, who had agreed to deliver the October
workshop, approached me to ask if I would support her in some way. I had
already booked my ‘masterclass’ slot for later in the programme but was keen to
see how we might incorporate some of my embryonic visual method within
Jennifer’s area of interest and content. With the benefit of the party spirit we
chatted animatedly and then resolved to set up some Skype conversations in the
following weeks. Looking back on those conversations, I remember them as easy,
flowing, both of us seemingly grounded enough in our work to give and take freely
as we formulated our joint intent and a plan for the event.

As I now return to the design (Ask participants to write 300 words, describing an
instance of personal courage and take a self-portrait that would illustrate their
story. I would then digitally improvise with their photographs to offer a response to
their story and image, producing another image which we would frame and
present in a gallery space where we would hold the workshop.) it seemed a risky
and incredibly ambitious intervention but, with our colleagues as ‘friendly
participants’ we felt confident that something worthwhile would emerge.
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On the day of the workshop we set up our gallery space in one of the more ‘barnlike’ spaces at Ashridge and used a cramped ‘break-out’ room for our
conventional ‘check-in.‘ The subsequent move into the gallery area was
accompanied by a gentle buzz of conversation. We asked the group to pair up as
they walked the walls observing and discussing their responses to their own and
other images.

The ‘Courage Gallery’, Ashridge

When we eventually took our seats in the ‘big circle’ I realised how much the
preparation of the work had required of me. Despite our lead-in, the amount of
energy required to facilitate the group suddenly took me by surprise. I felt
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exhausted and I looked across to Jennifer, hoping that she would start the
proceedings.

Jennifer: Well, now that you’ve seen our gallery of ‘Courage’ what are your
thoughts and reactions?

Margaret: It’s quite hard to kind of say it very quickly really... because we
were talking so much as we walked around...to try and reduce it... It works
on so many levels. So, I’m... I’m incredibly impressed by how much work
you’ve put into it and how much care you’ve put into it. So the amount
you’ve looked at what we have written and what we produced and you’ve
come up with this creation... erm... and I could sort of talk for hours about
each one really... and I don’t know about the link to courage actually - at the
moment - they provoke lots of thoughts and emotions and feelings within me
and I don’t know if courage is the thing that’s on my mind particularly.

Jennifer: Well, what are some of those thoughts even just setting courage
aside?

Margaret: Erm... Something about by paying attention to something and
amplifying it and literally framing it and hanging it up and noticing stuff about
it has made it tremendously powerful - so what was just a little snap
suddenly becomes something that everybody’s focussed on - so you’ve got
two or three people just looking and ... ‘What’s going on there - what’s
happened there and why have they cropped this and coloured this and
changed that?’ - So some little snap has become something much bigger...
by your attention... and it’s not just become bigger for everybody else but my
picture has now become bigger for me... and something where I just
happened to be in that room at that time which would passed by and I
wouldn’t have thought about it again has become something that that I’m
not going to forget... probably forever... and I’ll probably go and hang it on
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my wall and everyone else will ask me about it so... and that’s another thing it’s got a life of its own now. You’ll probably show it to other people and I’ll,
you know, probably hang it in my kitchen and lots of people will say ‘What’s
that about then?’ and I’ll tell them the story and it will become quite a... it will
become something else...[inaudible] ... I could do all sorts of stuff just about
that. So it brings all sorts of thoughts about what happens when you pay
attention to things. It does tell us a it about courage but it’s not the main
thing that’s on my mind at the moment.

Robin:

Two... erm... because actually I think you spoke about ‘Moments

of Courage’ didn’t you and I think I’ve been focussing on ‘moments’...
There’s something in the collective quality... which I’ve been sort of noticing
gradually... So one word is around intensity... and I think that is something of
the quality that you are drawing out in the images... at least to me... and I
think you talked about ‘focus’ and there’s an intensity that’s a quality... even
that there’s an intensity when you drain colour as well as when you insert it
somehow... I’m finding that intensity of focus and, somehow, how that
attends to the moment... and I don’t know whether that will be a part of our
conversation about courage over the next couple of days, whether there are
particular moments, because there are particular moments that we have
chosen, one way or another, to pose or offer up... so there is a quality
already in the moment that we choose to offer you... erm... and then, for me,
there’s an intensification process that you have brought to bear in the naming
and the, er, post production... So there is an intensity in the moment and I’m
really struck with the quality, the other quality which has really struck me is
something about... something about being human... yes, [...] and as I speak
about that I notice that that is also a part of my response to the whole
somehow... which... so we could go on and talk about the courage of being
human... that’s the extension, the important extension..

Ghislaine: I will take the risk of generalising, saying that I really find... I
mean, most of these pictures are actually beautiful and, er, I was also
thinking, ‘What do I mean by beautiful?’ It is a bit like art, for me when I find
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art beautiful is when it takes something from me or I see myself in some way
and certainly my... if I even take a moment to make a comment about
myself... there is something about Kathleen that really strikes me about this
picture... and where I really think there is something you express here in a
way that really strongly resonates with my experience of her being
courageous... here is something about this which strongly resonates with my
sense of her being courageous... there is something about this thing and the
hair and the colour... so, and I don’t want to go in further detail - and there
are others as well in there where I feel, how... yeah... this expression of
courage... whether that’s coming from her or what you made with the
picture... strongly resonates with my sense of courage in that person. That’s
what I mean by ‘beautiful.’

Bill: I just wanted to say, Steve, I really appreciate the care that you have
taken. So my sort of first impression is a sense of, erm, appreciation of them
as little works of art, actually, er, so er, I kind of enjoy being in a room with
them in this gallery so that’s one thing that I want to say and, also that I have
a real sense of... not just the care that you have taken with the pictures but
somehow, of the care that you have taken of the people. So none of them...
I don’t know how others feel, but I have a sense that you have taken care of
the individuals in the pictures as well as the pictures ... so I’m just enjoying
the display of them as works of art and... you’re missing! And that’s a slight
rupture...’
Tape WS217556
At the time, I had a list of good excuses for my absence; I had ran out of time as I
worked on the images provided by the group, I had been asked to undertake
another piece of consulting work, a friend came in from out of town, I could have
gone on... But the real answer was that, actually, I was never on my own agenda.
The idea of taking my own picture hadn’t particularly occurred to me as something
that had any relevance. Anyway, I had worked away on all of the other pictures and somehow that felt enough. I had played witness to the other’s work and
offered a reframe of their work; I felt that I was more than fully participative but
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Bill’s comment of ‘rupture’ resonated. I realised that I was making connections to
a sense of ‘aloof‘ and ‘distant‘ and that didn’t feel good.

I was able to follow up the workshop conversation with Margaret (albeit almost 6
months later) over the phone. We had undertaken a short email exchange when I
asked if it would be OK to use her image on my blog and during our phone call I
asked what meaning she now took from the image. I scratched hasty, almost
illegible notes on to my pad as she spoke and reproduce edited, salient sections
of our conversation below:

“I find it slightly unsettling... it’s back downstairs and I’m aware of it. Two
people have said that I don’t look very nice, that I’m much prettier than
that ... though that probably says more about female conditioning... I really
like the way that the matrix is bubbling away as a symbol... I was at a
crossroads and it reminds me how far I’ve come since September... feeling
that I’m on my own about things. It connects me to you - there’s a strong
connection to you.”

[I say I see Margaret as looking powerful.]

“It’s evocative of being up against the wall. [Her husband...] says that I look
vulnerable [refers to the way her hands are clasped] and he doesn’t like that
and that I am prettier than I appear in the photo. It’s kind of defiant,
rebellious, cameras are forbidden in the building where I took it and there I
am..!”
(Conversation - 22 May 09)

As we speak I experience a pang of guilt. I recall Bill’s words; “I don’t know how
others feel, but I have a sense that you have taken care of the individuals in the
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pictures as well as the pictures” and wonder how I have cared for Margaret. I say
that I have been working on a set of portraits that are now heavily ‘Photoshopped’
and realise that I could have transformed Margaret into the image that her family
and colleagues experience. My ‘incompetence’ reflex strikes me but then I
remember that I didn’t take the picture. Margaret took it herself. On my blog I had
written: “Another blast of creative energy provided by (visual) improvisation: you
shoot a picture, I work on it, you talk about it, I respond, we shoot another picture,
etc...” I noted that, “This portrait is a collaborative, improvisational image we
made together (virtually) and hangs on her kitchen wall provoking questions and
comment from visitors.”

Margaret (Collaborative image, 2008)
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Visual Impro?

In ‘Post Production’, Nicolas Bourriaud reviews the changing role of the DJ:

“Throughout the eighties, the democratization of computers and the
appearance of sampling allowed for the emergence of a new cultural
configuration, whose emblematic figures are the programmer and the DJ.
The remixer has become more important than the instrumentalist, the rave
more exciting than the concert.”

Bourriaud, N., (2002a:35)
He continues later in the chapter:
“In our daily lives, the gap that separates production and consumption
narrows each day. We can produce a musical work without being able to
play a single note of music by making use of existing records. More
generally, the consumer customizes and adapts the products that he or she
buys to his or her personality or needs. Using a remote control is also
production, the timid production of alienated leisure time: with your finger on
the button, you construct a program. Soon, Do-It-Yourself will reach every
layer of cultural production: the musicians of Coldcut accompany their album
Let us play with a CD-ROM that allows you to remix the record.
The ecstatic consumer of the eighties is fading out in favor of an intelligent
and potentially subversive consumer: the user of forms. DJ culture denies
the binary opposition between the proposal of the transmitter and the
participation of the receiver at the heart of many debates on modern art.
The work of the DJ consists in conceiving linkages through which the works
flow into each other, representing at once a product, a tool and a medium.
The producer is only a transmitter for the following producer, and each artist
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from now on evolves in a network of contiguous forms that dovetail
endlessly. The product may serve to make work, the work may once again
become an object: a rotation is established, determined by the use that one
makes of forms.”
Bourriaud (2002a:39)

I find Bourriaud’s description of an interwoven thread of production very appealing.
Here I can blend my experience with that of my ‘subject’ in what feels like a cocreated explication of our conversation and relationship. At the end of the AMOC
Conference, Kathleen and I had started to discuss the ‘invitation’ to provide an
image for the Courage workshop. She was shortly to depart for Australia and, not
sure that she would be able to respond to the request before she left, asked if I
had my camera; perhaps we could take the shot there and then? I asked her to
describe the moment of courage. She said it was long and complicated but she
would be able to show me how it felt and, with that, climbed up onto a somewhat
fragile wooden box containing expensive projection equipment and computers.
While concerned for her safety and working quickly, I snapped away, only four or
five pictures but I intuitively knew that I had something. In working on the post
production of her image I became aware of a process similar to that of ‘Wet Ella’;
a sense of finding something in the image that I had been perhaps only
subliminally aware of in the moment.

Kathleen’s story of courage was one of working with a disgruntled group during a
seemingly troublesome session. While colleagues also felt something was wrong
and encouraged her, the project manager told her she was letting the side down
and this ‘was not going well at all.’ Kathleen wrote:

“I asked the group for feedback. It was a riot. I remember standing there, in
the middle of this large group, under public attack, asking people to be
specific about what they would like to see different for the next group (quite a
few said: the facilitator) and taking the often hard criticism on the chin, trying
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to keep my voice level whilst my knees were shaking. I had another two
days to be with this group.
One participant came up to me and said: “You have offered us the most
powerful learning experience of this entire workshop. To have honest
conversations is what would make a real difference here, but we don’t have
your courage.” He brought a ray of light into an otherwise very dark
episode.”
Kathleen King (Email 9 Oct 2008)

My final image of Kathleen as a sceptical and somehow saintly, backlit figure
caused her to gently deny the possibility of an accurate representation during our
gallery session. I feel it is probably one of my more accessible images of the
series; it seemed like an obvious conclusion of my process. Later I told Ghislaine
that Kathleen thought the image wasn’t really like her. Ghislaine’s response was
categorical: ‘If you asked the people in AC, they would say that is exactly what
she is like!”
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In working with Stuart, my approach felt as much opportunistic as improvisational.
We spoke on a video call via ‘Skype’ and I became aware that his workload and
personal commitments might preclude participation in our project. My immediate
reaction was to surreptitiously save a still picture from Stuart’s webcam to ensure
that he would not be excluded from our process. Soon afterwards, Stuart sent a
picture:

“This picture is taken in Barcelona on an overcast day, I am in the
background and a bit out of focus, behind me is the park near our home. In
the foreground is the picture of Monica that sits on my desk at home.”

Stuart Turnbull (Email 4 Oct 2008)
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Indeed, Stuart was eventually unable to attend the workshop but it felt helpful that
his absence was acknowledged and that his image was included. I’m unsure of
the concept of Stuart overlooking his own predicament except that I knew he had
taken a considerable transition in meeting Monica, re-locating in a country where
he didn’t speak the language and becoming a father. As I have processed his
image, I have combined the webcam image (in monochrome) with the photograph
he emailed to me. I have darkened the skies of his picture and then lightened the
image of Monica to give it more luminance. In his email he continued:
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“I had a sense of being ready to have a go at living my life in a different way,
to take a risk, and move to see if the relationship might work out as opposed
to moving for work which is what I had always done previously. Apart from
one other friend in Barcelona I didn’t know anyone else in the city and didn’t
speak Spanish or Catalan so I had no work prospects there at all really. But
Monica was there, it was sunny and had a beach, so I said yes.”

Stuart Turnbull (Email 4 Oct 2008)

Part of me wishes that I had the courage to leave these images, as Goldsworthy
might, to somehow float through our consciousness to do whatever work they will.
Yet the consultancy context (indeed, the academic context) demands more than
this; rather than leaving the images as works of art, we need to explicitly
understand more of their value and validity. Returning to Bourriaud’s (2002a:39)
claim, “The producer is only a transmitter for the following producer, and each
artist from now on evolves in a network of contiguous forms that dovetail
endlessly” offers justification for some sort of personal detachment and
subsequent democracy in my production process - I can do my part and others
can do theirs. However, I also recognise a pattern of unhelpful separation; a
denial of connection or responsibility, a denial, perhaps of my own power and
agency within groups. So, here another part of me wants to learn and intervene
more intentionally but there are questions arise and I wonder if this is about risking
ego and status as I attempt to visually ‘name’ a particular condition. Of course, a
more deliberate intervention might help to frame a commercial proposition or,
indeed, could make academic sense for the requirements of this inquiry process?
At this stage, it feels as though the emergent challenge is to situate my work and
offer a context that is helpful while continuing to shine a light into the worst of the
murky shadows. Returning to the particular example of the ‘Courage’ workshop
my actions, in choosing to exclude myself from the process (and, indeed,
ultimately being too exhausted to take much part in the dialogue) inform where I
was finding myself in this particular transformation.
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At the end of our time together I gave each of the participants their framed and
mounted picture to take away and I have gently 35 tracked the images since. In
one of her papers, Jill offered an extended reflection on her use of visual imagery
in her inquiry. I’m fascinated by the contrast between how Jill ‘professionally’
presents herself and how our visual inquiry into courage has developed. I feel
compelled to continue the inquiry.

Jill had developed our inquiry by referencing the image she used to express her
identity on her business ‘bio’.
“Jill has over 30 years experience in leadership
development, organisation consulting and change
management gained in global organisations such as ING,
Motorola, BP, Vodafone, Sony Ericsson....[....]...

Here is an extract of Jill’s writing:
“My final thesis will require some sort of biographical account. I sent a bio
to a potential client today and it got me thinking about how I present
myself as a consultant and coach to people who don’t know me. It looks
a pretty traditional aﬀair (I notice no mention of home life either). I have
come to know and present myself through my ADOC inquiry in very
diﬀerent ways - through photographs, drawing, poetry, images and
archetypes .

Steve both turned up and turned down the volume from my ‘courage’
picture. What a diﬀerent face of myself it presents (literally by having no
35

On reading this word, Sarah challenged my process here saying that colleagues might be more than will -

ing to entertain a rather more rigorous follow-up; in fact, they might prefer or need a more thorough intervention. I think that, perhaps, my intention in giving away the framed images was, in part, to gain permission for some sort of follow-up.
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face!) than the smiling confidence of my bio picture. And yet I think it
communicates something very powerful about who I am and what I bring
to my practice and relationships.”

“The pose is introspective, the body curled in on itself. The pen is
highlighted and channels this introspection towards the page. The eye is
drawn from the pen like a lightening conductor into my journal and into my
lap. Am I emerging from the background or falling back into it? Am I
being born from it or about to fall back into it? It seems as if I am
exquisitely balanced between the two states.
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I am at a choice point in my story of courage. I am writing about my fear
of being in a workshop that is going wrong and not knowing what to do
about it. But in this moment of courage I am still, immobile. It is the very
point before springing into action and standing up and engaging with
others. I am positioned at the bottom of the page - but still central to the
turmoil around me.

There is a juxtaposition of opposites - The static pose and the alive
vibrancy of the background; the washed out colours of my physical body neutral - against the brightness of the background colours; an intensity
that comes when you both enhance and drain colours.

What image comes to mind of the background? A living brain pulsing
with synapses? An inferno of fire and danger? A volcanic eruption? The
red hot chakra of energy depicting my life force? I am in the middle of
something alive and hot. I am contained and intensely focused on my
journal. I am deeply introspective - processing what is going on inside
and out to the page. I look to have an aura of calmness to the external
eye. Does the background signal my inner turmoil of meltdown of panic?
Or is it the volatility of the external world that I can take time to step out
and pause, to capture a moment, and somehow be ‘asbestos proofed.’
What edge comes to mind in my practice as a consultant? I am attracted
to contexts that have quite this amount of heat. I both bring a quality of
energy and vibrancy to them as well as being able to stand quite a lot of
‘heat in the kitchen.”

I find myself delighted by the questions Jill asks and find, in a Goldsworthy sense,
that something has happened here that has made much more of the work ‘than I
could ever have hoped for.’ When Jill responded to our initial request she had
written, ‘I attach my moment of courage and photo. It was both a fun and
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cathartic thing to do!’ On opening Jill’s image I reacted (and still do) to a sense of
fear and isolation. Her seated pose with the lack of any visible facial features

seems entirely anonymous. Somehow, the plain background, domestic and
ordinary, with the electric plug in the corner builds a scenario for me that is
threatening and almost Kafkesque. This head bowed isolation speaks to me of
incarceration, a prisoner of war, perhaps. In our time at Ashridge I have
experienced Jill as gentle, kind and sensitive, yet also immensely capable and able
to offer honest confrontation and challenge in a way that I admire and don’t fully
understand. I feel awed by both the stories she tells of her work and my sense of
her professional competence and business skills. But in our conversations, I know
that Jill is also vulnerable and sometimes anxious about her own performance as a
consultant and ADOC participant. I imagine perhaps it was these aspects of Jill
that became visible to me in her picture. The image that finally appeared in the
gallery is clearly a mix of choices and projections: from the choice of ‘courage’ as
an appropriate topic for our group, the choice of method and framing of the
invitation, Jills response, my reaction to her image and subsequent production of
the gallery image; her verbal and then written response, etc.
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In contrast to our normal response to an invitation to ‘make art’, which is normally
an individual effort (certainly on ADOC - I suddenly realise that group endeavour
was rare in this context), I return to Bourriaud’s notion of technologically enabled
improvisation and notice the narrative that emerges from our joint endeavours:

“Does the background signal my inner turmoil of meltdown of panic?
Or is it the volatility of the external world that I can take time to step out
and pause, to capture a moment, and somehow be ‘asbestos
proofed.’”

Jill Hughes (Interim ADOC paper)

Bourriaud notes:

“Postproduction artists use these forms to decode and produce different
story lines and alternative narratives. Just as through psychoanalysis our
unconscious tries, as best it can, to escape the presumed fatality of the
familial narrative, art brings collective scenarios to consciousness and offers
us other pathways through reality, with the help of forms themselves, which
make these imposed narratives material.”
Bourriaud, N., (2002a:46)

Bourriaud’s ‘forms’ are the constructed ‘materialisations’ of the narratives and
scenarios that are translated into lifestyles, relationships political and economic
decisions etc and I notice how negotiable these become in Jill’s writing. In her text
she outlines possibilities of moving from a moment of fear through expressive
narrative towards affirmation and confidence, “I am attracted to contexts that have
quite this amount of heat. I both bring a quality of energy and vibrancy to them as
well as being able to stand quite a lot of ‘heat in the kitchen.”
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Ellen Dissanayake (2000:141) notes how arts-based rituals are ‘time tested ways
of addressing uncertainties and thereby gaining a feeling of competence”. She
traces a line from anxiety through doing and making towards symbolization and
elaboration. Our Paleolithic predecessors would have painted a game animal as a
way of developing a narrative around a successful hunt. However, Dissanayake
claims that imaging alone would not have been enough.

Additionally, great care was bestowed to make the image impressive, often
with additional activities, just as important words (which are also symbols)
might have been elaborated by saying them, as the Yekuana do when
chanting, in a special voice.”
Dissanayake, E., (2000:148)

Here I begin to understand something of the quality and potential of our
conversation in the ‘gallery’ and the sensemaking that occurs when we switch
between visual and spoken media. Dissanayake speaks to her anthropologist
background noting that song and dance offered two aspects of the same activity.
She alludes to the multi-media form of modern society; opera, musical theatre,
rock concerts etc but claims that, “there are also more subtle ways of
experiencing an individual art in multi-modal or cross-modal ways, and indeed I
believe this is a source of their often profound appeal and emotional
effect.” (Dissanayake 2000:150).

Another Picture

In January 2010, I visited Jill at her house to take another picture which might
extend both our inquiries. I was aware at the time of taking much more control
than a truly, collaborative process might suggest. The picture is selected from a
series of 70 full colour images. My final representation is manipulated to soften
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and desaturate the image, and I have added a fringing echo of the ‘heat‘ of our
previous image.

Jill (2010)
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I have thought several times that the ‘logical’ next step would again be to inquire
into this image with Jill, to gain an assessment of her response to the shot and to
make meaning together. Yet I notice a resistance to this idea; where does inquiry
end? Do we keep going around in never ending circles? In John Berger’s ‘Ways
of Seeing’, born of a BBC TV series in the 1970’s, he presents a series of picture
essays, three of which contain only pictures. In the introductory notes he writes,

“Sometimes in the pictorial essays no information at all is given about the
images reproduced because it seemed to us that such information might
distract from the points being made.”
Berger (1972: Note to reader)

I realise that my reluctance to further pursue an inquiry into this image is only partly
represented by an intent to avoid distraction. At the bottom of the ‘notes’ page,
Berger takes a clear stance, “Our principal aim has been to start a process of
questioning.” Here I understand my position; for me, this image of Jill represents a
resolution. This is how I have experienced Jill, I mix of warmth and sparkle, and
more than I can’t translate into conversation or text. The image is just fine....
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Chapter 8
A Snap Shot: Consultant as Witness

“The outcome oﬀered by a performance would be a natural resolution for an
artist - but it is diﬀerent for an inquirer - clear 'answers' are elusive. Perhaps
the client/context needed a performance - it's diﬃcult to leave organisational
questions unresolved.... And perhaps the 'inquiry' didn't work as planned.
However, something else emerged and the group undoubtedly connected.
Perhaps that was their deeper need?”
Personal communication to Stuart Turnbull
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And now?

Stuart looks serene in my picture - here I had the impression of him in his natural
environment - working powerfully with a client group of several hundred in a
curious, exotic location.

I imagine that wasn’t his truth and it wasn’t mine and, when he called me to
account, to bring myself to the conversation, I stumbled. The phrase ‘put some
skin in the game’ comes to mind and his plea grazed and then stung.

I remember that day, that beautiful cold morning in a mental snapshot all of its
own. The image is a marker for me as I know I am different now; more sure of my
ground, more ready to contribute. Actually, I’m insistent that I should contribute
well.

On that day it felt like I needed to reach a long way for an answer. Now I would
look inside, confident of an answer that would be flowing through me.
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Being answerable

In the first chapter of this thesis I noted the impact of some of the photographers
who were my key influences when I was a student photographer: “I recall their
imagery as a mixture of disciplined craft and opportunism accompanied by a deep
sense of care. It seemed to me that they were clear about their role of witnessing
events rather than actively campaigning in a conventional political sense. Their
images simply let us see the very personal, human impact of what was happening
- mostly what was happening in our names - and were all the more significant as a
result.” What I now offer is an account of a consulting intervention where I played
witness to events as a shadow consultant to Stuart Turnbull, an ADOC colleague,
during an arts-based intervention with a global telecoms company.

I am providing this as it appeared in my module 3 paper, resisting the impulse to
further re-edit or craft my words. The account, already heavily framed and edited,
comprises a selection of descriptions and email conversations that have been cut
and pasted into a cogent narrative, together with excerpts from Stuart’s
submission for a chapter in a book. I am noticing how specific and narrow this
‘snap shot’ feels when I describe it in this way; though it feels infinitely more
representative that anything that I might seize in the 1/1000th of a second required
to take a photograph.

“Towards the end of last year, Stuart offered me a generous opportunity to
work with him as he led a risky, courageous piece of work on behalf of a global
telco. His design was to gather more than 200 of the company’s legal team and
inquire with them into the nature of ‘connection.‘ This was to be a highly creative process and Stuart had enlisted the assistance of 9 artists to facilitate the
process. For two days the lawyers would sing, photograph, film, dance, work
with improvisational comedy, theatre, Alexander technique, multimedia and
fabrics as they conducted their inquiry. Stuart saw an opportunity to further
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our ADOC inquiries and asked if I would be able to accept the role of shadow
consultant to him and his collaborators as they delivered the intervention.

As we made the arrangements for my travel to the venue I realised that I was
quite in awe of Stuart. I knew he had worked extensively with The World Bank
in the USA and then moved to the UK before again moving to Barcelona where
he set up home and family. I saw him as extremely accomplished, talented, creative and keenly sensitive to his circumstances. During our preparation for the
event he offered to share my costs; an offer that he described as a ‘loving’ thing
to do and was coherent with his own inquiry into love in organisations. As
events unfolded, however, and we began to share stories of our pasts, I began to
realise that Stuart’s life and career might not have run as smoothly as I had
imagined and, in fact, he might be equally in awe of me. Yet, still, the notion
that I might be able to offer any expert help to Stuart as he ran the intervention,
was wildly outside of my expectations.

On the final morning of the work we walked towards the venue speaking
quietly about the way the inquiry had unfolded. Stuart was struggling to talk
against the cold morning air which aggravated his already sore throat. The
previous evening he had gone to bed before the rest of us and I had chatted to
some of the artists in the bar. I knew that Stuart was deliberately holding the
inquiry frame as open and uncertain as he could for as long as the situation
would bear - and this was causing some consternation among the artists who
were starting to wonder what would happen on the final day and what might
be required of them. That evening I had done my best to contain the anxiety,
hearing the artist’s stories, offering perspective, connecting, and sometimes
gently voicing and then confronting their fears, but as we walked through the
cold air I began to sense an impending crisis in our relationship. Stuart was annoyed at the behaviour of some of his team and was talking through his options
for the day. I listened as carefully and attentively, mirroring back the proposi-
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tions as helpfully as I could, while realising that I was about to be put on the
spot. Our conversation became increasingly tense until Stuart stopped in the
road and addressed me very directly; “Steve, what should I do?”

I felt a flicker of terror wash through me; the work was at a critical point, this
process of mass creativity that was, as far as I could tell, completely innovative
and unlike anything I had seen before. What could I know? It was important to
hold the inquiry as open as possible but my blurted response was, “Give them
structure. They need it. I think the anxiety is disabling people now.” As much
as I remember, our walk concluded in near silence as we each thought through
the implications of my proposition. Later that day, Stuart convened a meeting
where he carefully described how he saw the day unfolding and how the ultimate completion of the work could be formed.

At the end of the day, the work was completed to high acclaim from the client
and all involved. Stuart and I began an email exchange to make sense of how
our relationship and the work had developed. We undertook several iterations
of writing and response with the working copy of our email becoming increasingly interwoven with comments and further reactions. Our conversation shifted from analysis of Stuart’s leadership to my own contribution as ‘shadow’
and I have copied the salient passages below:

Self:

I wonder if my role as 'shadow' (I have some trouble with

that word) was to gently legitimate your exercise of control over the
group.
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Stuart:

Gosh, this is interesting, the idea that you helped me

assume power, I think you're right but I'm not sure how that
happened...

Self:

I seem to remember the sense of saying things like, 'OK,

you want everyone together now. I'll sort that out...' and running off
to round people up.

Stuart:

I guess this was one way: I co-opted you as a facilitator

which gave me some power?

Self:

Mmm... My blind spot has been around my own power

and influence; I am learning that I have some (!) and so I guess there
was the possibility for me to be seen as powerful/influential AND in
your support - and so your power increases (are those kind of additive power sums realistic - I guess they might be...)

I think I understand some of the conversations in the pub when you
were absent as supporting/facilitating and playing/listening where
conflict was clear - while gently supporting your requirements and
pov as much as I understood them.

Stuart:

I could do with understanding this a bit better

Self:

I think I was gently networking as your representative - I'm

thinking as an attache/diplomat (I'm a natural...;-)
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Thinking of 'shadow' - it's not how I would imagine shadow consulting. I think I was trying to work in a way that facilitated your
agenda - with a bit of intuitive action thrown in. Modelling a kind of
thoughtful but compliant 'getting on with it' approach?

Stuart:

Thank you!

And, exactly what I was wanting from the artists and in some ways
was feeling like I didn't get. And the same goes for [team member] if
I'm honest. Grief. I've suddenly had this thought that I in some way
configured you to be in a role where you acted like my enforcer. Shit
that's scarey!

Self:

Haha! I think it's cool!

Here I find myself thinking 'listening, deciding, enabling... ' I don't
understand much of the 'Several of the members of the team later
commented on how helpful it was to have Steve there to offer us a
perspective of how we could work together to resolve things.' I don't
remember anything here; it was entirely spontaneous - but founded
within the context that you had set (generosity, discovery, presence).

Stuart:

I don't know where their comments came from but the

moments that stand out for me were when you added your thoughts
at dinner on the first night and the comments you made with [...team
members...] and I when things got sticky.

I suspect that you also helped keep things running in the background, in your little chats with people one-on-one. I have to admit
to being a little envious of your conversations with [...team
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member...] for example whom I would have liked to get to know a bit
better but never got the chance.

Self:

However, I wonder at the role of 'witness' - which is how I

see some of my other work. Do we behave differently when we are
witnessed?

Stuart:

I don't know about witness. this is very passive for me. the

way you showed up for me was much more active. that's why I said I
felt "held" by you.

(Extracts from email - Self/Turnbull 6 Feb 2009)

Stuart continued his own reflections on the intervention and later drew them
together in a chapter for ‘Edges’ and Ashridge sponsored book to be published
in September 2010. In his account of his work I appear as ‘Simon’...:

“Relationships as ‘safe containers’ became a theme in my reflections.
Whilst my strong connection with [client] was invaluable in the relationship between the team and the client group, my doctoral colleague, who I will call Simon, provided me with a personal container.
His gentle and firm support of me in my leadership role helped me
to feel safe and grounded.
I drew on Simon’s steady and respectful support throughout the actual event itself which helped me to steady myself and regain some
confidence.
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Simon had joined the group with an agreement between he and I that
he would focus on my practice as a consultant and support me in a
form of collaborative inquiry into what it was that might be understood about “loving consulting”; in service of my doctoral inquiry.
We spoke a great deal of the need for reciprocity in our relationship.
I wanted him to be getting as much out of it as I was.

He ended up becoming a consultant to our whole group, talking to
everyone in the spaces in-between the action, listening and helping
things along. He was also a remarkably handy person to have
around for getting things done during the process of preparing the
final performance. His contribution in that sense was far more than
an observer. He became an integral part of the team. The transition
between the one role and the other was perhaps inevitable partly, I
suspect, because he is be the sort of person who likes to help and
partly because there was work to be done that none of the rest of us
could pick up. Several of the members of the team later commented
on how helpful it was to have him there to offer us a perspective of
how we could work together to resolve things.

I’m reminded of the idea that consulting is both a personal and collective experience. In order to deliver to the client, I need to take care
of my self – there is no paradox, simply a tension to be held between
the needs of the assignment and my needs if I am to contribute well.
Perhaps in an inquiry into ‘love’, ‘self’ needs to be a recurring topic?

And finally the question of the inquiry the group undertook. Did it
matter that when it came to the moment for completing an inquiry
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cycle, we ended up performing? In a later conversation with Simon
he said:
The outcome offered by a performance would be a natural resolution for an artist - but it is different for an inquirer - clear 'answers' are elusive. Perhaps the client/context needed a performance - it's difficult to leave organisational questions unresolved.... And perhaps the 'inquiry' didn't work as planned.
However, something else emerged and the group undoubtedly
connected. Perhaps that was their deeper need?”
Quote from personal communication with Simon

Turnbull, S. (2010)

As I reflect on these extracts, I am able to bring into sharper relief my own
contribution as a consultant and facilitator. I realise that my preference for
humanistic Rogerian intervention is also coupled with a more directive capability
that is held in the way that I frame issues and offer this perspective to clients (and,
increasingly, colleagues). I imagine that, historically, this is rooted in my experience
of resilience within a military career; a sense that personally almost anything can
be dealt with. I also suspect that my disdain for the objectives of modern
corporations helps me here; I am maintaining a sharp focus on the people who
work within these organisations - to ensure their safety and longevity - and this is
perceived as ‘helpfulness’ or ‘gentle and firm support’. I am aware however
Stuart’s direct request for advice questioned my sense of self and authenticity; it is
one thing to work in the margins, facilitating, connecting, enabling, but quite
another to step fully into advocacy in such a critical circumstance. Charles
Guignon reconnects me to a Heideggerian thread into narrativist thinking before
asking the question:
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““Who are you?” - you must have an understanding of what is of crucial
importance to you, and that means knowing where you stand within a
context of questions about what is truly worth pursuing in life.”
Guignon. C., (2004:136)

The moment with Stuart on the cobbled street of Suomenlinna when my emergent
practice was called to account has a similar resonance for me when, during the
ADOC party at Jill’s house, Jennifer asked if I would be able to use photographs to
assist with inquiry into courage. There is a clear shift for me in the questioning
provoked by these moments; when my identity as a creative practitioner is being
pushed into a new, more mature domain. How do I understand what is at stake
here? Guignon quotes Charles Taylor:36

“...to have an identity is to have some orientation in what Taylor calls ‘moral
space,’ where the term ‘moral’ refers to whatever gives meaning and
direction to life. As Taylor puts it,
“My identity is defined by the commitments and identifications which
provide the frame or horizon within which I try to determine from case
to case what is good, or valuable, or what ought to be done, or what I
endorse or impose. In other words, it is the horizon within which I am
capable of taking a stand.” (p.27)”
Guignon, C., (2004:136)

Guignon goes on to say that being answerable or responsible is critical to any
claim of identity, that these questions are answered in public spaces, and that we
must be able to take part in confronting issues facing our community. With this,
my sense of ‘consultant as witness’ and the participative nature of my intention
become clearer to me; by developing clarity about my own identity and role I can
be clearer about my contribution to and stance among client organisations.
36

Taylor, C (1989)
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The tension here between my own aims and the espoused aims of my clients is
also thrown into relief and there is a challenge for me to inhabit the reactionary
space more clearly. I am brought back to Bourriaud’s philosophy of an ‘artistic,
ecosophic practice; Bourriaud claims that ‘the ecosophic fact consists in an
ethical-cum-political articulation between the environment, the social and
subjectivity’. (Bourriaud, 2002b:101). My sense is that I find the relationship with
the political more palatable when I am able to connect with it ‘ecosophically’; I am
able to contextualise my practice and hold the tension between the client’s aims
and objectives and my own rather differently. In my work with Stuart, I can be
mindful of his client’s requirement to sell more mobile phones while my own aims
are related to supporting Stuart as an agentic, caring individual who in turn is
humanely supporting the people working in that particular economic system. The
question for me here revolves around meaning and relevance; if I my stance is too
radical than my opportunity to make good contact (see, for example, Nevis, 1998)
is reduced and my efficacy compromised. I am increasingly aware that my role as
‘witness‘ runs deeper than simply ‘facilitating’, or generating ‘communication’ and
‘connection’. I am also explicitly connecting myself to an ideology; that an
improved connection between ourselves might enable better connection with our
environment and ecosphere which, in turn, might begin to redefine the work we
undertake with clients.

I find real energy and resolve in this kind of linking together. Derek Jensen invites
us to, ‘Look at the moon....’ He claims that our economic system (one that he
clearly sees as destructive) is a ultimately a product of our consciousness and
says that ours is not the only culture to have worked in this way:

“But not every culture has done these things.
Don’t look at my finger. Look at the moon.
[....] To change our economics, science, religion, our intimate relations with
humans and non-humans, we must fundamentally change our
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consciousness, and in doing so fundamentally change the way we perceive
the world. Try to see the patterns. Look. Look again, and look a third time.
Listen”
Jensen, D. (2000:142)
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Chapter 9

Finding the frame

“Through trying to direct attention into the act of looking, we can experience for
ourselves the gap which there is between our habitual awareness and the direct
experience of what is there in front of us.”
Bortoft, H. (1996:67)
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And now?

My ‘viewfinder’ image is a download from iStock37 and cost me, I guess, a couple
of dollars. Pictures are everywhere these days, on my website I wrote:

“Leaders and managers struggle to communicate above this background of
compelling, noisy, captivating imagery. The average teen has watched more
than 20,000 hours of TV before he or she graduates from school. Viewers of
photo-sharing website Flickr have uploaded more than 3 billion photos,
Facebook has 4 billion photos. YouTube now receives over 5 billion views
each month and its videos are streamed to desktops and mobile handsets
across the globe.”

Those numbers are probably a year old now - by the time you read this they will
be hopelessly out of date. Against this background of abundant imagery, I realise
that I have struggled to hold my creative process together, as though it was
nothing new or different. And clearly, I’m not the only one trying to make sense of
our engagement with the image. It has taken a long time for me to trust myself to
voice something such that I would be prepared to offer it to scrutiny, to let it sit
with the work of others, to be held in comparison, to be assessed. Part of my
maverick tendency? Yes, no doubt, if I hold you at bay, claim I’m not like you,
then I don’t have to hear your criticism and endure your ridicule.

What’s that you say? You weren’t about to be critical? I should carry on? You
like the work and are offering support and encouragement.... You like the work?

You like the work? So who have I been hearing?

37

See http://www.istockphoto.com/
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So, what do you think you are doing?

Looking back, possibly my first serious engagement with the theoretical
background required by doctoral research was intimately connected to a quiet
conversation between the ADOC cohort and Alan George, who had been invited
to speak to us about ‘presentational form’. As Alan described some of the issues
he encountered in presenting his own thesis he offered a handout noting ‘Some
quotations and references’ (George, 2007). Two-thirds of the way down the front
page I have made bold pencil lines in the margin; here is something to which I
intended to return. The lines indicate the importance of one of several quotes
from a paper by Steven Taylor and Hans Hansen which reads:

“....The use of artistic forms to look at aesthetic issues offers a medium that
can capture and communicate the felt experience, the affect, and something
of the tacit knowledge of the day-to-day, moment-to-moment reality of
organizations. Not just the cleaned-up, instrumental concerns of ‘the
business’, but the messy, unordered side as well. In short it provides a
holistic way to get at the whole experience, something that the abstraction of
traditional organizational research often seems to miss.”
Taylor and Hansen (2005:1224)

Taylor and Hansen note that various methods have been made to organise the
field of organisational aesthetics, specifically referencing Strati’s (2000) focus on
images of organisational identity, physical spaces, artifacts and how managers
might learn from art, and Linstead and Höpfl’s (2000) analysis of aesthetic theory,
process, modes of analysis, craft, aesthetics and identity, and change. While
acknowledging that these categorisations are interesting, Taylor and Hansen
propose that they offer little analytic insight into the overall field of organisational
aesthetics and suggest key analytic dimensions of:
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Aesthetics as Epistemology, offering a tacit, embodied way of knowing
that offers ‘fresh insight and awareness and while it may not be
possible to put into words, it enables us to see in a new way’;
Aesthetics as Criteria for Judgements, claiming aesthetics as a
philosophic idea and analytical tool for intellectual and instrumental
goals;
Aesthetics as Connection, citing Bateson (1979) who suggested that
‘by aesthetic he meant experience that resonated with the pattern that
connects mind and nature’ and, finally;
Aesthetic Categories, including beautiful, the sublime, ugly, grotesque,
noting that, perhaps, the aesthetic category of the grotesque might be
key to personal and organisational change.

I see this proposal as a helpful shift from, broadly, artefacts and behaviours,
towards a more ‘felt’ relational perspective - and begin to wonder about the
implications for expressing myself in this domain. However, in order to further
develop their review of organisational aesthetics, Taylor and Hansen offer ‘two
continua that we will combine to create that classic of management theorizing, a
two by two.’ (See over).

The codification of a category of research (square 4) employing artistic form to
look at aesthetic issues resonates most clearly with my sense of this inquiry. My
own aesthetic, which I had frequently described as a visceral, sensual, relational,
ecologically connected sense of participation has found it’s place together with an
appropriate methodology.
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(1)

(2)

Intellectual Analysis of

Intellectual Analysis of

Instrumental Issues

Aesthetic Issues

(3)

(4)

Artistic Form used to

Artistic Form used to

look at Instrumental

look at Aesthetic Issues

Issues

Categories of Organisational Aesthetics Research

Taylor and Hansen (2005:1217)

The ‘naming’ of my research in this way felt like something of a surfacing (from
those murky waters, perhaps) and enabled me to pass into one of temporary
periods of clarity in the action research process (See, for example, Ladkin
(2003:541)). Perhaps what became most clear to me was a theoretical basis for
the use of artistic expression from which I might “capture and communicate the
felt experience, the affect, and something of the tacit knowledge ....” I am also
aware that Taylor and Hansen are keen to relinquish some of their research
expertise as they develop the form, aiming for an ‘artful production by
organizational members’, an approach which has some resonance, at least, with
my wish for digital co-inquiry with my clients.

But it seems that, in developing a case for co-inquiry, photography might have to
wrestle with its own changing technology and the history through which we
perceive the history of the medium. John Berger notes that:
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“Unlike any other visual image, a photograph is not a rendering, an
imitation or an interpretation of its subject but actually a trace of it. No
painting or drawing, however, naturalist, belongs to its subject the way
that a photograph does.”
Berger, J. (1980:55)

Similarly, Susan Sontag claims that “photographs are really experience
captured” (Sontag 1977:3) and that they ‘furnish evidence’.

“Something we hear about, but doubt, something we hear about, but
doubt, seems proven when we are shown a photograph of it.”
Sontag, S. (1977:5).

While I argue (see ‘Logs’ and ‘How dare you do that’ in Ch 5) that technology now
leads us to be rather more circumspect when considering the evidential basis of
photographic images, we still seem to ‘catch ourselves’ after we have been
subject to an initial manipulation. The “Two-Photo Controversy” 38 that arose after
images of residents walking through New Orleans floodwater were variously
described as: “walks through chest deep flood water after looting a grocery store”;
and “through chest-deep water after finding bread and soda from a local grocery
store.” The political nature of the ‘looting’ and ‘finding’ descriptions were
highlighted as a correlation to the race of those depicted. Yet while we can safely
claim that photography ‘lost it’s innocence’ as far back as the early 20th century
(the Nazis were among the first to use systematic photographic propaganda), it
seems that the currency of the ‘two-photo controversy’ shows we have yet to be
entirely convinced about the socially and culturally constructed nature of
photographic ‘evidence’. When I lecture on ‘Photo-Dialogue’ I show students two
images of a famous Hollywood actress; one a stylised but ‘realist’ pen and ink

38

See, for example; http://www.media-awareness.ca/english/resources/educational/teachable_moments/

katrina_2_photo.cfm last visited 30 Mar 2011
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drawing, the other a heavily modified digital photograph. Without fail, the
photograph is claimed to show ‘what she really looks like.’

So, even if we know that the photographic image is open to manipulation, the
notion of some sort of collective sense-making still seems to hold for us and a
critical, reflexive dialogue with the image requires a conscious step. Yet we are
increasingly aware of the elastic reality of digitally produced images and, in
opening alternative possibilities, photographs assume an educational role that
might benefit the researcher and, in holding the potential to shift power dynamics,
aid the work of the consultant:

“I photograph to find out what something will look like photographed.39
Garry Winogrand

“In teaching us a new visual code, photographs alter and enlarge our
notions of what is worth looking at and what we have the right to
observe.”

Sontag, S. (1977:3)

If photography has the right to challenge what is observable and offers meaning
according to context, then differences in perception continue to question the
‘information’ that is ‘in’ the image. Warren takes this one step further and argues,
“that there is little meaning that is in the photograph, that which is really meaningfull is generated through the context it is viewed or made within, and the
subsequent discussions that centre on that image.” (Warren, S. 2005:873).
39

A phrase frequently attributed to Winogrand, a New York photographer. The best reference I can find is “An

Interview with Garry Winogrand” from Visions and Images: American Photographers of Photography, Inteviews with photographers by Barbara Diamonstein, 1981-1982, Rizoli: New York. See http://www.jnevins.com/garywinograndreading.htm last visited 30 March 2011
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Looking at Global Telco

In considering my wider experience of working with inquiry processes using
photographs in organisational contexts I can see three clear forms in my work; a
reportage style (recently completed in a major telco where I photographed
‘moments’ of insight or creativity as groups work together and using these images
to stimulate further inquiry about ‘great design’.) 40 , a co-designed mode where
the client ‘directs’ their image or portrait (See ‘Brian’ or ‘Gavin’ in Ch 10) which
then blends into more artistically participative mode in the vein of Sarah’s image in
‘This isn’t my Landscape’ (Ch 10), ‘Brian 2009’ (this chapter), and the ‘artistically
improvised’ pictures produced for participants in the ‘Courage’ workshop. While
the selection of mode is influenced to a large degree by the sensitivities and
practicalities of the contracting process, each of these modes provides me with an
inquiry-based method for intervention which enables a deep sense of relationship
with my subject.

40

For work in a similar vein see, for example, “I recognise myself in that situation...” Using photographs to

encourage reflection in general practitioners. http://www.bmj.com/cgi/content/full/329/7480/1488 downloaded on 28 Nov 2007.
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In the reportage work with Global Telco, I clearly recognise Warren’s framing of
producing images that lead to meaningful conversations. I was commissioned to
visually inquire into the creative processes of the design department. Following
my instincts, I looked for instances of interest, tension or shift as I worked with the
teams and then used the images as a conversational prompt to examine how the
organisation supported the work of the designers. The image on the previous
page, while interesting to me in terms of the apparent disconnect of the
participants, was seen as a moment of defusing humour in an otherwise tense
conversation. The picture above, a moment when it appeared that the curiosity
and interest of the two designers had been triggered was seen as ‘the red
fingernail of detail’ and so, by inquiring into what interested the participants and
how they constructed the meaning in the images we were able to draw narrative
themes and questions that began to inform the priorities of the department
leaders. As a further example, the image overleaf was seen to illustrate a moment
of conflict, seen by the designers as a critical enabler within the creative process in
a culture which, it was claimed, actively suppressed dissent. As I photographed
the meeting, I was aware that something was taking place but, at that stage, even
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as a relatively skilled facilitator, would not have been able to ‘name’ the
conversational dynamic.

Taylor and Ladkin note the problematic issue of providing the capability for
reflective thinking and transfer of learning into organisational life. In the Telco, an
organisation that prides itself on engineering perfectionism, we elected to exploit
the sense of juxtaposition as we continued our inquiry. Our initial intent had been
to provide an exhibition of beautifully framed images in a similar style to the
‘Courage’ gallery but, on reflecting with my client on our (rather grandiose?) intent
and the engagement we were achieving with a co-created edit of ‘proof’ images
printed on photocopier paper, we adjusted our output and built a gallery using
string ‘washing lines’, pegs and images printed on cheap A3 paper. To
supplement the (broadly appreciative) themes that were gathered from our more
casual conversations, the galleries enabled a collective sense of celebrated
identity and, apart from continuing to engage our subject/viewers in conversation
we also invited them to follow our lines of inquiry by attaching notes, writing graffiti
or simply sticking dots on to images that engaged them. Confidentiality prevents
a more detailed account but after later analysis of themes and comments, from
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both the informal interviews/conversations and our gallery notes, we then invited
senior managers into conversation (several had already attended the gallery
presentations or joined in informal conversations) to make meaning with us. In the
event, this meeting did not go well (and is described at the start of the this thesis)
though the learning gained during the project was later subsumed into a larger
pan-organisation HR project.
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During subsequent reflection with my client we spoke of how the project had
provided some clear strategic suggestions and generated a significant ‘feel good’
momentum. The subjects had enjoyed seeing themselves celebrated in the
galleries, and in conversation, had affirmed relationships and explored their sense
of the community and environment that supported their creativity.

Reflexivity as Researcher/Photographer

As I photographed in Telco, I worked with my commissioning client to initially
‘follow the lines of least resistance’ - engaging with people who engaged with us.
However, after a couple of days, I was able to secure access to parts of the
organisation previously denied to my client who subsequently commented that he
was experiencing a previously unseen side of my character. I would travel the
building with not only cameras but also a sheaf of photographs which I would
variously throw on desks or spread over the floor as I invited subjects to comment.
The juxtaposition of somewhat manic photographer and sensitive, respectful
researcher seemed to provide a discontinuity that subsequently enabled
thoughtful, deep inquiry conversations.

Pink (2007:24), after describing herself as a ‘woman with a camera’, alludes to the
requirement for reflexivity around the issues of researcher identity. My sense is
that photography is clearly linked with issues of power (I have been assaulted
several times when working as a photojournalist or street photographer) and I see
my instinctive change in persona as a way of ameliorating this dynamic. Ironically, I
am able to use the cameras as a way of achieving ‘first name terms’ relationships
with everyone from the cleaner to the chief executive in a way that I would find
difficult when carrying the label of ‘consultant’. I realise that I might be exploiting
my uncommon sensitivity to status as I work in this way. Keith Johnstone
(1981:37) notes, “If someone points a camera at you you’re in danger of having
your status exposed, so you either clown about, or become deliberately
unexpressive. In formal group photographs it’s normal to see people guarding
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their status. You get quite different effects when people don’t know they’re being
photographed.”

I am aware of exploiting my photojournalist guile and willfulness in rather
assertively inserting myself here into situations which might otherwise require more
gentle handling. This feels like an entirely schizophrenic situation; I consciously
present myself as a photographer in an entirely different way compared to that of
self as researcher/consultant. Adopting my photographer persona, I am bold,
brassy, festooned with expensive, obviously professional camera equipment - I am
humourous, wise-cracking, and extrovert and aware of developing a type of
overwhelming energy which seems to offer subjects little room for objection while
at the same time as giving the space and safety to relax. As I focus relentlessly on
apparently ‘doing my job‘ so my subjects do the same and soon ignore my efforts
and simply treat me as another professional in the room.

I have frequently described the moments in my photographic process when, as I
intuitively (artistically?) respond to my client, I feel that I have captured ‘something‘,
even when I am unable to clearly articulate what the ‘something‘ might be. (See
for example my description of working with Kathleen (Ch 7) and Brian (Ch 9)).
Barthes’ (2000) description of ‘studium‘ and ‘punctum‘ is helpful to me as I try to
understand more of what happens for me in these moments. Barthes describes
the public, culturally shared meaning in a photograph as ‘studium’ while noting
that photographs can also have an intensely private meaning for us which is hard
to express in language.

“The second element will break (or punctuate) the studium. This time it
is not I who seek it out (as I invest the field of the studium with my
sovereign consciousness), it is this element which rises from the scene,
shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me. A Latin word exists to
designate this wound, this prick, this mark made by a pointed
instrument: the word suits me all the better in that it also refers to the
notion of punctuation, and because the photographs I am speaking of
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are in effect punctuated, sometimes even speckled with these sensitive
points; precisely, these marks, these wounds are so many points. This
second element which will disturb the studium I shall therefore call
punctum; for punctum is also: sting, speck, cut, little hole - and also a
cast of a dice.”
Barthes, R. (2000:26)
Barthes’ notion of punctum provides a helpful reframe of my sense of ‘editing for
discord’ whether ‘in the moment’ or later at the computer with the full capability of
Photoshop and various other digital manipulation tools to hand. And I become
intrigued as, in the case of the ‘visual impro’ in Chapter 7 where I shared the
photographic process with colleagues, how we might each be unconsciously
moving towards and sharing our instances of punctum.

Reconsidering ‘visual methods’

In placing visual research methods within the field or organisation studies (as
opposed for example, anthropology and sociology) Samantha Warren claims that
the use of images “in various ways including drawing, photography, video, film
and internet pages [...] represent a flourishing and different (author’s emphasis)
methodological field to that which has gone before” (Warren, 2009:566).
Summarising the data I present in the ‘And now’ notes at the start of this chapter,
Warren notes that technology is now increasingly enabling visual methods and
points to the plethora of hand-held devices and digital equipment that surrounds
us. Yet where images appear in organisation studies they are predominantly used
as sources of data (as a way of looking at organisational life) or as a tool for
producing data (usually through conversation or interview). Different variations
within these themes, as I have discovered in my own work, offer the possibility of
increased participation and involvement of the research ‘subjects’ (See for
example, Hurworth, 2003).
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The technique of handing the camera over to the participants in photographic
inquiry work seems well established (see, for example, Warren (2002) or the work
of ‘Photovoice’ 41) where a broadly documentary approach is used as a means to
promote democratic change. Pink (2007:8) notes the work of Wendy Ewald who
takes a collaborative approach to photographing children by ‘sharing control over
the process of visually representing children’s lives, their stories and their faces’.
However, the improvisational, artistic sharing of the photographic process seems
rare in comparison to more established anthropological methods. Sarah Pink
(2007), for example, details the challenges faced by ethnographers who
increasingly include photography and video in their work in search of a convincing,
authentic and authoritative representation of a situation (Pink 2007:148). However,
she cites MacDougall (MacDougall 1997:192) and notes that “[many…]
anthropologists still feel caught between the possibility of conceptual advances
from visual anthropology and the more positivist scientific tradition.”

Pink notes how ‘at the end of the twentieth century post modern thinkers argued
that ethnographic knowledge and text can only ever be a subjective construction,
a ‘fiction’ that represents only the ethnographer’s version of reality, rather than an
empirical truth’ (Pink 2007:23). She quotes Walsh (1998:220) who notes that an
awareness of the ‘interpenetration of reality and representation should be a key
feature of reflexive ethnographic practice’. She goes on to conclude:

“By focusing on how ethnographic knowledge about how individuals
experience reality is produced, through the intersubjectivity between
researchers and their research contexts, we may arrive at a closer
understanding of the worlds that other people live in. It is not solely the
subjectivity of the researcher that may shade his or her understanding of
reality, but the relationship between the subjectivities of researcher and
informants that produces a negotiated version of reality.”
Pink, S (2007:24)

41

See http://www.photovoice.org/ last visited 19 Sep 2010
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I am clear that my aim is not to assume any sense of hierarchical ‘authority’ in my
photographs. As in the conversation following the ‘Logs’ image (Ch 5), I intend to
offer the image in a deliberate evocation of a truth and then explore, and perhaps
dismantle, the construct through further dialogue. Similarly, I do not position my
own subjectivity as a ‘shade’; rather I hope to be fully present in my own
subjectivity and offer this as a critical component of the sense-making process.

When I photographed Brian as we walked around a suburban landscape and
talked about his changing consultancy practice, I eventually chose to create a
montage that might represent the impact of the conversation and relationship on
me rather than any sense of the photographic ‘reality’ of our walk. We joined later
to discuss the picture in a coffee shop and, as we spoke I noted how, as he
animatedly addressed the work, Brian almost jabbed his finger through the plastic
that covered the image.

‘Brian, 2009.’
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On my blog42 I wrote:
“...

I took some pictures of my friend Brian as he told me about how he was
trying to ensure some suburban grassland would remain available for
community use. As we walked across fields he told me about the conflicted
interests in play, and coincidentally, about the struggle to manage his
increasingly successful consultancy company. I've known Brian for a while now,
and it felt like this might be the bigger story. After taking a couple of hundred
pictures walking across wet grass, the portrait I made for him focusses on an
embattled Brian standing in a rainy car park.
I knew that Brian didn't particularly like the image (though a couple of his colleagues evidently did) and was a bit nervous when we next met. Recalling that
conversation he began...
"The more I have it the more I like it, but if you'd have asked me what I was
expecting it wasn't this... ...but that's definitely where I was... ...it captured
something."
We were interrupted by phone calls and an insistent waitress serving coffee
then laughed at how frazzled he was when I had photographed him. I asked
how he was now:
"Brilliant... not like THAT! That person has had his day."”

Here I am reaching again into the idea of the digital portrait as a transitional or
social object which provides a route into deep conversation. I see the photograph
as a way of developing relationship, and it is the emphasis on the deeper
relationship which is the key to learning and transformation rather than a shared
analysis of information that we might uncover in the picture. The image provoked
Brian to see himself in a certain way; a product of my deliberate manipulation of
the image to reflect my own experience of our previous conversation and his
subsequent interpretation of my work.

42

http://photo-dialogue.com/journal/2009/5/5/not-like-that-anymore.html?rq=not%20like%20that%20any -

more
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In response to Warren’s (2005) claim of photographs provoking ‘meaningful
conversations’, I realise that I feel somewhat dissatisfied with the notion of a
meaningful ‘conversation’ that might follow a photographic (or any other visual)
response to organisation, that our visual efforts should merely condense to
spoken language or written text. I wonder how, with Taylor and Hansen’s 4th
category of research in mind, we might begin to frame a artistic ‘felt’ response to
an aesthetic issue and, as we hold ourselves in the visual arena, open the way to
an alternative epistemology. In her preparation for the ‘Courage’ workshop,
Ghislaine sent me two images and described a story of how she had conducted a
workshop where a co-consulting colleague had apparently attempted to sabotage
Ghislaine’s work, a situation that required her to facilitate the group whilst
constantly ‘looking over her shoulder.’
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My response to Ghislaine’s offer was rather technically rather simplistic though I
hoped to provide a sense of this rather Janusian dilemma in a single montaged
image

In the workshop, Ghislaine made a ‘visual’ response to the montaged image
where she felt the need to ‘lighten’ the constricting, constraining nature of her
hands (which she used to represent her sense of ‘holding’ the group in dialogue).
She made a collage on a copy of the photograph and attached feathers to the
image over her hands and arms. Our subsequent conversation centred on the
nature of ‘light touch’ facilitation and how she was beginning to think of her work
as perhaps too constraining. I suggest that this potentially tangential turn in our
thinking was a product of maintaining our exchange as a ‘visual conversation‘
rather than immediately migrating to the spoken domain.

In noting the potential for ‘reflexive photography’, Hurworth (2003) begins to
recognise the emergent nature of interviewing through images and the generation
of data through the researcher-image-participant triad. However, the interviewing
process is clearly a return to a spoken conversation. Warren (2005:867) notes that
the “skilled researcher” does not:

“extract [data] from the research participant using the picture as a tool
as the term “photo-elicitation” suggests (Collier and Collier, 1986).
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Instead, the conversations that centre on the image generate the data,
encouraging both research participant and researcher to be more
reflexive in their thoughts and feelings about the research questions
and indeed tangential issues too (Schwartz, 1994; Pink, 2001; Walker
and Wiedel, 1985: Warren, 2002b). I would argue that it is these
qualities that make “reflexive photography” a suitable method to
explore complex ethical and moral issues with respondents.”

Warren, S., (2005: 867)

I find myself in agreement with Warren’s view on the potential for a form of reflexive
photography as an appropriate method for the exploration of complex issues yet
propose that by developing the nature of the visual conversation and exploring felt,
intuitive, artistic responses, I am able to enter more fully into relationship with coresearchers and uncover further creative possibilities. Here I am expanding on
Taylor and Hansen’s (2005:1226) call to rely less on the researcher’s interpretation
of an artistic artefact and realise that the more I let go of technical, craft-based
expertise and join my client in an artistic exploration, the more generative our
conversations seem to be. However, this is not to suggest that I can abandon
digital craft. Indeed the paradox is that, like any good photographer, the better
and more flexible I become as a technical operator, the more I can energy I can
expend on attention to my subject and our unfolding relationship, and the less the
technical issues influence the production and inquiry process. So, rather than
positioning myself as a conventionally ‘naïve’ facilitator or, alternatively, an expert
or ‘connoisseur’, I am defining my practice as a technically enabled and
ideologically informed facilitator enabling the client’s participation in an artistic,
improvisational production of a photographic artefact where we are both fully
present in the production process. Caroline Scarles (2010) tracks developments
in autoethnography and claims that:

“Through visual autoethnography, researchers are no longer removed
or distanced, but are situated within our research, geographically,
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socially, culturally, economically and politically. Our bodies are
committed to conversational exchanges through self-witnessing as we
share intimate moments of self as practised. As research seeks to
unpack the “felt, touched and embodied constitutions of
knowledge” (Crang, 2003, p501), respondents are supported and
understood by mutual appreciation.
Scarles, C (2010:915)

Taylor and Ladkin (2009) examine the increasingly common use of arts-based
methods in organisational change and development work and inquire into how
and why such methods appear to work. They describe four discrete processes
underpinning arts-based methods: skills transfer, projective technique, illustration
of essence, and ‘making’, while noting that most, if not all, arts-based
development approaches combine two or more of these processes. In minimising
the impact of the technological component of my work, I am attending to the
‘projective’ and ‘essence’ elements of the work. Certainly, all seem to be available
to me during my photographic work and the subsequent dialogues. I am also
aware of adjusting my conversation (verbal or visual) in the moment-to-moment
exchange with my client or, more pragmatically, to match with the expectations
and details of my contract.

Finally, in a rather delightful turn, Taylor and Ladkin, reference Alan George’s (2006)
concern that the use of expressive aesthetic techniques sometimes encounters a
deep-seated resistance from participants. It may be that technology is on my side
here; photography is growing at an exponential rate, most modern mobile phones
incorporate photographic and video technology, high performance digital
equipment is increasingly accessible and, judging by the latest newsletter from my
children’s primary school where the ‘photography club’ is moving into full swing, it
seems to be on every syllabus.
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Chapter 10

“This isn’t my landscape” (Beart/Marshall; Nov 2009)

Unfolding Craft
“So now, I am remembering seeing the photo, on my Blackberry briefly. And
then with the rest of the DSG at Kingsway on a desktop. This one was shocking
in a diﬀerent way. Because it was somehow indisputably me and yet also
unrecognisable. I was stirred in my stomach by it – felt I’m not sure what. Robin
commented I think that I seemed very Irish (and I think he’s right, but I can’t
quite say why). When we talked about it today, I had it open on the laptop next
to the framed picture which I normally keep hidden by the side of my desk. In
my recollection I was further back in the first, receding, further forward in the
second, almost pressed against the glass. But this is not quite what it looked
like as I looked today.”
Sarah Beart email, 11 Jan 10
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And Now?

Embodied coaching and photography?
For all the right reasons this felt like a good thing to do. I could pick up with a
photo-dialogue started during the ‘Courage’ workshop and I could experiment
with a coaching form that might shine a light on the non-rational; a glimpse into
my creative process and I wasn’t sure I was looking forward to that.
I can still remember the overhead gantries on the A14 as I approached Cambridge
and the sickening upset that I felt. I have driven under those gantries many times
since and that memory has been with me every time.
This was a look into the murk... And maybe creativity should stay mysterious?

I realise that I have a bit of ‘form’ with Sarah. She showed me a route away from
Ashridge one Saturday - I was following in my car when hers had a puncture. We
both pulled off the onto the entrance to a cul-de-sac and I just got on with
changing her wheel. It was a quiet spot but then a guy in a slightly customised
car showed up - I don’t recall the detail of the car but guess it was lowered
suspension, tinted windows, noisy exhaust. He was probably wearing a baseball
cap. You know the sort of thing.

I was aware of the closeness of his vehicle but had my hands full with wheel, jack
and brace as I crouched by the side of Sarah’s car. He was impatiently,
aggressively moving forwards. He wanted me out of the way so he could get
past. I looked up at him. He backed off and waited patiently.

I hadn’t realised but Sarah witnessed the look I gave. She has called it the ‘Don’t
fuck with me glance’ ever since. I wish she hadn’t seen it.
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Courage Maybe

Sarah Beart - ‘Courage Maybe’

This is the picture that Sarah sent in response to the ‘Courage Workshop’
invitation. Her accompanying text told the story of a particularly difficult coaching
relationship. When I opened her email I was shocked; I felt as though I had
something to say about all of the images that I had received but in terms of representing Sarah’s work in a piece of visual improvisation, I had absolutely no idea
what to do next. In the event, however, I was able to reflect with Sarah at some
length, a process which resulted in us taking the picture on the title page to this
chapter. Our subsequent conversations ran over an extended period; when we
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met at Ashridge, during supervision sessions, in written exchanges by email and
during a meeting in Cambridge when we shot ‘This isn’t my landscape’. This
section of my inquiry interweaves our stories as I undertake a further round of
reflection on my experience as a participant in producing these images.

Sarah (in reference to the ‘Courage workshop’ invitation) writes:
“I do remember finding the invitation to take a photo both enticing and a bit
alarming. My recollection is that it was to accompany a story of a moment of
courage in my consulting practice. It took me a while of thinking about it, and not
thinking about it. The story came first for me – an unresolved client encounter. I
had thought about it quite a bit, gone to supervision, not been sure what to do.
And it is still unresolved – dormant? (2010). So I wrote the story, including my
description of my client as successful, affable, quick. And then I took the photo. I
have a small digital Canon Ixus camera – no tripod, no kit. I left it until quite late
at night, all the family asleep, to get the camera out – I had been writing something to do with my own ADOC inquiry. Trying not to think too much I got hold
of my “props” – the hat (my son’s, grabbed from a pile of winter gear, stretched to
fit) and the mask, my daughter’s (taken out of a packet of children’s craft items,
knots tied and elastic fitted.). And then I took 3 or 4 snaps, holding the camera at
arms’ length, until I had what looked to me like a picture. I remember widening
my eyes, but nothing else about posing. And it looked right somehow for the feeling of the story.”
I find Sarah’s sense of ‘thinking about it, and not thinking about it’, ‘trying not to
think too much’ similar to my own process of arriving at something that ‘looked to
me like a picture’. My sense is that I need to hold myself open to possibility as I
work, resisting the judgemental urge that I, or the subject, are not getting it ‘right’
or conforming too much to a fixed idea of what we should be doing. It seems like
a ‘starting’ point is helpful but beyond that I need to relax into the process.

Dorothea Lange claims ‘that to know ahead of time what you’re looking for means
you’re then only photographing your own preconceptions, which is very limiting.’
As far as she was concerned, it should be acceptable for a photographer to work
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completely without plan, responding instinctively to events.’ 43 I am realising the
truth in Lange’s comment; in at least two coaching relationships where, working in
the ‘co-designed and directed mode,’ of using photographs imagery to support
conversations, I have had to actively manage my own response to the client’s
process. Both of these occasions are documented on my ‘Photo-Dialogue’ blog.
When working with Brian, I felt that I could barely keep up with the conversation as
he kinaesthetically and very physically tested out his response to personal and

Brian

Gavin

43

See Dyer, G (2005:6)
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business risk in a slippery stream-cut wooded gorge in Derbyshire.44 I barely
remember taking the picture yet again, as in my experience of working with
Kathleen, I became confident that I ‘had something’ with which I could work.
When I met with Gavin our plan had been to take the photo-kit to an outdoor
location. 45 But on the day this didn’t feel appropriate and, by departing from our
brief and by ‘starting where we were’, we produced an entirely different, more
contemplative image with a different set of available interpretations.

I find the courage required to work so flexibly in a commercial context very
challenging (the clock is ticking and we need to produce...) though the benefits are
significant if I can avoid becoming too ‘containing’ as I try to mix technique and
emergence. When I began to edit Sarah’s image I felt as though I would have little
to offer and I was slightly seized by anxiety. The image itself troubled me but I
eventually decided to press into my discomfort and intensify the worrying parts of
the image. My edit is a tighter crop and I slightly ‘bloated’ Sarah’s eyes to make
them larger. The line ‘successful, affable and quick’ seemed curiously pertinent; I
realised that I see Sarah like this as I translate her sharp mind, care and
competence into her description of her client. I felt intuitively that I needed to
include these words into the image in some way and I wanted to challenge the
‘muteness’ of the masked character. Again, I experience Sarah as articulate and
concise and I needed the image to have a voice, even if it did seem to make it
even more disturbing, and wrote the words on the mask near the absent mouth.
Sarah writes:
It was shocking to see the picture again, especially enhanced/intensified and
alongside the images of my fellow practitioners. No one was in a sinister mask, no
one was backlit by a yellow lamp – no one was hiding. And yet it was still right –
still “true”. In some ways what was really shocking to me was the words plastered
across the mask – successful, affable quick. (But I think it was the image that was
shocking to others). I might know a bit about transference and parallel process,
but I had not thought to consider that these words might be applied (somewhere
between literally and metaphorically) to me. By the way, I quite like that sense of
44

See http://photo-dialogue.com/journal/2009/10/20/brian-lawson-brave-man.html?

rq=brian%20lawson%20brave%20man
45

See http://photo-dialogue.com/journal/2010/7/1/finding-vision.html?rq=finding%20vision
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a space between the literal and the metaphorical – they have always seemed cheek
by jowl to me before. A clue to the space of the photo-dialogue work? Other people’s response to the photo was to see me as both scary and scared: surprising as I
had felt scared in the story, but had not quite seen that I might have frightened my
client by talking about what I had seen.

‘Successful/Affable/Quick’ (Beart/Marshall)

It feels to me that transference and parallel processes run amok in an image like
this - it both registers in our subconscious and gives us flexibility to make a variety
of interpretations. Sarah alludes to the ‘space of the photo-dialogue work’ as
residing ‘between the literal and the metaphorical’. Of course, I am challenged by
the implied ‘truth’ of the literal but I find a parallel in our shifting discourse on the
epistemic value of photography. We are in transition from using photographs to
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lend validity to text and language towards almost the complete opposite; text and
language are now essential to support the context and ‘truth’ of the image.
François Brunet (2009) evokes the history of photography as ‘writing with light’
and then highlights this contextual shift:

“What is more, the aesthetic and epistemological of (truthful)
representation that underlay the former etymology has by and large
yielded to a definition of art as (subjective, historical, economic, social)
production - a definition the ‘digital turn’ has only boosted further.”

Brunet (2009:143)

After much incidental conversation, and some more purposeful work in our
supervision group, Sarah and I met during November 2009 to have a day of
inquiry into our ADOC projects; I would work as her ‘client’ for some ‘embodied’
coaching and we would then continue our ‘photo-dialogue’. Sarah seemed keen
to take advantage of the middle of the day for photography but, on a bland,
overcast day I countered with my preference for the more interesting lateafternoon light. And, in any case, I also felt a strong interest in the offer of a
coaching session where I might be able to unravel more of my own creative
process. During the drive to Cambridge I had noticed a growing anxiety; I had
been working hard and felt that I was only just holding a number of business and
personal tensions together. Sarah opened our coaching conversation with some
thoughts on contracting and boundaries. As I look at the transcript of our
conversation I see that I was similarly concerned:

Self: I guess that was part of my apprehension on, on the drive here, and I
was aware of kind of not going there with myself. Erm, and that was about a
little bit of... kind of fear I think, and erm maybe feeling, yeah I realised as I
was driving that I was becoming quite emotional so that’s why... so let’s think
about something else, so little bit of fear around that, you know, potential for
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embarrassment. I think you know if I’m going to be embarrassed and afraid
then I’m in good company actually (laughing). So, yeah, so that was the root
of it really, erm and er I guess part of that fear for me was around a sense of
kind of keeping things bottled up, I almost had the, you know, the can of
worms analogy, the dustbin, and thinking oh god, something like went
through my head like “I can’t really lift the lid on that because actually I need
to keep it bottled, keep the lid on it until July46 next year [2010], or something
like that.

The can of worms analogy became a theme throughout our conversation and, as
we continued, I became increasingly aware of Sarah gently pushing on some of
the spaces of consciousness that I had deliberately kept under wraps. As our
dialogue began I notice how chaotic and manic I seem as I spoke of photography
and digital imagery as my ‘new obsession’.

Self: Well, it seems crazy that this is changing too quickly, catching up is not
really an option, much of an option... But to immerse myself enough in that
realising that the learning curve is just enormous, erm. And er I guess there’s
something around as I say that, wondering it’s almost like, have I got another
one in me? (laughing) Pull another rabbit out of the hat and that? Well,
(inaudible) so wondering how that is. So you know wondering, just
wondering. And all the uncertainties of starting a new business, or breathing
life into one that’s been maybe on a life support system for the last few years
while I’ve been doing this work, so you know... So yeah, I guess that’s
probably getting close to it really, just that sense of um here’s another
mountain, and I’m not sure I can, and not feeling like I’ve really got any
alternative really (mmmm). And then if, and so, er, and opening up that whole
can, just woo..., I need to just keep it, I need to just stay in denial and crack
on.

46

A reference to the planned submission date for this thesis.
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Sarah pressed into my doubts about my inquiry and self; I respond by offering a
list of areas where I am experiencing shift and asking questions of my practice
before this exchange:

Sarah: Yes, it feels like there are so many worms around actually.
Self: Yeah, and that is the sense of go you know, don’t even go there.
Sarah: Worms about, I mean I hear one about the “Why did I start this
thing? Was it just to give myself some structure, nothing will have made a
difference to me” which I noticed myself vehemently disagreeing with
internally actually I think, but...
Self: Yeah, and I admit that, but it feels like an admission.
Sarah: You admit....?
Self : I admit that it probably makes a difference.(laughs)
Sarah: (laughing) If forced to, you would confess that this has made a
difference.
Self: Would probably have made a difference...you’re right, but I don’t feel it,
I just don’t feel it, that’s the....I can rationalise it but I don’t ever feel it.
Sarah: So what’s missing in the feeling? I suppose I notice difference so it’s
hard for me to imagine that you wouldn’t notice it yourself. What should it
feel like if it was making a difference? What would you expect?
Self : I would be celebrating I think and having good memories of it, and... I
don’t think I, it’s the, I’m not walking away from my work celebrating and
thinking that was great, I’m walking away from it thinking that was tough,
and so what? I’m thinking forward to the piece of work... I’m doing some
interviews on Friday and there’s a piece of work in December around
structure and succession planning. And I just don’t, I guess I can rationally
work my way through what needs to happen. I feel like I’m trained to do that.
Um, but I don’t feel, I just don’t feel for it I suppose. It’s the prospect of going
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into another organisation and walking out again thinking why am I here?
(inaudible).

As I review this transcript I am realising how long these questions of inauthenticity
and dissatisfaction have been present for me. During my AMOC experience I
remember an expressive exercise where, without at that stage understanding fully
why, I kinaesthetically questioned the power and economic assumptions
embodied within the fabric of Ashridge. I am also conscious that the ‘Green Man’,
the figure born of supervision conversations, and a symbol (for me) of ecological
connection and participative relationship has been beside me throughout ADOC.
As my changing sense of these contextual elements of my inquiry has emerged,
their effect has been to cast doubt on the way that I conduct my life and practice,
and ultimately to cast doubt on my competence and efficacy. I talk to Sarah
about my wish to do ‘significant’ work; something which she seems to recognise
in me:

Sarah: So That sounds a really important statement – that “to live more
comfortably, relationally, and to be doing something significant”, and that the
worm comes back when you say that, chewed away at me for a while now.
Self: So you know the erm, I’ve played around that kind of ecological sense
of that, the Green Man sense of that, which feels very true in some ways for
me. And yet I notice that that apples are just rotting on our trees and just
falling off at the moment. And so in pursuing one thing, you know I’m losing
the other. So as I’m trying to go out, and go out to make a difference, a
difference in... closer relationships suffer. (Sarah - yeah) you know, it feels
hollow, as a result. That’s my fear I guess, what if, what if, you know, you set
up a consultancy practice that works brilliantly, but it’s hollow. In that it made
money, it was successful, great and everyone was happy, and it didn’t make
a difference, and actually it meant that people were tearing around away
from home, and not feeling very moved to be in... and (inaudible)
Sarah: There’s a whole pattern of stuff there for me around, around that. So
the sense of Green Man kind of hemmed in, as you talk about it, still around
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but somehow tangled, and not able to get out of something. And then the
idea of the apples rotting on the trees, and the idea of the fear of hollowness
seems really important like something being eaten from the inside. And I
don’t know there’s something about that organic, Green Man in the trees
with the rotting apples and not sure where to turn.
Self: Yeah, if I think of the Green Man, he seems a bit tearful, it does feel like
it’s things are dying around him almost, it’s that kind of sense. And this sort
of a feeling of despair around, whatever he did, you know, it’s not going to
make a difference. It’s that kind of thing. So on the one hand I guess the
attraction of working with photography is that you get an artefact and a
marker, that seems really important to me, it seems really important to my
clients as well. You know, this is, this is where we were, this was us, this
when we were.... And er yet if even that kind of thing is (a) doesn’t make any
difference, or (b) is quite corrosive, you know, or toxic to the Green Man. And
it’s not helping, so it’s that “where to turn” I think is the... What does he do?
Where does he go? Which is kind of my question, of course....

I notice my confusion here, alongside notions of despair, which I now see in the
context of wider environmental and social degradation, and my attachment to
photographs as, perhaps, some kind of transitional object for both myself and
clients. I am also left with the image of the apples rotting on the trees; this feels
like a good narrative for what happens if I fail to pay attention to spending time in
our orchard ‘cultivating difference’. Not only in practical terms of what happens to
our house and property but also what happens to me spiritually if I neglect that
aspect of my lifestyle and consciousness.

From here our conversation begins to reference previous supervision
conversations where I had spoken of my school years. Following my parent’s
divorce, my mother looked after my sister and I in circumstances that were
financially, at least, significantly reduced. We moved house several times and I
became concerned that friends might ‘follow me home‘ and see where we lived; I
also developed a critical eye for the even the most subtle, coded symbols of
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money or affluence, and, as an young adolescent, learned how to manipulate the
signs that might give me away in front of my friends. Here I realise that I was
learning how to ‘notice’, to pay attention to the minute clues that might signify
identity, difference or power. But my skills in lying and fabrication didn’t always
lead to success and have left a clear legacy pattern:

Self: I went to a reasonable school, I had to lie to hide my family background
at that stage, and I know that that has been a useful driver to me you know,
having that kind of, I don’t think I’ve got a chip on both shoulders, but it’s just
erm, it’s the story that I tell my kids, its’ sort of “when I was your age and
actually we didn’t have your choices and it was just get on with things and
make it work.” And so there is a sense of that for me that some of this just
feels a bit fraudulent, you know, if I’m fraudulent, well feeling a bit of a fake I
suppose. And you know, hence the kind of achievement trail I think, as Jill
pointed out, three degrees and a PhD, so to prove that I’m not a fake, and
maybe that’s the photograph as well. This really happened, you didn’t make
it up. It was real. Mmmm.
(Later....)
Here’s a really telling moment, Kate met with a girl that used to be in my
class, and at school. Teaching. And obviously she didn’t know Kate Marshall,
and this other girl wasn’t called [name], she was called [unmarried name].
And they met, and I said oh, [name], I wonder if it’s the same person. And
they had this conversation, her first response was something like, right it’s
him, I haven’t seen him since school and he had a really tough time there.
Well, I thought I’d kind of smoothed it. (Referring to my school days - we are
laughing) So we are supposed to be meeting for dinner at some stage, and
I’m not sure I’m looking forward to it. And that took me by surprise really
because I thought I’d got away with it.
Sarah: Yes, so is there... is there, because where we started with this little
thread for me anyway was about being hollow or lying as being hollow. And
you were tracing it back to lying as a child about where you, and I remember
you saying once before that you were desperate for people not to follow you
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home, that phrase really stuck in my mind erm as if lying and embattlement
are part of the same phenomenon, so, or were then. Maybe they’ve got a bit
mixed up.
Self: Well, I think they probably have. There’s still that fear of being found
out. You know what on earth that is now I don’t know. That’s still very, really
is significant for me I guess. And practically I think I compensate for that, that
fear has a useful compensation, and the conversation is I do try and go for
rigour and quality in everything I do, so it seems it has its uses, but it’s
getting beyond its use now. (Sarah – yes). Its’ getting old now. And this, it, I
was tripped up by it just recently when some people were organising a
meeting, and [....] somebody said we could come to Lincolnshire. And
knowing that actually that it wasn’t a good answer, because it was
reasonably impractical for everyone except me, still there was, ‘No you don’t
want to come to my place.’ And, Jesus Christ, we live in the biggest house
in the village...
Sarah: Yes, it’s curious you’ve said that because my, I notice that I, my
instinct is not to follow you to places that you don’t want to go, as we’re
talking now. And I notice I do feel sad, and I still have that hard heart feeling
really strongly in me, and I do feel sad, but I don’t feel tearful. So it feels like a
very... it feels like a very contained sadness but I’m not really conscious of
having to work to not cry. It feels like it’s mixed in with this hardening of the
heart. So I can feel sad, but I don’t feel like I’m in any danger of crying.
Self: Yes, that’s how it feels for me too. And I don’t know what the shift is
there because I was getting emotional in the car.
Sarah: Well and it’s not that, I don’t think that one state is necessarily better
than another so I don’t think it would necessarily be better if you were tearful.
But it’s just curious how it ...I do feel like I’m doing some work across here,
[indicating shoulders] which is maybe part of the state for me, so it feels sort
of here in my heart, and sad but not in tears.
Self: I feel it in my throat actually. It is a different emotional quality talking
about it like this – it feels more manageable somehow, that’s for sure, I feel I
can be clearer about it, clearer about what? But it’s...
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Sarah: It feels slightly tiring as a state, for me, it’s something (inaudible) so it
feels like I’m not going to be able to sustain it myself for very long (yeah)
Self: Well Yes, that’s part, I think that feeds into that sense of “have I got
another one in me” looking up at the next task, I’m thinking that I’m
knackered already. It’s that. And it kinds of feeds into those feelings of
walking and climbing and false summits. You feel like a succession of false
summits, you think you’ve got to the top and then you think oh my god, and
that’s really frightening me. And yet you know just still kind of I’m really
motivated to do it, motivated and feeling like I can’t not do it. Which are
different you know. Caught somehow.
Sarah: Compelled in some way (yeah)
Self: The feeling seems different now....
Sarah: How is it, how is it different ?
Self: It’s less consuming – (mmm) I can kind of acknowledge it and not be
overwhelmed by it, I’m not sure where I am with the can of worms.
Sarah: Where does the fear sit if it sits anywhere in you?
Self: As I’m thinking, it’s in here (throat area and upper chest) kind of there.
And in my head as well, I’m holding my head like this (deep intake of breath).
You know and I wonder if some of this is around voice and the ghost
things....
Sarah: So how’s it connected to the voice and the ghost?
Self: It feels that ....Gosh, this really hurts now. It feels that somehow
photography as a tool gives me a voice, and it’s different to a voice that I
would bring to anything else, and it feels more substantial. It feels like it has
more impact. And I guess, I get caught in what I understand of my own
presence around people, and being aloof when I’m not, when that’s not my
intent, but there’s something around trying to manage impact that I think
gets overdone for me. So I tend to hold back (mmmm) and you know that
(inaudible) sense of being powerful enough to do damage and not wanting to
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do that. So .....yeah...kind of losing my way there, and it feels like pressing
into the sort of blind hazy areas.

Here I am left with clues to a repressed sense of self; as a child and young
adolescent I felt unable to be fully authentic, to express my own voice. My sense
of holding myself at a distance or on the periphery (and consequently being seen
as aloof) begins to make sense. My pattern of not allowing friends and colleagues
to know too much about me has it’s roots in the pattern of ‘not being followed
home.’ I worked on my observational, ‘noticing’ skills as a means of selfprotection but over time this talent almost became a liability. As I saw more and
more of the nuance and connection around issues of ecology or social justice so
my maverick, rebellious voice began to form. I realise that there is more here but
need to find somewhere to draw the line. In any case my memory may not be as
reliable as I imagine. After all, I thought I had ‘got away with it‘ in school.

My conversation with Sarah continued and we began to focus on more of the
‘embodied’ aspects of her coaching practice and my own embodied response.
Under her guidance I was able to experiment with how and where I was locating
or responding to the content of our conversation. Soon it was time for a brief pub
lunch before we returned to work again, this time to take some photographs. I
was keen to be led by Sarah; she had spoken of going to a specific location
though, as I remember, the distance and timing constraints of our day might have
mitigated against this. This is how Sarah remembered it:
“I do remember that I had thought of going up to what I call the Hare Meadow – a
place up on what counts as a hill in Cambridgeshire, where I had once rounded the
corner of a wood in a spring dusk and seen a score or so of hares gathered, ears
pricked, rich brown. We left quietly – they stayed. The place still has a magical
feel to it, even though I have never seen a hare there again.
Instead we did a more ordinary outing. We went out into the fields across the road
and on the other side of the village, where I have been going for odd walks since
before moving here (eight years ago), and where I routinely go when I have had
too much of being indoors with my inquiry. Walking the countryside was part of
the house-hunting process – light relief before and after seeing houses too low to
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stand up in, or flooded, or otherwise impossible. I do vaguely remember saying
that the flat open industrial fields were not really my landscape: I grew up in
Hampshire with rounded hills and valleys, little copses, streams, wavy hedges, a
kind of benign cosiness to the landscape: always shelter, always water, always
cover. I still miss it: my children don’t like to cycle on even the slightest of gradients, up or down. Whereas I have vivid memories of taking my feet off the pedals
of my fixed wheel trike and careering off to a brief flash of oblivion in the trees at
the bottom of the hilly road we lived on. Then coming to, and taking stock of my
bumps.
I can’t quite remember what we talked about as we walked. I think it was something about my process for writing, for doing ADOC, and what I did when it was
all too much. And then I think was recalling trying to help recapture a horse that
had escaped (while knowing next to nothing about horses and being in bandages
from thigh to ankle) But this doesn’t sound like much for the 45 minutes or so that
this walk takes. I remember feeling a bit self-conscious walking ahead as you took
a picture or two in the fields themselves (I wonder what these look like?). And
then the only ones that you opted to show me – towards the end as the sun was
setting, walking through the gap in the hedge back on to the road.”
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Like Sarah, I don’t remember much of the detail of our conversation as we walked
on paths around the edges of fields near her home. I do remember only showing
her the last photographs I took - when I thought I had intuitively ‘got something.‘
In retrospect this sounds reminiscent of Cartier-Bresson’s ‘decisive moment’ and I
wonder what Sara’s response might have been if I had offered the four pictures I
have included above. As we walked I listened for the themes of Sarah’s
commentary; switching from comments relating to her childhood, who owned the
various houses, where the river flowed, what might be growing in the fields, the
layout of alternative routes and tracks. She seemed typically knowledgable and
clearly familiar with the geography but frequently denied her connection to the
land: ‘...but this isn’t my landscape’. It seemed like a curious denial. I chose to
note this comment on my final image and blended a close-up shot of Sarah into
the image so that her features were just visible in the shadows of the image, so
that, in some way, she might, in fact, be omnipresent within her landscape.

Before I left to return home, we discussed the process of the day in Sarah’s office
over a cup of tea. Our tape is a mix of comments on embodied coaching,
photography, modern art and various aspects of practice. Here I am critically
aware that I am intentionally selecting excerpts, snap shots perhaps, from what I
recall as a very generative, wide-ranging conversation:

Self: I was starting to beat myself up about taking three pictures with the sun
behind you thinking that if I was serious about this we would spend some
time getting it right and what I do or don’t do when I see those pictures as
done from a different place - a point of exploration
Sarah: It’s like its enough material to work with rather than the ‘right’ thing..
yes...

[We begin to discuss the work of sculptor Constantin Brancusi and the prospect
of searching so hard that we might ‘find’ the sculpture within the rock rather than
need to carve it from rock.]
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Self: And I know that if we spent a lot of time getting a perfect picture I
would be trapped by it - it would be done then ... and the chance of getting
any reflective thinking on it - well, you wouldn’t want to mess with it if it was
so perfect.
Sarah: That’s part of the craft - I wouldn’t know when you’ve got enough to
work with.... but that takes me back to the ADOC workshop about trusting
people to produce something you could work with...that’s a big act of faith;
it’s like saying give me plasticine, putty, butter y’know whatever it might be
and I’ll make something!
Self: (quietly) outrageously reckless... (louder) but I think that sort of thing
feels reckless almost, risky, if you’re working from that ‘prepared’ position. If
you think you you have a fixed idea of what it looks like then that would be a
risk but if you’re prepared to work with ‘something... I don’t think I
understood that at the time.

Our conversation continues for several more minutes before I had to leave for
home. Working on Sarah’s image, I remembered the ‘having enough to work with’
comments and the different, more playful, relaxed process of working in front of
my computer, formulating pictures in my head and seeing what they looked like on
the screen. I later emailed the picture to Sarah and then, when we met at the
Ashridge offices at Kingsway we briefly looked at it on one of office monitors.
Here are excerpts of Sarah’s reaction to the image:

“My gaze is what seems really striking to me. I feel as though I am looking both
beyond and into the viewer: I am looking both far away and very close (perhaps
this is a bit Irish). Perhaps this is a metaphor for what I do in my consulting practice. The overlaid photo looks like a looking close, looking right into. And you can
look right at me too. I am a bit tousled, wearing very practical things against the
cold. I wonder how often I look like this – and I have no idea. I am not a great
devotee of mirrors (but you’ve probably already realised that!), and am usually
just checking for obvious problems and defects before going out. I showed it to
my husband: he said it is exactly what I am like, and he smiled.”
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“I think what is most perplexing to me about this picture is that I can recognise
myself and yet this is not what I really feel like to myself. I look more present,
more relaxed. And the light – I am fully lit and visible. Not quite how I think of
myself. There seems also something oddly timeless about it – as though you have
caught me at a juncture of many ages – young, middle aged, elderly, all in one
go.”
“A final thought on the process. Taking a picture of myself first was good I think –
because it forced me to do some work on the story and how I experienced it – to
bring something to the relationship. Which was different from just talking about it.
It’s a bit like a coaching client setting the agenda – the agenda may be up for challenge, but starting with the client’s perspectives somehow gives more equality to
the process. Coaches, and photographers, have a lot of power.”

I realise that I am heartened by the sense of Sarah and others (her husband)
‘seeing’ her in the image - another recognition of ‘essence’ perhaps? I am also
enjoying the perplexed response, the notion of multiple personae and the potential
that this might offer for further conversation but realise that inquiries have to end
somewhere. Finally, I am cautioned by Sarah’s last sentence; ‘Coaches, and
photographers, have a lot of power.’ It seems that idea of describing myself
simply as a ‘witness’ in these disciplines has passed.
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Chapter 11

Road: Andalucia

“Plans are deliberately indefinite, more to travel than to arrive anywhere. We are
just vacationing. Secondary roads are preferred. Paved county roads are best,
state highways are next. Freeways are the worst. We want to make good time,
but for us now this is measured with the emphasis on “good” rather than “time”
and when you make that shift in emphasis the whole approach changes.”
Pirsig, R. (1974:4)
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And now?

I was almost asleep on the bike when I stopped to take this blurry, head-achey
picture. I left the UK needing rest more than ever and came back feeling even
worse. Motorcycle trips give me time to reflect, to pass through the world, to
observe. But it didn’t work on this one.

My final year of writing and preparing this thesis has not gone according to plan. I
found myself trapped by the conflicting demands of trying to write a thesis while
becoming increasingly enmeshed in client demands that the inquiry had itself
provoked. A project that was catalysed by the early showing of pictures at
Ashridge during Sept 2008 grew to occupy large chunks of spring and summer,
there was more and more coaching, and more group and ‘large system’ work
seemed to present itself. After 4 years largely ignoring business imperatives I was
very grateful for the attention and used these opportunities to put some money
back in the bank. The result was that my year, which at times had been
exhilarating and exciting, eventually became utterly exhausting. As I attempted to
think and write, and when I needed to be at my most thoughtful and reflective, I
could barely think at all.

Having worked up until the last minute, I left home at 2.30am to drive to the airport
for an early morning flight. I arrived in Andalucia depleted yet feeling increasingly
aware of the data that I had ignored as I assembled the draft thesis. If exhaustion
and depletion were, indeed, starting to be an everyday feature of my life and work
why were they largely absent in my story? In fact, I was feeling additionally torn;
adding to my general stress levels was the news that my mother, always a figural
and energetic presence in our life at Manor Farm, was suffering from stomach pain
and had undergone a battery of tests. The indications suggested cancer and a
routine, though relatively serious operation would be required. A final diagnosis
would be made while I was away.
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An unplanned ending

My plan for that short motorcycle expedition through Andalucia seemed to be the
only thing that I could hang on to...

Our intent was that, by then, the (already delayed) draft of this thesis would be
ready for Robin. I could take a few days to relax while he would read the work
and offer comments which I might subsequently address before my final
submission. This seemed to fit with the practical decisions that I might need to
make in terms of life back at home. The dates that had been suggested for my
Mother’s operation were after my return; I would keep in touch while I was away
though I had already cleared my diary of any commitments that might affect my
ability to offer care and support when I got home.

I had taken Joanna Macy’s memoir, ‘Widening Circles’ to read on the plane and
during the inevitable airport delays. I think I had chosen it simply because the title
reminded me of the ‘expanding the circle’ section of this writing and I had an
optimistic vision that I might find myself with a beer in an Andalucian square,
reading, thinking and sense-making while occasionally glancing up to watch the
world pass by. Joanna’s story seemed to be one of holding to a broad spiritual
inquiry while events buffeted her life and I was captured by the frank, honest,
perhaps even innocent quality of her writing though imagined that the book might
eventually need to take it’s place in a special section of my bibliography which
Sarah, in one of our supervision conversations, described as ‘books I read but
then discarded...’ Later at my father’s house in the hills overlooking the Andalucian
coastline I swapped ‘Widening Circles’ for his battered copy of ‘Zen and The Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance’. It seemed that Pirsig’s inquiry into ‘quality’ had, once
again, become curiously more relevant to me.
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During a coffee stop at gas station we had spoken about the similarity between
the bikes ridden in Pirsig’s book and the bikes we were riding. I joked that we had
got it wrong; my father’s more ‘rationalist’ views meant that, to match the book, he
should have the BMW I was riding and, holding to my ‘romantic’ approach (Pirsig,
1974:66), I should be relaxing on a more radical Harley Davidson. My father was
adamant, however, that the bike ridden by Pirsig in the book was a Honda like his
own. I was puzzled; I felt sure that it was a Harley, in fact I thought that the bike
had to be a Harley given the way Pirsig described the machine. Later, leafing
carefully through my father’s fragile copy of ‘Zen’ provided no categorical answer
and we resorted to the internet. It turned out that Pirsig rode a 305cc Honda
Superhawk CB77 47 and the interlacing of the father and son story told in ‘Zen’,
our own relationship, the similar motorcycles and our propensity to avoid major
highways slowly began to weave together through my consciousness.

I started to thumb more intentionally through the book; I found references to
‘feigning twentieth century lunacy’ (Pirsig 1974:33) and thought back to my early
writing, linking to Fromm and the ‘smiling, rational, sincere, kind human being
everyone pretends to be.’ (Fromm 1978:16). I found that Pirsig (ibid p.39) packed
a copy of Thoreau’s Walden to take with him on the trip and I crashed back into
my 19 logs and the ‘twice-warming” capacity of Thoreau’s log-pile (Thoreau, H. D,
1999:225). Beginning on page 81 there is a short section where Pirsig’s character
Phaedrus meets a timber wolf on a mountain track and, again, I see my ‘red
foxes’ and then Mark Rowlands’ more authentically lupine story, “The Philosopher
and the Wolf”, which featured strongly in my Module 3 paper. I remembered
‘Brenin’, a ‘96% wolf dog hybrid’ who demanded that I seriously consider my
‘epistemic duty’ in writing this inquiry (Rowlands 2008:22). Turning the page I see
Pirsig claims that Phaedrus had seen an image of himself on the mountain track:

“A photograph can show a physical image in which time is static, and a
mirror can show a physical image in which time is dynamic, but I think what
he saw on the mountain was another kind of image which was not physical

47

See, for example: http://www.honda305.com/frames/zen-hld1.htm
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and did not exist in time at all. It was an image nevertheless and that is why
he felt recognition.”
Pirsig, R. (1974: 82)

As Pirsig’s ghostly image began to do it’s work on me it felt like some kind of
mental bifurcation was taking place: in one vision I was seeing again the fading
green fire in the eyes of Aldo Leopold’s wolf, dying on a Sand County
mountainside (Harding 2006:42), in another I began to see the ‘Ghost Dad’ image
stuck to the wall of my office. I found myself holding the inner and outer aspects
of my inquiry; the personal and general, above and below the ice... After leafing
through the first 100 pages I put ‘Zen’ down, reeling at the connections I was
making.

The phone call from Kate took me by surprise.

She was evidently in tears. Had I spoken to my sister? Had I heard the results of
Mum’s consultation? It was much worse than first suspected; the cancer had
spread, affecting the left and right lobes of the liver. The surgeon had suggested
that they did not operate. My sister, an experienced radiotherapist, was using
words like ‘terminal’... She had persuaded the surgeon to undertake colo-rectal
surgery as some sort of palliative measure.

I finished the phone call in a curious state of calm. My mother is a very practical
woman and, anyway, wouldn’t appreciate fuss. Then an email arrived from Robin
saying that he had negotiated a number of conflicting requirements to set a date
for my viva. He was proposing 25th of February, Mum’s birthday, and so tears
began to run down my face.

I didn’t sleep that night. My journal is messy and scribbled:
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“30 Sept 5:05am - remember back to that piece of music - tears.
[I am referring to the song lyric ‘Empty’ by the 80’s band Del Amitri: “Don’t
get so distressed if the good life won’t arrive, You’ve been seeing SOS when
it’s just your clock reading 5:05“]
Kate phoning in tears with the news of Mum. I had thought another 20
years
The selfishness of PhD’s - the indulgence of 1st person inquiry - How do
we act as if every day mattered deeply? As if every relationship counted
all of the time. If we never put any relationship ‘on hold until.....’
I’m waiting for sunrise... I’ll feel better then....
The cruelty that this interweaving which started with a death [I am
referring to Olimpo] will end with one too...
The notion that the pathology of the cancer had been there all through the
PhD....?
Isaacs Dialogue is a state we are continually falling out of....
Maybe relationship (=love) is the same. The PhD has started with a death and it
will end with one.
What started as an inquiry into creativity ends as a reflection on death this speaks to me of the futility of titles and intents in this kind of work. If I
take my experience seriously how could I have predicted how this would
end. Yet the bureaucratic machine wanted a title and a particular word
count some time ago....
Perhaps I could have ‘wrapped this a little more cleanly and ignored the
reality of life for a neater result
Perhaps we should retrospectively tidy these accounts with a ‘top and tail‘
a structure, [sic] I’ve risked that all along . I’m not going to start now!
Paying attention to my experience has opened up these connections and I have called this creativity - maybe creativity doesn’t want to be
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wrapped up into 65,000 neat words - maybe life will leak through the
confines of the word count.
I am creative when I allow life to touch me. And sometimes life kicks the
door in and punches me in the face.”
Journal - 30 Sept 2010

Patterns of creativity and restraint

Reflecting now, a week after my return from Spain, I’m not surprised to see
themes of maverick anger arising again in my journal. It seems as though my
fatigued haze led me to fall back into a familiar pattern. This time my alienated
reaction focussed on the bureaucracy associated with this thesis: word count,
titles, format. All minor obsessions and anxieties that I might choose to ‘not notice’
but that felt indicative of a larger systemic condition. In fact, I have been left
wondering how a ‘larger systemic condition’ might also be a factor in the patterns
of creativity that I experience. I was deeply shaken by the resonances within
Pirsig’s ‘Zen’ and the way my experience of that particular moment of
motorcycling could pull threads throughout my personal history; as though the
ideas and images expressed in a book that I first read as a young man could
provide a framework of meaning that might pattern my experience so significantly.
I make no claims for Pirsig’s prescience though the resonance that his work
repeatedly achieves and the way it threads and weaves its way into my experience
seems to offer some sense of thematic form or recognition to the roots of my
creativity.

With ‘Zen’ back on the bookshelf, I drifted further into Joanna Macy’s memoir and
noted how she was fundamentally questioning the separate, Cartesian ego and
sees her own Buddhist response to her experience as ‘part of a larger
paradigmatic shift in the West, as an urge arising within the Western mind - the
urge to reconnect’ (Macy 2000: 133). I see as fundamental the establishment of
participative connection as the basis of my emergent creative energy, and my
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experience in Spain gives some sense of the difficulty that I continually experience
as I attempt to hold myself in a connected, ecological, aesthetic dialogue with the
world. The busy-ness of my year had significantly disconnected me from my
environment; the vegetables that I finally managed to plant are again rotting,
unharvested in the raised beds, the trees and fences are unattended, our old
farmhouse is falling down faster than I am restoring it and the list of maintenance
work is getting bigger. My lovely red Ducati is in the barn, unridden, the battery is
flat and the MoT inspection is out of date. It feels like there is a desperate irony
here; by holding to an investment of time, ‘paying attention’ to my experience, in a
rational, cognitive sense, I also begin to separate myself from it, the Cartesianism
grabs me and I become an observer of self.
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Concluding Notes

Edges - First Visit
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I’m left wondering how to come to any sense of closure in this thesis and so I
wondered if I might return to a ‘Gaia Place’ that is both a physical and
photographically evoked spiritual reality. Pirsig, might call this concluding
summary a ‘Chautauqua’ (Pirsig 1974:7) and here I would like to offer a brief
inquiry into my own sense of creative drive, undertaken in 2009, which might help
to provide some sense of resolution or, at least, to point towards a way forward.
I had taken some time during a holiday in Cornwall to wander off to a small rocky
cove each morning at sunrise. The holiday was an opportunity for extended family
to get together; all generations had gathered and the chaos meant that I needed
to take some time away from the group.

Edges - First Visit
My aim had been to simply sit and experience the morning and the boundary
between water and rock, perhaps making photographs which might express my
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sense of connection and provide data for a personal photo-dialogue. The pictures
still feel fresh and, for me, represent a meaning that is unavailable through spoken
word or text; one of connection and calm, a contemplative sense of mystery
perhaps. I feel like I am now acknowledging my learning about the source of my
creativity but, that done, feel that I don’t want to analyse things too much here.

I began to show the images as part of a series entitled ‘Edges’ on my PhotoDialogue blog48 and was delighted to offer one for the cover of the Ashridge book,
“Organisation Consulting @ the Edges of Possibility”. 49 I remained intrigued by the
creative possibility of early mornings on the Cornish coast and, a few weeks later,
took an opportunity to return for a second experience. This time, however, I felt
disappointed, trapped in my previous experience and unable to re-enter my
previous state of mind. The pictures I made are superficially similar yet, to me, feel
clichéd, distant and I struggle to engage with them.

What am I finding here? I find myself referring back to the potential for a sense of
ecological ‘deep experience’ and phenomenology. My copy of “Merleau-Ponty - A
Guide for the Perplexed’ by Eric Matthews is much more thumbed and tabbed
than the Heidegger or Gadamer texts that stand along side it. Matthews notes
that:

“The photographer does not simply place the camera in front of as scene
and allow the light coming through the lens to record what is before it.
Rather, the angle and distance from which the photograph is chosen, the
picture is composed in the viewfinder, and further ‘interference with nature’
may take place during the processing. The hand of the artist is even more
obviously at work in painting of any kind. And we, viewers, in so far as we
are considering the work aesthetically, are, as Merleau-Ponty says, not
concerned with whether it is a ‘resemblance’ of what it purports to depict,
48

See http://photo-dialogue.com/journal/2009/8/19/edges.html?rq=edges

49

See http://photo-dialogue.com/journal/2010/7/29/photo-dialogue-at-the-edges-of-possibility.html?rq=pho -

to-dialogue%20at%20the%20edges%20of%20possibility
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but whether the world depicted by the artist is coherent, satisfying,
illuminating, appealing and so on.”
Matthews, E. (2006:136)

The satisfaction that I felt with the earlier image set felt impossible to replicate in
the second set; on my second visit I felt I was trying to see in a way that was in
some way prejudiced. Phenomenologists recognise Goethe as pre-dating their
movement as he tries to perceive in a direct way in which ‘the perceiver puts all of
her or his attention into active seeing by plunging into the qualities of the thing
being observed’ (Ladkin 2005: 120). Ladkin follows Bortoft’s distinction (Bortoft,
1996) between ‘analytic’ and ‘holistic’ modes of consciousness:

“The analytic mode, he argues, develops in conjunction with experiencing
and manipulating solid bodies. By contrast, the holistic mode of
consciousness is non-linear, simultaneous and intuitive rather than verbalintellectual.”
Ladkin, D. (2005:120)

My sense is that on my first visit to Cornwall I approached those early mornings in
a sense of almost meditative exploration and so found myself able to hold to
something like Goethe’s holistic mode. On my second visit I was ‘looking for
something’, a particular image or set of circumstances and effectively shutting
down my senses to the wider experience, an approach that ultimately left me with
images that failed to convey, to me at least, my own sense of participation in the
landscape.
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Edges - Second Visit

Locating this experience within the phenomenology tradition I recall that Edmund
Husserl proposed the technique of ‘bracketing’; ‘a process of suspending one’s
judgement or bracketing particular beliefs about the phenomena in order to see it
clearly’ (Laverty 2003: 6). Laverty follows the development of phenomenology
through Husserl and the hermeneutic phenomenology of Heidegger into
Gadamer’s efforts to put Heidegger’s work into practical application. Gadamer
saw bracketing as impossible and viewed attempts to do so as absurd. Following
Gadamer’s position that our prejudices are a condition of knowledge that
determines what we will find intelligible in any set of circumstances, Laverty states:
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These understandings are based on our historicality of being and all
understanding will involve some prejudice. He did not support the notion
that a knower can leave his/her immediate situation in the present merely by
adopting an attitude. His view acknowledged the unquestionable presence
of historicality of understanding and he worked to extend the perspective
that these positions play in the search for meaning.”
Laverty, S. (2003:11)

I am left feeling rather cornered by the conclusions that Gadamer offers yet
acknowledge the sense of resonance with ‘interweaving threads’ that seem to
repeat throughout my experience. I find that my creativity is both enabled and
constrained by my own ‘historicality’; a notion that feels conceptually closer to the
idea of a ‘spiritual path’ than any kind of ‘blank page’ or ‘blue sky’. With this, my
understanding of my various incarnations as ‘maverick’, ‘swamp man’ or
‘dissatisfied organisation consultant’ all make new sense but seem perhaps even
more devoid of any hope of resolution.

Which actually seems rather fine. I have learned to accept and honour my history
and I am left feeling that by maintaining a state of authentic connection I am able
to find a platform from which to sustain myself and maintain the conflicted,
creative sense difference that provides the impetus for my work. The acceptance
of my own historicality together with the resolve and courage to maintain my own
sense of noticing and voice have become critical to my practice.

So, this rather simplistic summary of my inquiry doesn’t feel like a particularly
comfortable ending, and I don’t have a good song to finish on. But, for now, it
might be the best that I can offer.
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Retrospective
Several years ago, as I sat in the last workshop ‘circle’ of AMOC 6, I suddenly
developed a keen interest in endings and found myself watching the clock on
the wall with a deep sense of curiosity about what was unfolding. As the
seconds ticked away towards 12 o’clock, there seemed to be a slow and
strangely disabling realisation that this was it. Our cohort had undergone a
transformative development experience together and we were now required to
go off on our own individual paths. Our facilitators asked if there anyone had
anything to say or offer. As far as I can remember there was no response and
so, one of the facilitators simply said, “OK, that’s it then.” With that
announcement the clocked ticked to exactly 12 noon. So that was it then. I was
taken by the brilliant, if unintended, theatre of the moment and said, out loud,
“High Noon.”

We left the room to break out to smaller groups and say our goodbyes. There
was a panic and people began to rush from room to room so that we might
gather again as a whole cohort and say goodbye ‘properly’. We went though an
improvised ritual where we all spoke briefly to each other but it didn’t seem to
really work and I was pleased to get back to our breakout room. The return to a
formatted ritual goodbye felt rather cringeworthy and embarrassing; nothing in
comparison to the rending pain of our high noon moment.

I realise that I like to carry the scars of these moments with pride. My memory
of my AMOC 6 colleagues is all the sharper as a result and I don’t want these
instances ameliorated by clever packaging or facilitation routines that ease their
passing. However, audiences (and clients) demand good endings and I am
advised to think carefully here. The switch from an extended epistemology
largely residing in sensual, felt process towards a suitable presentational form
has been a continual trouble. I reflected on this recently with my colleague
Amanda (who joined me for the dialogue workshop described in Chapter 4) she
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said that this was the result of striving for the ‘it’, some form of holistic
enlightenment or knowing that we are unable to speak of and that written text or
spoken language could not illuminate. I return to thoughts of Barthes
‘desperate resistance to any reductive system’ or Berman’s claim that ‘holism
taunts modern man’ and try to reconcile these words with my own sense
maverick ‘rage against the machine.’ I am also conscious that when, in
Andalucia (Chapter 11), I felt the natural ecology of life and death tearing at me
so fiercely that I could barely stand it, I began to crave the positivist security of
reason and certainty, and found myself questioning the value of this type of
work, to me or anyone else.
John Heron asks a simple, confronting question founded in the ‘domain of
practical or normative thinking’ which, among other criteria, asks for a
‘validation of practice’:

“Executive Criteria
•

Can the practitioners execute the practice? Can they actually do
what they say they can do, over a significant time span, under all
relevant conditions and with an appropriate economy of means?

•

Can they do it elegantly, with style and grace?”
Heron, J. (1996:170)

As he continues an exhaustive list, Heron goes on to say that, ‘It is highly
doubtful whether any transformative inquiry will want to evaluate its practical
outcomes in terms of all these criteria”. I am aware that these particular
‘executive’ criteria are, indeed, the ones that snag me deeply as I seek to
channel my maverick energy and towards a sense of agentic, instrumentality
which might enable me to make a difference or offer a challenge to our wider
condition.
Rosemarie Anderson (2006:9) claims that ‘the topics my students choose to
explore in research are often those aspects of their personalities that seek
healing either within themselves or within the culture at large, or both.’ Here
then, lies my ultimately politicised agenda, as I attempt, through practice, to
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bring my own wounds (or perhaps, more optimistically, scars!) to the world in a
way that is helpful and generative. Importantly, I now recognise my need to
continually resource myself and find a perspective than enables me to clearly
sense the impact of my efforts.
Over recent years, my practice has grown out of dissatisfaction with
organisational ‘process mapping’ and the imposition of ‘efficiency measures’
towards interventions framed by complexity science and dialogue. I am aware
of the potential, and my own capacity, for ‘holding’ dialogic conversation,
whether exclusively verbally or following a visual provocation, such that a
creative response eventually emerges. I also realise that, while I have held the
idea of dialogic emergence or ‘generativity’ (Isaacs (1999) or Scharmer (2009))
in a reverent cocoon of creative magic, my previous practice has also sought a
sense of security and authority in the detailed theories of the complexity
practitioners (for example, Griffin (2002), Shaw (2002), Stacey (2001),
Streatfield (2001)).
After this extensive (photo) dialogue with myself, colleagues and clients, I am
entering much more confidently into the connected, ecosophy of the creative
‘magic’ that I can evoke. I realise that this is not a place of rational knowing or
‘technique’ and note with enjoyment the experience of what Anderson (2004,
2006) calls an ‘auspicious bewilderment’; a signal, she claims, of renewed
understanding when contradictory narratives begin to move us deeper into
inquiry topics. And so, as I have attempted to ‘finish’ my inquiry it has
seemingly refused to be bundled and I am seeing new linkages into Gestalt,
complexity, intuition and expressive, artistic process. Taylor and Hansen (2005:
1227) asked aesthetically informed inquirers to be ‘trained researchers and
exploratory artists’. I have taken some steps along this path and will now move
with increased resolve into the space of creative identity which I claim. But, as I
submit to the hermeneutic loops of my experience, I optimistically wonder what
‘progress’ might look like. Maybe Pirsig said it best in ‘Zen’:
Plans are deliberately indefinite, more to travel than to arrive anywhere.
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Post Script
After presentation of this thesis and the viva voce I have been asked by my examiners to add a further progress check which articulates my current position as
a professional practitioner and locates my contribution to the literature of 1st
and 2nd person inquiry.
As I have recalled the viva conversation, reviewed my notes and reflections, listened to my tapes and read into some of the texts suggested by my examiners,
I realise that I have been denying the maverick who has again been rising within
me. Instead, I have been trying to support a new narrative, that the unhelpful
maverick was a rather tedious pattern, and I should really behave with a new
maturity in negotiating the thesis conditions. Indeed, I have been thoroughly
hooked - and have found myself in a state of denial that has blocked any sense
of constructive response, an echo, perhaps, of my early sense of the emotional
turmoil that I felt at the start of this process of inquiry.
In the intervening period since the viva voce I have been fully occupied with
business issues, but it has been the anxiety around these ‘very minor
changes’50 that has left me lying awake at night. I realise that attempting to step
away from my process has left me blocked in my attempts to address the
amendments and so, at a suitably unsociable hour, I am awakened by the realisation that my creative responses are enlivened by the maverick, and that his
combination of angst, frustration and energy are at the heart of my creative response.
Here, I am understanding that the generative, appreciative conversations that
support my work and help me to sense value are entirely different from the state
of personal anger and frustration that provides genesis or catalytic impetus to
my work. I find myself deeply concerned about the viability of this situation,
even of the ramifications for my mental health. How can I reconcile such a conflicted, anxious state of productive creativity with the sense of joy I would feel if,
for example, at this unearthly hour, any of my family were to walk into the
kitchen where I now write? The darkness of the maverick seems like a guilty
secret.
Yet I am increasingly convinced that my value as a professional practitioner is
rooted in this confluence of generative conversation (in this case, the conversations that I, as a facilitator and consultant, might convene) and the shadows or
contradictions that I am also able to presence.
50

As described in Examiner comments form A; ‘Update after viva voce examination’.
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Perhaps this kind of ‘presence’ doesn’t show up too well in a ‘presented’ text but
the words have a different sense of gravity when there is a coherence with person and relationship. In the viva conversation I used my opening remarks and a
small selection of images to evoke the kind of conversation that I might attempt
to design in a ‘professional’ context. Yet as our meeting progressed, the ‘analogue’ of my practice seemed to, temporarily at least, break down under questioning and required a more explicit response:
Examiner C: If I sit on your shoulder tomorrow, what will I see you
doing?
Self: What I think you’ll see me doing is not very much that is visible.
I am locating myself in my ground which means that when I speak
with clients I can soak up a lot of the anxiety.. (and that is especially
true with coaching clients) and that seems to be liberating for them;
that I can be different - and I make no positive effort in my work to
assimilate any parts of the organisational behaviours. So they know
that they are dealing with someone who is a bit odd, a bit different,
coming from a different standpoint and [who] is able to sit in the
same space with them, absorb some of their anxiety and say, “This is
OK....” or to be with a conflicted team and say, “This is conflict and
this is OK - let’s work with this rather than trying to push it away - or
ask someone else to brief it on a piece of A4 Powerpoint - let’s really
get into this.” So that is my work.
Examiner C: So, with my 2nd person action researcher hat on,
you’ve just made some claims that you’re ‘absorbing’ something from
your client and they find that liberating? What’s your data? What’s
your evidence here?
Self: It shows up in the things they say and do. So it might be they
say, “We missed Steve at the last meeting and we need him here because he’s our ‘conscience’”. Coaching clients might say, “I hadn’t
realised that this was fine, that this was normal.” So, it’s about holding, enabling - and so part of my journey [...] has been for me to
stand strongly in my space and say, “..and I don’t know either - so
how do we go on now?”
[....]
Examiner C: Can you say something about how you hold the openness, the ‘not knowing’ that you talk about as a practice?
Self: I find that really difficult.... So I know that, from a felt sense, my
presence in a meeting or a dialogue group can change the dynamic
[...] and make things ‘permissable’. So, what I’m doing is showing up
as a powerful individual in my own right and that has an effect... And
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my sense of power in those circumstances is to legitimate other ways
of being. I have turned up from a different place as somebody that is
now convening or intervening in some way and I don’t need to know
the business of the organisation. So if I speak of a piece of work
where we have [significantly reduced the budget of an organisation]
and at least a third of the people in the conversation won’t be there in
the future... the’s been something for me about going into that space,
empathising with the anxiety and stress and yet legitimising it and
saying, “How do we now continue? How do we still talk to each other? [...and, by the way, I have no expertise in the technical subject
area] But how do we bring this to a different level of relating?” And
that is done from a position of considerable power in relationship. [...]
So I have to go in there, be completely present, not make any assumptions, and part of my power is to be able to walk away.
Examiner A: I now know what you do... and I didn’t know what you
do from this... [thesis]... and so I’m fascinated by this...
Our conversation turns towards how these elements of practice enable change
in organisations and I am struck at how much tacit content I hold to be evident.
As a practitioner who disrupts patterns I am of course holding a slightly removed perspective on organsational discourse. I open up some of the dialogical
constructs around how clients not only construct their roles but how they ‘see’
others too. But, for me, these seem to be rather mundane technical issues, easily learned from a variety of books and manuals. But I find more interest as I
furtively check on my bookshelves for a volume entitled “365 Steps to Self-confidence”, and so I realise that this has not been an easily gained capability.
By holding my research within a phenomenological orientation (see Ladkin,
2005) I am aware that my process has not felt like one of moving through discrete cycles of action and reflection (Argyris and Schön, 1978) (Schön,1983),
nor the slowing down that their practice advocates. Neither have I been particularly conscious of discrete inner and outer arcs of attention (Marshall, J. 2001).
Instead, my process has been to undertake an ‘immersion’ into the constructions of anxiety and stress which I might otherwise avoid. Rather analogous to
a form of ‘dipping’ process, it feels like the capability to maintain useful difference has slowly accreted upon me after repeated application. Perhaps less
clear in this analogy is the understanding I have that accretion has occurred and
that this has become apparent to me retrospectively. Here I find it difficult to articulate a reliable formula for my approach. I am not proposing a ‘manual of
best-practice’. Rather that I need to live with the irreducibility of such a method
and recognise that there is no safety available to practitioners in terms of
progress towards an absolute measure or standard of quality.
Here I might be motorcycling again, framing progress in terms of gains are
made by sustained engagement with the process over time. Richard Sennett
(2008) evokes the image of a craftsman and addresses Polanyi’s sense of tacit
knowledge that cannot be rendered as logical propositions. Sennet claims that
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constant interplay between tacit knowledge and self-conscious awareness enables ‘craft quality’. He notes that, “Bedded in too comfortably, people will neglect the higher standard; it is by arousing self-consciousness that the worker is
driven to do better.” (Sennett, 2008:51)
In my final note of this post script I will draw attention the way in which I configure the distress and discomfort, borne of my inquiry, and how it relates to my
sense of practice and ‘being‘ in the wider world. In Chapter 9 I note the three
forms that my practice currently takes (reportage photography to catalyse inquiry, co-designed images and an artistically participative mode). Here I notice
how the foundation of my work is resident in the latter, more creative form yet it
is here that I struggle most with feelings of vulnerability and risk. As I return
through co-design to corporate reportage I realise how my creative drive is
compromised in the corporate environment.
There are parallels here with earlier comments (Chapter 3) when I experience
the uneasiness of being torn between two languages and extend this bifurcation
to my sense of collusion with the economic system that promotes ecological
damage. The charge that my consulting practice is ‘fuelling the machine‘ which
I seek to confront is one which weighs heavily on me. The contradiction is
clear; that my ‘eco-aspirations’ are not the way of the commercial world in which
I engage and, by participating in the frequently destructive power of that world, I
undermine my work. So, how can I (or, indeed, why would I) attempt to maintain a change orientated consulting presence in the world when I might better
spend my time ensuring that the apples in the orchard are properly harvested?
Here I look again to my sense of ‘editing for discord’, the process of actively
searching for discomfort rooted in the conflict of holding personal values that
are broadly incompatible with the wider context for my work. Most simply, my
practice consists of offering a supportive presence that might generate helpful
alternatives and opportunities within the world. Yet as I face into the discomfort,
risk and frequent incoherence of my work I find myself asking that if I’m not prepared to take on the task, why would I expect others to take my place?
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